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INTRODUCTION,

Perhaps the largest and most important-" /

roblem that the North American contmerillias'. U
^ore it to-day for solution is to show how the -

comin^gf tides of itiltttigrants of various nation- ,

ities and different degrees ot civihzation may ..

I assimilated and made worthy citizens of the y \

^eat Commonwealths" The United i^tates have'^^*- ^3
been grappling with this question for decades,

but have not yet found a solution. Canada is

now facing the same problem, but in an aggra-
vated form. A much larger percentage of for-

eigners, in proportion to our population, is com-

ing to us just now, than came at any one period

tfy the Ui.I'i^d States. The larger the percentage

e more difficult is the problem, of sciution.

''estern Canada has this problem in ?n even

ore perplexing form and to an even greater

gree than has the East. And the cit'; of Wiur

peg might, without any misuse of words, be

illed \h^ storw, centre of this problem for Can-

a. Mr. J. H. Ashdown, who h^«- been Mayor

Winnipeg for the past two yeai ,
and resident

the West for over forty years, and who has

•rhaps given more time, attention, and money
the working out of a solution of this question.3
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than any other layman in the West, regards th(

problem as vital and fundamental.

I have been permitted to read the manuscript
of the Rev. J. S. Woodsworth's book, entitled

"Strangers Within Our Gates." It should be

stated that Mr. Woodsworth is Superintendent
of "All Peoples' Mission," and of our foreign

^0Fk generally in the city of Winnipeg, and has

had special opportunity to meet and study these

various peoples and divers nationalities. I can

with confidence commend this pioneer Canadian

work on this subject to the careful consideration

of those who are desirous of understanding and

grappling with this great national danger. For

mere is a dangler and if is national! Either we '

must educate and elevate the incoming multi-

tudes or they will drag us and our children down

flower level. We must see to it that the

"civilisation and ideals of Southeastern Europe *,

are not transplanted to and perpetuated on our

virgin soil. I would have all our young people^
^eeit the oceans read and ponder the subject- 1

matter of this book. "Dry!" you say? No!

vastly interesting and illuminating if you read

and study it sympathetically. Hefe you will find

tragedy and comedy combined in the actual lives

of men and v^omen, none of whom we may call

" common or unclean." T fear that the Canadian

churches have not yet been seized of the magni-
tude and import of this ever-growing problem.

J. W. Sparung.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

What does the ordinary Canadian know

about our immigrants? He classifies all men as

white men and foreigners. The foreigners he

thinks of as the men who dig the sewers and get

into trouble at the police court. They are all

supposed to dress in outlandish garb, to speak

a barbarian tongue, and to smell abominably.

This little book is an attempt to introduce the r

motley crowd of immigrants to our Canadian .

people and to bring before our young people ^

some of the problems of population with which .^

we must deal in the very near future . It has no*

literary pretensions ;
its aim is entirely practical. *

Undertaken at the suggestion of Dr. F. C.

Stephenson, Secretary of the Young People's

Forward Movement, it has been written at odd

times during a very busy winter.

We are glad to have had the co-operation of

Mr. A. R. Ford, of the Winnipeg Telegram, who

has written the chapters signed
"
A. R. F.," sev-

eral of which have already appeared in the

5
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Author's Preface N

Westminster. The editing and illustrating havt

been done by the Young People's Forward

Movement Department.

The book will accomplish its purpose, if it

serves to stimulate an interest in important pub-

lic problems, and to direct its readers to fuller

sources of information. Much may be learned

from the United States, where conditions similar

to our own have existed for some years. We
append a short list of books which have proved

helpful in this study. In many of these books

full bibliographies will be found.

J. S. WoodsWORTH.

Winnipeg, June isl|i9o8A
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IMMIGRATION—A WORLD
PROBLEM.

" Out of the remote and little known region of

northern, eastern, and southern Europe forever
marches a vast and endless army. Nondescript and
ever changing in personnel, without leaders or organ-
ization, this great force, moving at the rate of nearly
1,500,000 each year, is invading the civilized world.

"
Like a mighty stream, it finds its source in a hun-

dred rivulets. ihe huts of the mountains and the
hovels of the plains are the springs which feed; the

fecundity of the races of the Old World the inex-

haustible source. It is a march the like of which the

world has never seen, and the moving columns are

animated by but one idea—that of escaping from evils

which have made existence intolerable, and of reach-

ing the free air of countries where conditions are

better shaped to the welfare of the masses of the

people.
"
it is a vast procession of varied humanity. In

tongue it is polyglot; in dress, all climes, from pole to

equator, are indicated, and all religions and beliefs

enlist their followers. There is no age limit, for young
and old travel side by side. There is no sex limitation,

for the women are as keen, if not more so, than the

men; and babes in arms are here in no mean numbers.
'' The army carries its equipment on its back, but in

no prescribed form. The allowance is meagre, it is

true, but the household gods of a family sprung from
the same soil as a hundred previous generations may
possibly be contained in shapeless bags or bundles.

Forever moving, always in the same direction, this

marching army comes out of the shadow, converges to

natural points of distribution, masses along the great

international highways, and its vanguard disappears,

absorbed when it finds a resting place.
"
Gaining in volume and momentum with each pass-

ing year, without apparent regard for the law of

supply and demand, the pressure of this army ha§
II



Immigration—A World Problem

already made itself felt upon the communities in which
it finds its destination. The cry of protest has gone up
from those who find themselves crowded from their

occupations and their homes by the new arrivals, and

peoples are demanding of their Governments that some

steps be taken to check this alien invasion-

"Throughout Europe the word 'America' is

synonymous in all languages with freedom, prosperity,
and happiness. The desire to reach America is the

first sign of awakened ambition, the first signal of

revolt against harsh environment, the dream of age
and youth alike. The countries of Western Europe
receive the migratory element—^the birds of passage—
who help in the harvest, or furnish laborers for great

undertakings, and then return to their homes richer

for their season abroad. London absorbs into her

mighty heart thousands of strange-looking human

beings, talking gibberish languages, and quick to take

advantage of her marvellous charities. South America,
with the free-and-easy manner of that part of the

world, accepts those rejected elsewhere.

"Following the main columns of this army back to

their beginnings, the real reason for its existence is

soon discovered. The momentum is given at the

source, and we find men pushing each other at the

gang-planks of departing emigrant steamers to make
their escape from inevitable political and economic

wrongs^ There is another reason, based upon the

first, but none the less potent- The traffic in ocean

passages has reached a stage of fierce competition, un-

scrupulousness, and even inhumanity inconceivable to

those not familiar with its details. Men who profit by
the march of these millions of people have a drag-net
out over continental Europe so fine in its meshes as to

let no man, woman, or child escape who has the price
and the desire or need to go. Three great countries,

Italy, Austria-Hungary, and Russia—where the masses
of the people are low in the social scale, and where the

percentage of illiteracy is discreditable to the twen-
tieth century—are being drained of their human dregs

through channels made easy by those seeking cargo for

their ships."
—Whelpley.
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Strangers Within Our Gates.

I.

WHO ARE WE?

THE POPULATION OF CANADA.

Within the past decade Canada has risen xhe birth of

from the status of a colony to that of a nation. * *i*tion

A national consciousness has developed
—that is,

•>

a nation has been born. A few years ago Cana-

dian-born children described themselves as Eng-

lish, Irish, Scotch or French, according as

their parents or ancestors had come from Eng-

land, Ireland, Scotland or France. To-day our

children boast themselves Canadians, and the

latest arrivals from Austria or Russia help to

swell the chorus, ''The Maple Leaf Forever."

There has not been sufficient time to develop^a,,^

fixed Canadian type, but there is a certain in- .

definite something that at once unites us and *

distinguishes us from all the world besides .

'

Our hearts all thrill in response to the magical

phrase
—"

This Canada of Ours !" We are

Canadians. As yet we have not entered fully
»

into our national privileges and responsibilities, j

13



Strangers Within Our Gates

but great national problems are already forcing
*^

;

themselves upon our attention. In grappling

\

with and solving these we shall attain our

national manhood.

The aborig-
"
Strangers within our gates

"—
perhaps, in

Sst settlers
^^^ sense, we are the strangers. Throughout
the long years before the coming of the white

man the Indian possessed the land. Then came

the fierce frontier warfare in which the red man
was driven back before the advance of the
"
pale face." Now his descendants have a place

in our new nation.

In Eastern Canada the French came first.

Soon began the bitter struggle for supremacy
o

^ between French and English. Now we all

proudly claim to be Canadian citizens and Brit-

ish subjects' Since then many nations have con-

tributed to our population. To trace the causes

that led to the coming of these early settlers, and

their influence on the community, would be in-

tensely interesting, but cannot be attempted here.

We seek merely a point of departure. Perhaps

we cannot gain a better analysis of our popula-

tion than that given by our last census.

Who are we, then, by birthplace, by race, and

by religion ?

14
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Strangers Within Our Gates

Figures which In the Northwest Provinces a special census

growth
^^^ taken in 1906. The following are figures

for 1901 and 1906:

1901 1906

Manitoba 255,211 365,688
Saskatchewan 91,279 257,763
Alberta 73,022 185,412

419,512 808,863

"
Figures talk !" Yes, if we study them and

what they stand for. Let us look over these

tables.

Surely we have come from the ends of the

• earth! We hardly knew we were so cosmopoli-

tan. To see the nations of the world we need

merely to journey through Canada. We would

take the Grand Tour—^then on to the most re-

mote countries of Europe. After that, touch-

ing at Turkey and Syria we would pass on to

India and back by China and Japan—and all

without leaving our own shores.

Then if we wished to study comparative re-

ligions, what a field! We hardly knew there

could be so many sects ; and all of these are right—in their own eyes ! What a theological train-

ing for our young people, if only they would

find out the distinctive beliefs of each of these

denominations, and then seek to give a reason

for the faith that is in themselves !

We notice at a glance how rapidly the figures

in the tables increase from left to right, and that

at the right there are often figures when at the

18



Who Are We?

left there are only blanks. We are continually

drawing on more and more countries for our

population.

Note the sudden advance in the figures in

the immigration from Russia during the last

decade. Probably that tells the story of the

coming of the strange Doukhobors. Again,
see how Japan is represented in 1901. Ex-

pansion had begun in the little Island Empire,
and Canada was known over the seas.

Or take one of the provinces
—for example,

Ontario—if only we could trace the various ele-

ments that constitute its people, that would be

to write a history of Ontario.

We are not dealing with figures but with

men, women and children—with their hopes and

struggles, their victories and defeats. What

idylls
—what tragedies lie behind these figures.

If only we knew one life! .

19



11.

THE STRANGERS.

IMMIGRATION.

" ' And Elisha prayed, and said, Jehovah, I pray thee

open his eyes that he may see. And Jehovah opened the

eyes-of the young man, and he saw' (2 Kings vi- 17).

Ehsha's prayer is peculiarly fitting now. The first need
of American Protestantism is for clear vision to discern

the supreme issues involved in immigration, recognize t];ie

spiritual significance and divine providence in and behind
this marvellous migration of people, and to see Christian

obligation to rise to the mission of evangelizing these

representatives of all nations gathered on American soil."—Howard B. Grose.

We must now pass on to the latest arrivals—
many of them from countries of which we have

hardly heard. Possibly we dimly remember

their being in the old geography at school. We
must add these newcomers to the population

which we have already considered. Some of

1900-01 are already included.

Eeportsofthe Through the great kindness of Mr. R.

statistician I^raser, Government Statistician, we are able to

present a statement of immigration into.Canada

from July ist, 1900, to December 31st, 1907,

classified according to nationalities, and a state-

ment of the declared destination of these immi-

20
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grants during the same period. (It will be

noted that in the first table the last two periods

are of twelve and six months, and in the second

table of nine months each. The grand total is

the same.)

21
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Tht Strangers '^'^^

Instead of relegating these statistics to an

appendix, we place them here at the first of our

book. They should be studied, as they are full

of interest and significance. If only we could

read into these figures their real meaning!

During the past seven and a half years, of

our total immigration over 28 per cent, is non-

English-speaking. Most numerous of these are

the GaHcians; then the Italians; third, the

Hebrews; fourth, those from Russia.

During the six months ending December One-third .*

31st, 1907, over 33 1-3 per cent, of the total
i^^grants

immigration was non-English-speaking
-— one non-Englisb^

out of every three a foreigner . According ^P* ^
>|.^

to numbers they stand in this order: Japanese,

Hebrews, Russians, ItaHans, GaHcians, Hindus
—three Oriental peoples, three from Southeast

Europe. According to religion they are »

"
heathen,'* Jew, Greek Catholic, Roman Catho- ^

lie, Roman Catholic^ Mohammedan. In the^,^
social scale they are all very near the bottom, ir*^

Then we must remember that a number of

our American immigrants are foreigners
—or

foreigners once removed. Also that quite a

large percentage of the English immigrants come

from the congested parts of the great cities.

Surely here is "food for thought!"
In 190 1 the Austria-Hungarian people in Austria-

Canada would have made a city of 28,407
—that ^^^^^^

is, a city larger than Vancouver was in 1901.

Since 1901 there have come to Canada 6,261

25
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Austrians, 512 Bohemians, 8,714 Bukowinians,

55,492 Galicians, 8,236 Hungarians, 982 Mag-

yars, 1,399 Ruthenians, 761 Slovaks, 5,219

Poles; total, 87,576. The greater number of

these have come from Austria-Hungary. The

Ruthenians and Poles included in this total who

have come from Russia are more than offset by

Germans and Jews, not included, but who have

come from Austria-Hungary. That means that

we have now enough Austria-Hungarians to

make three cities as large as Vancouver, Win-

nipeg and Halifax were in 1901. Or, take the

other Italians. In 1901 we had in Canada 5,854
foreigners ..

^^^^ j^ Italy "—the population of a town.

Since then we have had 43,213 immigrants from

Italy; they would now make a city the size of

Hamilton (1901). Then the Orientals: In

190 1 we had 17,043 Chinese and 4,674 Japan-

ese—a little more than enough to fill the city of

Victoria (1901). Since that time we have re-

ceived 1,610 Chinese, 11,529 Japanese, and 4,889

Hindus—that is, almost another Victoria (1901).

In 1901 we had 127,899 people ''born in the

United States." Since then we have received

322,583, making a total of 450,482
—^almost

enough to make a combined (1901) Montreal

and Toronto.

During the past seven and one-half years

we have received from Great Britain 440,419—
more than enough to people the Northwest Pro-

;

vinces as they were in 1901 (419,512).
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The Strangers

Our total immigration during this period has

been sufficient to re-people (as in 1901) Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island and British Columbia.

Can we picture the rate at which we are The "

growing—252,038 added to our population o^J^o6*oT^

through immigration in 1906-07? That is 690 a

day all the year round. Try to imagine a great

excursion train arriving every day with 690

passengers! One train load builds up several

blocks in Montreal, the next settles a whole row

of townships in Northern Ontario, and the

third spreads out over miles of prairie. And on

and on they come!

The immigration of 1906-07 was almost *v

double that of 1903-04, and over five times that * '

'"'^'x^h

of 1900-01. Sir Wilfrid Laurier's prophecy
* v-V""^

that 2,300^000 people will have settled in Can-

ada during the years 1901 to 191 1 seems in a

fair way to be fulfilled.

The following table shows the growth of our The growth

immigration for the last fifty years:
of filty years

1851-1861 54,508

1861-1871 48,312

1871-1881 76,274

1881-1891 1415965

1891-1901 223,321

1901-191 1 (estimated) 2,300,000

What a jump! We have entered a new era i

in our history. The immigrants ^^ UpOP ns t >



Strangers Within Our Gates

For good or ill, the great tide is turning our

way, and is destined to continue to pour in upon
us. Government policy may to a small extent

quicken or direct the flow, but great economic

laws rather than Government policy are re-

sponsible for the rise of the tide.
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III.

WITH THE IMMIGRANTS.

An immigrant ship in mid-ocean—here is On an immi-

iiiore of human interest to the cubic foot than is found fo/

to be found anywhere else on the face of the Canada

globe. Alone on the rolling deep—shut off from

all the world—a little world in itself—half way
between the Old World and the New—what a

history lies behind—what possibilities ahead! ^y^
That speck on the waters is a Noah's ark in

which are all peoples after their kind—male and

female of all flesh wherein is the breath of life.

It is a seedpod being carried to unknown

shores where the old life will be perpetuated

with endless variations. Here we have the fruit

of the ages
—^the germ of the time to be—an

epitome of the older civilization—a prophecy of

the coming days.

What a field for study ! Does the artist seek Some of the

picturesque groups, let him take passage in Passengers

a west-bound Atlantic liner. Here they are—
Galician peasants in their sheepskins

—fair-

hairedj clear-skinned Swedes—dark-eyed, eager

Italian children. Here a withered old Russian

woman in her outlandish dress with her old-

fashioned little grandchild
—a diminutive copy

of herself
;
there a bent-shouldered Jew ; yon-
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der a young Syrian pedlar. And what moods

are developed during a sea voyage! The deck

is the place alike for lovers and suicides. Our
artist friend will find something more than

forms and colors. He will find the lights and

shadows, the gladness and tragedy of life.

Is a man interested in social life and social

problems, let him study the first, second and

third class decks. All classes and types are

represented. You have only to go up or down

a few steps to ascend or descend in the
"
social

scale." The people have been sorted out by the

money test. On top
—^here as everywhere—^the

well-to-do people. Below them, the people of

more moderate circumstances. On the lower

deck, the
"
poorer classes." One cannot but

wonder if we have evolved a true principle of

classification. Notice that weedy-looking young
fellow with a cigarette, who has never done

anything all his life. Why should he have

every luxury while the men who tilled his

father's lands are crowded together in the

steerage below—leaving the old home for the

sake of their children? Why, why, why? is

the question that forces itself upon us at every

turn.

Our theologians can here study to advantage
all shades of creed and conduct. Our novelists

could collect
"
material

"
for more books than

they will ever write. If only we could know
the life-stories of our fellow passengers! To
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study a mixed group of immigrants is in itself

a liberal education.

Most of our immigrants come second or ^^p
^'^°

. quaintances,
third class. Let us give a list of our acquaint- the new life

ances during a recent trip. An English girl on ^^®^^

her way to Winnipeg to try her fortune as
"
lady's help." She had no friends but was am-

bitious to
"
do better

"
than she could

"
at

home." An Englishman and his wife en route

to the mines in British Columbia. He was born

in India, educated in Scotland and England, had

served in the army in Africa and Australia, and

had been mining in Australia. An English girl

on her way to join a sister in Ottawa ;
she would

probably find a place in a shop or office. A
young English girl who had been a cook, ex-

pecting to meet her brother in Western Ontario ;

he had sent her passage money. A Hollander

bound for Winnipeg on a tour of inspection

with a view to investing money in the West. A
young English gardener with his bride on their

way to start life near Montreal. An English
woman with her baby; she was joining

her husband who had a position in a

departmental store in Winnipeg. A young
woman from a seaport town in England, booked

to Port Arthur, where she expected to marry
a young man—if she liked him. An elderly

Irish woman returning to Saskatchewan from

a visit to Ireland, and taking with her a
"
raal

Oirish
"

niece. A middle-aged Englishman in
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the hotel business, who believes Canada a

promising field. A young Englishman and his

wife on their way to Edmonton. So we might

go on. This will give an idea of the "better

class
"

of immigrants. In the third class some

ships carry only English, German and Scandi-

navians. Others take all classes and conditions.

What a mixed multitude! Watch them lying

about the decks—propped against a sheltering

wall—lounging on the great cables—gambling
on the hatchways—the children rolling in the

litter of the decks. What a filthy lot! Yes, the

conditions are bad enough and worse than there

In the hard is anv need ! But sro among- these people. Be
battle of Ufe

'

.^,
, ,^ -n t •

. .t,-one with them, and you' will begin to sympathize
with them—often to admire them—and ever

after help them fight their battles. That family
of Italians—^jUJidesirables, yes

—and yet when
we know them and their struggles

—^the

long years of poverty, the good news that there

^iUpt^a land of promise, the hoarding that was
'•^ h'f% tefjyito send out the eldest boy, the glowing
bif. ^

i953^Bsent home, the hope deferred, but

noa> abojt to be realized—our hearts relent.

in'^yah yid hardly deny them admission. Here

is a ^'=tamily of Poles
; one child has

" weak

eyes." Of course, she must be deported. But

do we think what it means—^the shock to the

family when they learn that their little one is to

be sent back and they are to go on. Gladly

they, too, would return, but they have no money.
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The poor have no choice. In spite of the

father's and mother's grief the little girl is taken

from them. Poor people! they will live in

wretched rooms, on crusts till they can make

enough money for the father to return to find

and bring back his child. But, oh, the long

months of waiting ! But as yet out on the ocean

they are unconscious of the trouble that awaits

them. They are thinking only of the little home

that they will have in the new land.
" Land !" Quickly the word goes round, and The first

all is excitement.
" Land !" at all times, the most f^^^^*

°

interesting moment in a voyage. What a thrill

it brings now when it is land after the first

voyage
—and the New Land—the Promised

Land—how eagerly the coast line is scanned!

The lighthouses and fishing villages; and then

the odd wooden painted houses, and the church

spires. To the one who is coming home there

is deep joy, mingled only with ' -^ ne fear

of what may have happened i^ To

the new arrival there is, afte

ment, an overwhelming sense oi i

helplessness.

Fortunately, perhaps, the immigran t

need to take the initiative, but finds himself car-

ried along with the crowd. Management there

must be, somewhere, and reason, doubtless, for

all these tedious examinations, but he has no

very clear idea as to the
" how " and "

why
'*

of all that takes place during the long hours
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that elapse before he finds himself safely

landed. His greatest anxiety is to look after his

baggage. And what an assortment of boxes and

bundles ! No wonder that some pieces go astray !

The beginning First comes the medical examination. Then
of the new
life in the all must pass through the

"
cattle pen

"—a series

strange land q£ iron-barred rooms and passage ways. They
must go in single file, and each pass before

various officials who question them as to their

nationality and destination, and the amount of

money they have in their possession. All this is

very necessary, but it is a weary, anxious time.

No one can tell what will come next. Many
fear they will be stopped. Some are turned

back—one taken and the others left. Now,
there is the customs examination. At last

tickets are arranged for, baggage transferred,

and the immigrants find themselves bundled

into a colonist car. This is another new experi-

ence—not altogether a pleasant one either, since

they are not accustomed to cooking and sleep-

ing in such small quarters. Some have not

made proper provision. After several days, all

are glad to get off the train at one of the large

distributing points. Here again are the Govern-

ment officials who arrange everything. Within

a few days they are sent out on some new branch

line, and with their belongings set down at

. a little
"
siding

"
on the prairie. They have

some friends perhaps who drive them to their

homestead, or who shelter them for a few
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weeks. Now begins the new life in the strange
land.

The following extracts from an article writ-

ten by L- M. Fortier, Chief Clerk of the Immi-

gration Department, Ottawa, show the attitude

of the Government officials, and also furnish /

illuminating incidents :

''It is hard to sever the
'

ties that bind
'

;
Services

to give up the old home occupied by the family, Government

perhaps for generations
—the old neighbors, officials

friends and interests. Tke process of uproot-

ing and transplanting- is a painful one, but it is

utfdeTgone by many a family to the great better-

ment of their prospects in life
;
and when the

momentous decision has at last been bravely

reached, the Canadian agent again steps in and

renders assistance in the way of advice on

transportation matters,
'

what to take,' etc., be-

sides offering various little attentions, which as

a rule are gratefully received at such a time. At

the port of embarkation the immigrants are met

and seen safely on board ship with their belong-

ings ;
sometimes they are accompanied across

the ocean, and on reaching port in Canada they

are always welcomed by Government officials,

who direct them and see to their comfort in

every possible way.
" When fifty or more travel on one train

there is an immigration officer to go with them

on the railway journey, to attend to their wants

and protect them against imposition, and assum-
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ing that they are going to the North-West, they

.find officials everywhere to give them useful

direction. Comfortable accommodations are

maintained at all distributing points, for the free

temporary use of immigrants on their first

; arrival, and for a limited period afterwards

I

while the men are looking for land and deciding

'^here to settle. And so Canada gives no cold

and niggardly reception to desirable settlers who
/ seek her shores in response to her invitation. At

the same time it is always well to have it under-

stood that we fight shy of criminals and unde-

sirables generally. Canada is not a healthful or

inviting country for them to come to, and they

are gently but firmly turned back, for their own

good and ours.

Ports of land- *< f^g summer port of landing for all over-sea
ing, waiting . . • ^ i 11
for the train immigrants is Quebec, and the winter ports are

Halifax and St. John. At these places com-

fortable and commodious buildings are main-

tained, in which the immigrants spend the wait-

ing time between landing from the ship and

entraining for the railway journey. The women
and children have their own quarters and a

matron and assistants to attend to them. If

there is sickness, medical aid and comforts are

at hand, and if a contagious disease should

develop, the patient is promptly isolated and

attended to. The men look after the baggage,

the exchange of money and purchase of pro-

visions, and when all is ready the journey west-
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ward by rail is begun, usually in
*

colonist
'

cars, which are clean, and provided with facili-

ties for cooking, eating, sleeping and spending
the day in comparative comfort. But to spend
a little time in a colonist car and witness the

scenes there brings forcibly to one's mind

Dickens' observations in American Notes, on the

immigrants he saw travelling in Canada, con-

cluding in these words :

*' '

Looking round upon these people, far from what Dickens

home—weary with travel—and, seeing how f*'^ )^
*^

. immigTant
patiently they nursed and tended their young train

children; how they consulted over their wants

first, then half supplied their own; what gentle

ministers of hope and faith the women were;

how the men profited by their example ; and how

very, very seldom even a moment's petulance or

harsh complaint broke out among them, I felt

a stronger love and honor of .my kind come

glowing on my heart, and wished to God there

had been many atheists in the better part of

human nature there, to read this simple lesson

in the book of life/
''

Cheerfujigess jparks the progress of the

journey to the far inland, helped out by many
apractrcsTjoke and amusing incident. Only the

other day one of the Government travelling

agents had great difficulty in persuading a young

fellow, before he started for the West, from in-

vesting some of his small capital in firearms and

knives to kill the buffalo, wolves and other wild
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Expected
bufialo and
wolves in

Winnipeg

Arrival at

Winnipeg

animals which his fellow passengers had per-

suaded him were to be encountered in the

streets of Winnipeg. One day an immigrant
train was brought to a sudden stop by an alarm

from a Galician family that they had lost one

of their children, a boy of eight, who had

tumbled out of the window. AH was interest

and excitement, and the parents were loud in

their expressions of dismay and grief, but as the

train went slowly backward the young hopeful

was discovered walking along the track and was

finally picked up, quite unhurt, on perceiving

which the parents experienced a sudden revul-

sion of feeling, and gave their offspring a

vigorous w^hipping for the trouble he had caused

by his escapade.
" On approaching Winnipeg the other day a

party of Scotch immigrants were having their

homesick feelings stirred up by singing the old

songs and somewhat sentimental speechifying;

the women were in tears, and the men were

feeling
'

lumpy about the throat,' when a man
at the other end of the car electrified the com-

pany and inspired new hope and cheerfulness by

shouting out,
' What are ye dreeing aboot ? Is't

the poverty ye've left ahint? Think o' what's

afore ye !'

*'
Arrived at Winnipeg, all go into the Immi-

gration Hall for rest and refreshment, and from

there in due time find their own place in the new

land. The majority are bent on farming, and
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those who have means and experience to make

an immediate start on their own account are

told about vacant lands, and helped to a decision

upon the momentous question of
' where to

settle.' Others are directed to employment of

various kinds, and in various directions, and so

party succeeds party from day to day.
'' An article of this kind would be incomplete An apprecia-

without some reference to the North-West ti°^ ?^J^?°
North-west

Mounted Police. Colonizing the North-West Mounted

would be a very different matter, both for the ^°^^®®

department and for the colonists, without the

aid of this splendid organization. The country

is so thoroughly taken care of by them that their

patrol map looks like a spider's web. A sharp

lookout is kept for smugglers, horse thieves,

criminals, wandering Indians, and such like

gentry. Strangers are asked their business;

note is taken of settlers' complaints, the state of

the crops, and the movement of cattle; strayed

horses are looked up and restored to their own-

ers, with every now and then a sharp ride for

perhaps one hundred miles in pursuit of horse

thieves; prairie fires are watched for and put

out, if possible; the Indian reserves are visited,

and note taken of the doings there. Each

patrol makes a written report, which, with the

diary kept at the outpost, is sent in weekly to

the divisional headquarters. In this way a

general supervision is maintained, the police

know all the ins and outs of every district, and
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are in constant touch with the people. All this

is trying work, necessitating hard rides in all

weathers and much roughing of it.

" When the great North-West Territory of

Canada becomes what it promises to be, one of

the greatest^ richest and best-governed of lands,

it will owe much to the work of this efficient and

well-planned force."

As supplementing this we quote from an in-

terview with J. Obed Smith, who for years was

Immigration Commissioner in Winnipeg:

Goveramenf
* "

^ ^^^^^^^ that it is as much good business

during a to look after the immigrant's welcome when he

comes, as it is to secure him for the country.

He becomes an advertising agent for us if he

prospers. That is why the Government practi-

cally gives us carte blanche, and that is why it is

possible to do all we do. Last winter, you may
have heard, we sent out patrols into certain dis-

tricts to see that the homesteaders did not starve

because of the exceptional conditions. Some of

these men were out fourteen days at a time, and

in some extreme cases they sent whole families

in to us, to tide them over the bad days. It was

well that they did, for some, when discovered,

were on
'

the ragged edge,' and relief was sorely

needed. This year we had to advance an

enormous amount of seed grain to those farmers

who were forced to use what they had during

the winter."
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We close this chapter with a cartoon with

an explanatory paragraph by Ada Melville

Shaw, Evanston:

ONLY AN IMMIGRANT.

*'A few months ago a swift-moving train,

bringing its quota of immigrants to Chicago,
collided with a freight train not far from the

city. About fifty people were killed. The next

morning McCutcheon, the Chicago Tribune's

great cartoonist, preached one of his most force-

ful, pathetic and timely sermons, without words,

to this great cosmopolitan city.
"
There she stands, that mother with the un- only an

[)ronounceable name, the queer, shapeless garb, m^n^gra'^t

the coarse, work-worn hand. There are her

babies, their round eyes bewitched at sight of the
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great ship. And there, one among the hundreds

of steerage passengers
—her

'

one/ her
' man !'

—is the husband, the father, the bread-winner,

confidently setting out for great, generous,

golden America. Before his clumsy fingers

have thought of writing her a letter, before there

is much to write of save his arrival in the

strange land—he lies dead,
'

only an immigrant.'

Whoever wrote the report of that horror for the

Tribune had a heart, and the reader felt some-

how that the owners of names ending in
'

stein,'
'

nski,'
'

owitz,'
'

zak,' were after all men,

women and little children, not merely immi-

grants !"

THE STORY OF AN IMMIGRANT AS TOLD
BY HIMSELF.

Why a
Russian Jew
decided to

come to

Canada

The following letter was written as a com-

position exercise in February, 1908, by one of

the boys in the night school at All Peoples'

Mission; we have made only slight corrections:
"

It was the 'o3-'o4 winter in Russia. I, in

a business school, and my brother, in a technical

school, were living ten miles from our parents

who lived in a small country town where my
father had kept a general store for eight years.

(This was three months before the Russian-

Japan war.) When we came to our home for

Christmas vacation we found our father think-
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ing to exchange his form of life. None of us

liked store-keeping. For a long time we had

thought of farming. A year and a half be-

fore my father had written to the Government

of Russia asking permission to buy some land.

(The Hebrews have not liberty to buy land in

Russia.) The reply came in the negative. Then

my father thought to emigrate to Palestine—
the Holy Land of Zion. But this was not so

easy. It required a large sum of money. Then
we thought about the Argentine where the Jew-
ish Colonization Association had founded some

colonies. To obtain information my father went

to another city to a man who came from Argen-
tine. He explained that it is a fair country
where there is a lot of good land, and there is a

company which sells it on credit. My father

came back thinking to emigrate in the spring
to Argentine. But a little later he decided to

exchange Argentine for Canada, because the

latter is a more educated country, and English-
men are much better than Spaniards. We were

all glad to leave Russia and emigrate to Canada.
" On the 13th of June my father went to

Fort Qu'Appelle, Sask., where there was a

Roumanian Jewish colony two years old. There

were a few Russian Jews who came a couple of

months before my father. My father's letters

were very favorable. They were full of poetry ;

the green grass, the fresh air, the woods, the

ponds, the birds—and one hundred and sixty
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acres for ten dollars. He did not tell us about

the poverty of the farmers, or about their very
cold houses; so we thought that the farmers

lived a very comfortable life in their new colony.

Preparing to
" We had to sell two stores on the town

market, and a house communicating with a two

hundred dollar grocery store, situated on the

other side of the town. As the town was small

we could not get rid of the stock till the middle

of '05 winter. Then came a great disaster. Our
house was burned. We had to rent a house to

live in till spring when we expected to go to our

father. We did not write to him about the fire.

A month later we gave my uncle fifty dollars to

help him to go to Canada, too. After this we sent

father one hundred dollars. Then we had some

payments to make, and three hundred dollars to

collect. . Of this we did not collect one-third. We
thought by selling the property to have enough

money for the journey. But in a small country

town in war time it is not so easy to sell proper-

ties. We remained till the i8th of June. Not

being able to sell the properties we left Russia

with only one hundred and fifty dollars (three

hundred Russian roubles). A man lent us one

hundred dollars. By the time we had reached

Canada he had sold the stores, but would not

mind to send us the diiference money.
" We expected to get cheap tickets from

London, but to our dismay we did not find any

society with cheap tickets for poor immigrants.
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We were obliged to stay in London nine weeks

till my father had sold his cattle and sent us one

hundred and fifty dollars.
"
In London we had a very bad time. I will Three days

never forget the wretched journey. In the

three days' train ride from Quebec to Qu'Appelle
we had nothing to eat. It was very hard on

my dear mother, because it is the worst time for

a mother when her children are hungry. Only
one day, we thought, and we will be at our new
home with our dear father ! But we had to wait

more than a day for we found that the colony

is forty miles from Qu'Appelle. In Qu'Appelle
we met a Hebrew boy who lent us two dollars.

Oh, glorious moment! After a fast we enjoyed

our dinner! Next day we engaged a man who
took us to the colony. But there we did not find

what we expected. We thought a colony would

be as in Russia—two to four hundred houses

together. Here we found a small shack, occu-

pied by a Hebrew farmer, who explained to us

what the colonies are in Canada. He had no

place for us for the night, but he directed us to

another farmer one mile further. We went, and

to our delight found he was a friend from the

Old Country. He explained to us that our

father was working for a farmer, and that all

farmers were poor enough yet. So we had to

wait a week more till our father came to see us.

It was the 30th of October, 1905.

"The winter of '05-06 we lived in another
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The first farmer's house, because ours was not ready for
winter in .

Canada the winter. My work was to feed five head of

cattle, cut wood, bring in wood^ water or snow.

So I was busy all day at home, and my father

and brother in the bush, because we had no other

income to keep us alive. It was a hard time.

Four dollars a week cannot keep well a family
of eight. But we did not care much for it. We
were very glad to be in Canada, and have a

farm.
"
In the spring of '06 we moved to our farm ;

where we had a two-story lumber house which

we had to plaster. On the farm we had two

good cows, and so had more to eat, and our life

was more comfortable. The plastering of the

house was very hard work for us, as we were

not used to such work. We mixed clay and

water, and put it on the walls. But we did our

work well, and we have a very comfortable

house. Just as hard was the bush work in sum- !

mer, or the building or plastering of the big

stable. But we always did our work with

pleasure. The best work was our garden. We
planted it carefully, and for our labor had quite

a lot of vegetables. My mother and sister

were busy with the chickens. In the middle of

July we started the nice haytime. It was very

agreeable work to cut hay around the ponds.

In the autumn we gathered our vegetables down

the cellar. Our autumn work was to get wood

for the winter and for sale. Every day my
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father and I went to the bush, and came back

with a large load. After autumn came the

severe '06-07 winter. To keep us alive my
father or brother used to go twice a week to

town with wood or hay. I had the same kind of

work as the winter before—to feed eight head

of cattle and cut the wood, and carry water and

snow. But ever)rthing has an end, and that

strong winter ended.
"
Living on the farm I had no chance to

learn English as I wanted to do. In the free

time I used to copy from an old primer, but I

did not understand the meaning of the words.

At last I asked my parents to go to Winnipeg
to work and to learn. They let me go. With

thirty-five cents in my pocket I went to Winni-

peg, but arrived without a black cent. This

was the 24th of April, 1907. I _had an uncle

here. He found me some work in a factory

where I worked for a short time. Then I

started to work in a grocery store where I

worked till the lOth of November. Now I am

working in the G.N.W. as a messenger boy. I

did not have any lessons in English till I started

to your school. To it, I am obliged for what-

ever I know of the English language."
This may be taken as a typical story of the A typical

experiences of a family of immigrants
—the dis-

®^P®^^®^°®

satisfaction in the old land—the dreams and

plans about the new—the father going first to

prospect and prepare
—the sacrifice made in
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leaving the old home—the anxieties and hard-

ships of the journey—the hopes that buoyed
them—the disappointment in reaching the land

of their dreams—the struggles to gain a foot-

hold—the privations of the first few months or

years
—the gradual making of the home—the

move of the young men to the city
—their

struggles. How much one can read between

the lines! With variations, this is the experi-

ence of immigrants from all countries. Thou-

sands of families scattered all over the prairies

can tell such tales.

Such stories give us hope for the future.

Such courage
—such endurance—such struggles

cannot but develop a high type of character.

Compare such experiences with the easy-going,

self-satisfied, narrow, unprogressive lives of

many who are hardly holding what their

fathers gained! These latter, with their little

round of petty pleasures, despise the poorly

clad
"
foreigner

"
with his broken English and

strange ways ;
but the odds are largely on the

side of the immigrant. It required no little de-

cision of character to undertake to change the

whole course of his life. It required no little

management to carry this through successfully.

Then what an experience in the long journey

and in the coming to a new land! A year in

Europe is sometimes considered, by the wealthy,

a liberal education. These immigrants have

that kind of liberal education which can come
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only by experiencing two very different kinds

of life, and really entering into the second. We
must also think of the powers of adaptation that

are necessary in fitting one's self to the new

conditions. In this again the immigrant has

the advantage. Of course, there is the other

side—the long, hard struggle for life that

crowds out many of the things that make life

worth living
—the uprooting of lifelong asso-

ciations, and the difficulty of taking root again

in a strange soil—the sudden emergence into

freedom unknown before, and the difficulty of

training the children for the new life—the strain

of rising in a few short years through degrees

of well-being that ordinarily would take genera-

tions. Such are the trials. How wisely should

we care for the immigrant! What will become

of this Jewish boy who has told us his story?

Full of the highest possibilities he runs most

serious risks. His ambition will save him from

many evils. Will he become a money-making

sceptic? Or will he become a man of high

ideals and noble life? That depends—well,

upon what?
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IV.

IMMIGRANTS FROM GREAT BRITAIN.

Fellow- During the past few years very large num-

who have ^^^'^ ^^ immigrants have been coming to us from
^

come the British Isles. For the last seven and one-

half years the figures are as follows: English
and Welsh, 333,028; Scotch, 81,293; Irish, 26,-

098; total, 440,419. Almost half a million have

migrated to this part of the Greater Britain be-

•'/ yond the seas. The majority .of these have

readily taken their places in the life of the new
land and are among our best citizens. In India,

it is said that English regiments are necessary

,
to

"
stiffen

"
the native army. We need more of

' our own blood to assist us to maintain in Can-

ada our British traditions and to mould the in-

'

I coming armies of foreigners into loyal British

1 subjects. ^1

The "Barr As a rule the British immigrants are scattered

T^nv^miTiRtfir throughout thc country and do not form distinct

colonies. There have, however, been a number

of interesting experiments in colonization. In

1903, Rev. I. M. Barr organized an
"
All Britisli

colony," and settled a large district in which is

now located the
'

town of Lloydminster. Two
thousand Britishers were brought out in a

chartered ship, and transported overland from
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Saskatoon to the site of the new colony. They
endured great hardships. There was serious

mismanagement and much dissatisfaction.

Many, after great privations and heavy financial

loss, became discouraged and returned to Eng-
land. Others showed great pluck, and are now
on the road to success.

Other interesting colonies were the Scotch

crofters and the Welsh from Patagonia. Both

classes were wretchedly poor, and not specially

adapted to the country. At first they suffered

many hardships, but the majority succeeded in

getting a start and now will be able to make their

way.

Generally speaking, the Scotch, Irish and why a certain

Welsli have done well. The erreater number of class of

^ , i i -r^ i. i ATA. • . English fail

failures have been among the English. This is

due partly to a national characteristic which is at

once a strength and a weakness^ack of adapta-

bility. Someone has said that ^ the English are

the least readily assimilated of the English-speak-

ing nationalities.^^; But the trouble has been

largely with the class of immigrants who have

come. Canada has needed farmers and laborers,

and these should be resourceful and enterprising.

England has sent us largely the failures of the

cities. The demand for artisans in our cities is

limited. In any case many of the immigrants are

culls from English factories and shops. These

cannot compete with other English-speaking

people and often not with non-English, despite
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the latter's disadvantage in not knowing the

language. On many western farms, certain Eng-
lishmen have proved so useless that when help

is needed
"
no Englishman need apply." Even

on Ontario farms where there are more "
chores

"

to be done the Englishman is not at a premium.
The following extracts from a crop bulletin,

issued by the Ontario Department of Agricul-

ture show the Eastern opinion of farm labor :

" Most farmers have to do their own work
;

wages are so high that they cannot pay them.

The help that may be obtainable at times is

without any knowledge of farming."
" We ex-

change time and labor with each other, and so

are masters and servants by turns."
" We have

good farm hands, but three-fourths of them are

of no use. They don't know and they don't seem

to
' want to learn.'

" '*

Many of the young men
who have been placed with farmers have left, and

have gone into the shops in the cities."
" A good

r Canadian can get anything he asks, but men
1 from the Old Country get about $i8 per month

[^or the summer months."
" The number of farm

laborers has been sufficient, but it has been of

poor quality. Many of them are not worth their

board, and yet there are so many complaints ;

good men can command any wages they like."
" We have a lot of useless immigrants, and more

are coming; something should be done to stop

this dumping business."
"
Many of the Old

Country men seem actually helpless on a farm."
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"The supply of labor is not what it should be

because nearly all Englishmen are iimer^nts; .

they want to be on the move."

Such people are really fownspeople, and drift

back to the cities where they form a serious

problem.

The following is a list of immigrants taken

at random from the books of the Government

Labor Bureau at Winnipeg. They are all appli-

cants for work on farms. They represent a good
class of immigrants but what wonder if they are

not all adapted to the work Canada has to offer :

"
English farmer, English quarryman, Eng-

lish laborer, Welsh farmer, Scotch farmer, Eng-
lish hotelman, Scotch gardener, Irish farmer,

English draughtsman, Scotch clerk, English

jockey, English painter, English chemist, Scotch

brakesman, Scotch miner, Irish laborer, English

clerk, Scotch farmer, English gymnast, English

druggist, English, metal-worker, Scotch laborer,

English soldier, English electrician, Irish laborer,

English brickmaker, Scotch tailor, English engi-

neer."

Let us analyze our English immigration. Desirable

'he majority are those who are anxious to bet- ^English
,

. ,. . . ,.,.,, immigrants
;r their condition or to give their children a

better chance, and so seek the advantages of a

^ew country. These are quickly absorbed by ^
madian society ; they form no separate class.

'heir children are Canadian as our fathers were

English.
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But there are several classes that stand out

more prominently and whose record is less favor-

able. These are the
"
younger sons

"
and remit-

tance men, and ne'er-do-weels, who are shipped

to Canada to
''
learn farming

"—or because they

can live here more cheaply
—or that they may

reform—or in plain English, to be got rid of.

Useless at home, they are worse than useless

here. The saloon gains most largely by their

presence.

.Mr. Bruce Walker, Immigration Commis-

sioner, tells a story of an English magistrate who
was reprimanding a youthful criminal.

" You
have broken your mother's heart, you have

'^

j \ brought down your father's gray hairs in sorrow

I to the grave. You are a disgrace to your coun-

I try. Why don't you go to Canada?"
Societies Then we have the assisted immigrants,

immigrants Statistics compiled from the irimigration arrivals

from England jn Canada of a year ago sho\ that 12,260 immi-

grants were sent to Canada by organizations

whose aims have been entirely good, but the re-

sults of whose endeavors have been looked upon
with more or less disfavor by the immigration

authorities, both in Canada and Great Britain.

The work of these societies in sending out this

number of immigrants is classified as follows:

Salvation Army, 406; East End Immigration

Fund, 6,096 ; Self-Help Emigration Society, 506 ;

Church Army, 1,519; Church Emigration So-

ciety, 663 ;
Central Unemployed Body, 2,842 ;

Central Emigration Board, 228.
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The majority of these are from the slums of

the great cities—a people described by the

Archbishop of Canterbury as
"
a suffering popu-

lation which can hardly exist, hanging on the

sharp edge of illness and hunger, and in full

sight of abundance, luxury and waste."

Let us look at the problems of poverty from The problems

an Old Country standpoint. We quote from
li^'^uQil

'"

John A. Hobson: "
Considerations of space will Country"

compel us to confine our attention to such figures

as will serve to mark the extent and meaning of

city poverty in London. But though, as will be

seen, the industrial causes of London poverty are

in some respects peculiar, there is every reason to

believe that the extent and nature of poverty
does not widely differ in all large centres of

population."

The area which Mr. Booth places under An analysis of

microscopic observation covers Shoreditch, Beth-
of London'^

nal Green, Whitechapel, St. George's in the East, "poor"

Stepney, Mile End, Old Town, Poplar, Hack-

ney, and comprises a population of 891,539. Of
these no less than 316,000, or 35 per cent., belong
to famiHes whose weekly earnings amount to less

than twenty-one shilUngs. This 35 per cent,

composes the
*'

poor," according to the estimate

of Mr. Booth, and it is worth while to note the

social elements which constitute this class. The
''

poor^ are divided into four classes or strata^

marked A, B, C, C" Atjhe boFtom cprnes A, a ^t

body of some 11,000, or i 1-4 per cent., of hope-
'^~
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Vv less, helpless city sayages who can ,be said only

""% courtesy to belong to the
"
working-classes."

Their life is the life of savages, with vicissi-

Judes of extreme hardship and occasional ex-

cesses. Their food is of the coarsest description,

and their only luxury is drink. It is not easy to

say how they live; the living is picked up. . .

They render no useful service; they create no

wealth; more often they destroy it.

Family Next comes B, a thicker stratum of some
incomes less

than eighteen 100,000, or II 1-2 per cent., composed largely of

shillings a
shiftless, broken-down nien, widows, deserted

Y^ women and their families. Most of them are

incapable of regular, effective work, and are

therefore dependent upon casual earnings,

usually less than eighteen shillings per week.

Most of the wreckage of city life is deposited in

this stratum, which presents the problem of

poverty in its most perplexing and darkest forms.

For this class hangs as a burden on the shoulders

of the more capable classes which stand just

above. . . .

Class C consists of 75,000, or 8 per cent., sub-

sisting on intermittent earnings of from eighteen
to twenty-one shillings for a moderate-sized

family. Low-skilled laborers, poorer artisans,

street sellers, small shop-keepers, largely consti-

tute this class. The curse of their life is not so

much low wages as irregularity of employment,
and the moral and physical degradation caused

thereby.
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bAbove these forming the top stratum of the
"
poor

"
comes a large class, numbering 129,000,

or 14 1-2 per cent., dependent upon small7 regu-

lar earniiigs_jof__from eighteen to twenty-one

shillings. This class includes many dock and—>-

waterside laborers, factory and warehouse hands,

carmen, messengers, porters, etc. What they

have comes in regularly, and except in times of

sickness in the family, actual want rarely presses

unless the wife drinks.

Mr. Booth, in confining the title "poor" to 77 per cent, of

this 35 per cent, of the population of London, ^g "poor"

takes, perhaps for sufficient reasons, a somewhat

narrow interpretation of the term. For in the

same district no less than 377,000, or over 42 per

cent, of the inhabitants, live upon earnings vary-

ing from twenty-one to thirty shillings per week.

We can only say that when they are fortunate

they stand above the line of physical destitution.

The whole of this yy per cent, of East London

may without impropriety be included under the

designation of
"
the poor."

Let me give two cases of England's poor

transplanted to Canada.

Richard Carter was a dyer in Whitechapel ; An immigrant

his wife had been a lace-maker. They had two ?^°^ ^*.^*^ London m
children—a boy of four and a girl of two. A Winnipeg

charity organization sent them to Canada to

farm. They never got beyond Winnipeg. The
man was not strong enough physically to farm,

and his eyesight was defective. Before many
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months the wife was in the courts accusing her

husband of assault. The children were sickly;

after about a year it was discovered that the

little boy was weak-minded. The " home "
was

a copy of the homes in the slums of East London.

John Hobbs, his wife and four children had

their passage paid by a clergyman in a village

in the South of England. They arrived in Can-

ada with one pound, supplied them by the kind-

hearted clergyman. But five dollars doefs not go
far in starting a home. They sought the help of

a clergyman here. He interested some friends

who secured work for the man, and bought a

stove and a few articles to furnish a room in a

tenement. The husband was "
no good/' and

"couldn't keep a job." The immigration hall

supplied five dollars' worth of groceries. An-

other job was found for the man; clothes were

given to the children; and so they are being
"
carried

"
by the community.

We sympathize with these poor people, but

we are glad that the Canadian Government is

^ taking steps to prevent the
"
dumping

"
of these

unfortunates into Canada.

Juvenile Another large class are the juvenile immi-
immigrants

gj-^nts. "An average of 2,000 children is an-

nually emigrated to Canada in organized bands."
"
During the past five and thirty years it is esti-

mated that at least 50,000 children of Anglo-

Saxon origin have been sent to Canada under

the auspices of organized societies and accredited
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agencies."
" From 1867 to June 30th, 1904, Dr.

Barnardo's organization has sent to Canada a

total of 15,609 juveniles." The following table

shows the number of juvenile immigrants who
arrived in Canada during the past five years, to-

gether with the number of applications received

by the various agencies during that period :

Arrivals. Applications

1900-1901 977 5,783

1901-1902 1,540 8,587

1902-1903 1,979 14,219

1903-1904 2,212 16,573

1904-1905 2,814 17,833

1905-1906 3,258 19,369
. f

:

12,780 82,364 7

Such are the statements made by Mr. Bogue
Smart, Chief Inspector of British Immigrant
Children and Receiving Homes in Canada. Mr.

Smart, an enthusiast in his work, tells of

the life of the children in the large cities :

"
Although perhaps not unfamiliar with what

stories of misery and neglect in the Old Land, it poverty and
.

°
. wretchedness

was not until now that I was able to appreciate mean

the true significance of the words *

poverty
' and

'

wretchedness.' It was plainly to be seen in

many of these overburdened and overcrowded

homes that real family life was an unknown

quantity. No one could help seeing danger ahead

for these youthful subjects unless they were re-

moved from their prejudicial surroundings at an

early age. I saw children with only a miserable
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apology for a home. One of the saddest pictures

I witnessed during my travels was that of a girl

about fourteen years of age wearing an ordinary

salt sack with the end cut out, for a dress, fast-

ened about her waist with a cord. Such sights,

however, soon became familiar. In the over-

populated districts, there are narrow streets

which lead one into dark courtyards, where there

are rows of tenement houses. Some of these

houses were once the residences of merchant

princes and other leading citizens, but long

since abandoned, and are now in a state of

dilapidation. I walked through these thorough-

fares to one such house, a four-story building

which I found to be occupied by eight families.

To each family was assigned a single room. The

interior was quite dark, and we were obliged to

light matches in order to see our way up the

stairs. Having reached the top flat, I entered a

small, dark, cheerless room, the occupants of

which I learned were a man, his wife and two

children. There w^as no furniture in the room

save a small table with a few dishes on it. I

looked about to find where the family slept, and

in one corner I found a bundle of rags encased

in a mattress. . . .

" A few hours after my arrival in Liverpool,

I witnessed a sight unique to a Canadian, a pro-

cession of two hundred and fifty (by actual

count of heads) ragged, shoeless and hatless

children, 50 per cent, of whom were bright,
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healthy and alert^ and good types for immigra-
tion from a Canadian point of view" ^

We venture to dissent from Mr. Bogue
Smart's conclusion. \ Children from such sur-

roundings with inherited tendencies to evil .are

ajvery doubtful acquisition to Canada^

We do not doubt that the change is gener-

ally good for the children. We do not deny that

many have succeeded
;
we would not refuse to

help the needy. But we must express the fear

that any large. inimig.ra4:40ft- of this class must

lead to de^neration of our Canadian people;

Dr. Barnardo tells the story of the rescue of Th© boy who

a waif and his success in Canada: "Eighteen
got* chance

months or so ago a lad was brought before the

magistrates in a Western town—Falmouth.

He was charged with vagrancy, sleeping

out, and having no visible means of subsistence.

This was the third time he had been so

charged, and he was only about sixteen years of

age. The magistrates did not know what to do

with him. Kind-hearted^ they did not like to

send him to prison. What could they do? They
sent him to the workhouse for a while. But

when the time was up he was turned adrift

again\ arid was very soon once more before the

bench. But this time he was charged with

attempting to commit suicide. They asked him

why he had dared to think of doing so dreadful

a thing. Poor chap! He stood up and replied

in a broken voice :

* No one cares whether I
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starve or not. No one will give me work. I am

starving. I thought I had better end it.'

" Then they thought of me. When the lad

reached me I spoke somewhat roughly to him,

just to test him.
' What good can I do you ?' I

said
;

'

you're lazy, you won't work.'
' Won't I,'

he replied ;

'

you try me, sir.'

"
Well, we sent him to our labor home, and

soon he was reported as industrious, decent and

honest. He went to Canada. And here is a

letter which says of him :

' He is a fine fellow,

doing well and greatly respected.'

"Now you have it in a nutshell; eighteen'

months ago he was starving and attempting

suicide, and no one would give him vv^ork. Now
he is greatly respected. What may he not now
become ?"

Who would not give a chance to such a boy?
Yet as we think of the

'' home "
boys and girls

whom we have known, we cannot but admit that

often their past is too great a handicap. All

honor to those who win out !

The following descr^tion, written by Mr.

A. R. Ford, introduces us to the_bett£r^ass of

Engtisfi immigrants as they are approaching
their destination :

" *

l;^'ourteen hundred British immigrants
arrived in Winnipeg last night bound for points

in the West.'
" You read that item in the morning paper.

It is nothing to you ; you pass on to see if the
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Ottawa solons are still in session
;
if Willie Jones

has won the school prize. Yet every one of

these 1,400 immigrants represents a story. And
what a story ! A story of home ties broken, of

loved ones left in the old land, of hopes and

ambitions in the new land.
"

It was a weary, homesick, tired-looking lot With British

I found as I climbed aboard a British immigrant '^^^^'^[*^^^

train, westward bound, at some unheard-of the West-

station on the C.P.R., somewhere between Fort
^^® ^®^* ""^^^^

William and Kenora. Still, they were a jolly,

cheerful crowd. Oh, how hopeful! How they "'^

looked forward to the new land, the Eldorado

of their dreams. It was an optimism that made

you sad, when you knew all the hardships they

were to endure, the hard knocks they would have

to stand, and the setbacks that were sure to

come. They were so innocently hopeful, so un-

sophisticated in their enthusiasm over the out-

look. Yet they were not quite as jolly a crowd

as they appeared, when one got behind that Eng-
lish mask. Everything that they had learned to

love for years in that tight little island of theirs

had been left behind. Many a man had left be-

hind his wife and kiddies while he came to make

a home for them in the new land.
'* The immigrants on the train I had boarded

represented probably the best class of immigrants .

from the old land.
" Most of them had come over with the Salva- No work in

tion Army on the steamer Kensington, though ^^if^*"*
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some had had a stormy trip on the Virginian.

They came from all classes
; every industry was

represented. They all told the same story.

Thousands out of work in England; hundreds

upon hundreds of laboring men, who had had

good positions, were walking the streets. They
had all come to the Dominion for work. It

was all they asked. Canada, they said, was

in everyone's mouth. Everyone was talking

Canada, and you couldn't get away from the

advertisements. They were in every paper, they

were posted at every railway station and in every

post-office. It was Canada, Canada, Canada.
"I walked

"Sitting in front of me was a wdl-dressed,

a day looking likel3^-looking man of forty. He seemed tired

for a job
"

^^^ worried, and was rather unkempt from a two

weeks' rough voyage, but a man who you were

sure would make good in this new country. T

made some excuse to sit down beside him.

"'Why have I come to Canada? Well, that

is easy. To get work. I haven't earned a penny
since Christmas. I have walked twenty miles a

day looking for a job. For every position that

is open there are hundreds of applicants. They

actually have to call out the police. I had been

in one position twenty-eight years looking after

the stud of a wealthy man. The governor died.

The stables were sold. Every man of us was

discharged ;
sortie there forty years, too. It was

tough, I can tell you. I have been looking for

work ever since. There is none to be had. There
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are hundreds of thousands out of employment.

Conditions are awful. It's my opinion England
is going down hill—that England has had her

day. Everybody is talking Canada. You hear

Canada every place. There are advertisements

in every railroad station, in every post-office.

"'Do you think I can get work? I have

booked to Winnipeg. I have letters to men
there. But I don't care what it is. All I want is

work, and the right to make a living.

'''Am I married? Yes, the wife and three "The wife and

kiddies are left in Old London.' I could see the J^^^?
^^^^^*

left m
lower lip start to tremble.

'

I hope soon to bring Old London"

them out if I can only get a job.' The tears

welled big in his eyes. He tried hard to hide

them, but they would come to the surface.
'

I

beg your pardon, sir, but you don't know what a

bitter pill it is to come so far, and leave the wife

and kiddies behind with scarcely any money, and

not knowing what is ahead of you. But do you
think it will be easy to get work ?'

" With all it was the same story. Out of

work, no work to be had. What was to be done ?

Canada talked about, advertised everywhere; so

off they come to the Dominion, full of hope of

what the new land will offer them.
" Thomas Bagloile, with the customary Eng-

lish tweed cap, and his scarf jerked about his

neck, looked as if he might be worth interview-

ing. I had heard him conversing with his chum

and knew he was a cockney. I passed the time
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of day and remarked on the weather, and when

he saw I was disposed to be friendly he slipped

over and made room for me in his seat.

" *

I am booked for Carnduflf. How much
further is it anyway?' He drew out a note of

introduction to a Thos. Jones, Carnduff, from

the Salvation Army. *Did I ever farm? I

should say not. Tve lived in London all my life.

I'm a railroad man. If I can't make farming go

perhaps I can get on the railroad. They sa;

there are lots of railroad jobs. I was on the

London and Southwestern. I was firing, but I

went into the shops cleaning boilers. Then last

fall they cut down their men. I was let out. I

haven't been able to get anything to do since. I

thought I had better pop out to Canada before

my money was all gone.'

Why they
" * Are you a Salvationist?' I enquired, when

came with the
,

• , i i i ^i r^ • ^

Salvation he said he had come over on the Kensington.
^°^y He laughed.

"
'No, but they are the most convenient way

to come. Then they have a labor bureau, and

get you a job. I say, how is our Premier?' he

enquired, the interviewed suddenly turning in-

terviewer.
'

I haven't seen a paper since we left

Liverpool.'
"

I informed him that Campbell-Bannerman
was not dead, but that he had resigned, and

Asquith was Premier.
" '

'E won't last long,' he added, in that deter-

mined English fashion.
' The Liberals will soon
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be defeated. It's 'em as has messed up the

country. Pity Joe Chamberlain is used up. 'E's

the boy.'
" There was a pink-cheeked, fair-haired, blue-

eyed young Saxon pacing the platform at

Kenora, waiting for the train to start again. He
had that indescribable air of refinement which

marks the man of family and education the world

over.
" *

Cold,' I ventured as we passed each other,
" He nodded assent, drawing his ulsjer. closer

around him and emphasizing his opinion of Cana-

dian weather in a few unlawful phrases. The
ice was broken.

" He was bound for Edmonton.
'

I have some

chums there,' he explained.
'

They have been

anxious for me to come to Canada. Then my
profession is overcrowded in England. There

is no chance for a young fellow.'
"

I nodded an encouraging
'

Yes.'
" *

I am an electrical engineer. What do you <• i am an

think are the chances for a job?' he shot at me. electrical

(eiiKr 1 -, ^1 Ti r ttt- • i i • engineer. Can
My home? Oh, Im from Warwickshire, i get a job?"

My father is a parson. This is Kenora, isn't it?

I have an uncle here.'

"1 mildly enquired about his uncle. But he *

looked at me suspiciously, gave another twist to

his ulster, drew into his English stolidness, and

climbed on board, imprecating again the beastly

weather.
"

I passed into another car. A group of four
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or five young fellows were arguing vehemently
over the value of some Canadian money received

as exchange at Kenora. My services were called

in as arbitrator.
" '

I say/ with that peculiar accent on the

say, which no Canadian can affect, asked one

fellow,
'

can you tell me the result of the Eng-
lish football tie?*

"
I was forced to confess ignorance, and he

was crestfallen. He brightened up again; his

blue eyes sparkled.
" ' Who won the boat race ?'

"
I remembered seeing it played up large

on the front pages of the papers.
" ^

Cambridge, I believe.'

"I say, you
" '

Good, I thought they would win. What

bfJcnnSj" did I tell you, George? That's one on you. I

say, you have a jolly big country here. We
thought we had a long ride from Paddington to

Liverpool, six hours, but we have been going
since Tuesday. Where the deuce does it end?'

"
I sat down, for he was one of those

likeable chaps
—one of those attractive fellows

one runs across in odd corners and in the mostj

out-of-the-way places the world over. He wasj

really a handsome chap. He had a great shock

of yellow, curly hair that wandered all over his

forehead, a well-moulded face, and a chin
thatj

stuck out in a most aggressive way. You^

couldn't get away from that twinkle in his eyes.

And the laugh he had—it came from a pair of|
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deep, strong lungs. It rolled through the whole

car. It kept everyone from getting blue. Even

the sullen-looking Russian women, in one lonely

end of the car, gave a hint of a smile when he

bellowed out laughing. I could scarcely believe

it when he told me he had been looking after

horses all his life. You pictured something big

and brave for such a handsome giant.
" * Whatever is bringing you to Canada ?' I Work wanted

queried, and a dozen fellows crowded around our

seats.
" ' The same thing that is bringing all the

boys,' was the answer.
' We want work,' and he

roared out laughing, as if it was a great joke.
'

That's right, isn't it ?' and the boys all echoed,

/ It was work.'
' We can't get it in England,

and we are coming to Canada to start all over

again. I have been out of work for three

months. I was getting too hard up. I had to do

something. Canada has been preached to us on

every hand, so I decided to try my luck. I've

walked hundreds of miles looking for work.

For every position there were scores of appli-

cants. I had the best of references, but it was

no go. I applied for one job. When I got there

one hundred and fifty were standing in line. I

sidled up to the porter.
"
Get in line," he tells

me.
"
I say, governor," I asks him,

" how many
have been in already ?"

" About twice as many."
I decided to look for another job,' and that

gay infectious laugh of his again echoed
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through the car.
' What's the chance of a

job?' he asked. 'The Salvation Army has

directed me to Heward. They say it is a ranch.

I don't care what it is. All I want is work, aild

enough to be able to bring out the girl and the

little one. You know I am married,' and as he

turned to me, I knew the smile was forced, this

time.
' The handsomest girl in London, and the

kid—you should see him. Nearly two years old.'

It was a sad smile now.
' But I don't care if I

" I have come
^^^^^ ^^^ England again if they can only come

out to be ft out,' and he was cheerful once more. 'I have
CanadiV" ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ Canadian.'

"
His optimism, his interest in everything, his

deHght at the least change in the monotonous

scenery through which we were travelling, his

interest in Canada, the pleasure he took in hunt-

ing up Heward in his greasy, thumbed time-table

and then locating it on the map was refreshing.

It was infectious. I hope Fred, as he was

known, gets a job.
" He was the leader in the car. They all

looked to him. He kept everybody in good
humor. He never got downhearted. They were

a jolly crowd of good fellows. There was one

chap w.ho had been in the British navy for eight
. years. He had been all over the earth, and was

one of those inveterate globe wanderers—one of

the restless kind Robert Service sings about, who
had the wanderlust in his blood. He was booked

for Holland, Manitoba, to enter service with a
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farmer.
' Never farmed in my life, but if they

want to climb anything, here's the boy who can

do it. I don't know how long I'll stay. Until I

get more money, I suppose.'
"
There were a couple of Lancashire lads,

stalwart, sturdy, silent chaps—clams would be

loquacious beside them—with a dialect it will

take four generations to lose.

" There were a couple of London clerks, Two London

pale-faced chaps, but anxious to make their way. ^ succeeY
'

I'll starve before I'll ever go back, and have

them say,
"

I told you so ! He couldn't make

good." I've come out to be a Canadian. I'll do ..-^

as Canadians do, even if they tell me to work

standing on my head.' He will make good. He
had the right kind of grit in him. He and his

friend were going through to Fillmore, where

the Salvation Army had sent them, but Edmonton
was their ambition. They will make their way,
but I feel sorry for them and for that farmer, for

what they didn't know about farming- was a

caution.
" Then there were two Sussex yeomen, both A temperance

of them farm laborers. One was going to Delo- "^ich lasted

raine where he had friends. The other had a two weeks

ticket for Caron. They were stocky-built chaps,

but on their faces was the stamp of generations

of toilers for others on the land. They had the

same story to tell—no work, or irregular work

with small pay. They had heard Canada talked

by everyone, they had read the advertisements in
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the papers. One was a teetotaler, and didn't

mind proclaiming the fact to the world at large.

The other had an overpowering thirst from hav-

ing travelled two weeks on a Salvation Army
boat and train. He had rested only once in his

trip, at Halifax, where they had spent Sunday.
How he cursed that Sunday ! At intervals these

two men engaged in the most heated arguments.
The teetotaler brought up the most gruesome

examples of wife-beating and destitution amongst

drunkards, and painted his picture in splashes of

the darkest hues
;
his bibulous friend failed to

see why he should be deprived of his pint of beer,

because some man once beat his wife. They told

me the argument had been in progress the whole

two weeks.

How I
was^

" But they grew tired being interviewed, and

started to interview. How they fired the ques-

tions at me ! They wanted to know everything

about Canada, from how far it was to some flag

station on a jerkwater railway branch in farthest

Alberta, to what were the provisions of the

Homestead Act. I was bombarded from the

right, from the left, from the centre, from behind.

Even the query editor would have thrown up his

hands and asked for mercy. I turned the sub-

ject to politics, by asking what was the cause of

the defeat of the Liberals in Peckham. They
were off. That had precipitated a debate in

which even the quiet Salvation Army captain,

who was on board, joined. As I slipped off into
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another car I could hear above the roar and the

pound of the train, the merry laugh of my cheer-

ful friend, Fred, clinching one of his arguments.
When I returned later they were still arguing.

" As we neared Winnipeg they grew more and

more boisterous.
*

Let's have a song, boys,' one

cried, and the car reverberated with one of Eng-
land's exultant songs of the sea, which mostly

tells what will be done to the enemy, how it will

be done and who are the boys to do it. Salva-

tion Army songs, like
'

Roll the Old Chariot

Along,' and the latest London music hall hits

were interlarded in a most irrelevant manner.
" Then the Baby Elephant sang a song in An

Dutch, and was encored and re-encored until the c^cerT^
^

Baby Elephant pleaded in his broken English
that he could sing no more. The Baby Elephant •

was a great giant of a Hollander, who had been

an Amsterdam policeman. He was like a boy
let out of school. He played the most innocent

pranks. He let the children romp all over him.

He enjoyed everything. When he joined the

Kensington at Liverpool he could not speak a

word of English. Now he could make himself

understood fairly well. He was improving every

minute. He went from article to article asking,
* What makes that in English ?' Someone had

christened him the 'Baby Elephant,' though he

was perfectly innocent as to the meaning of his

nickname. He took an interest in everything
with almost a childish enthusiasm. For the
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children he would crow like a rooster, baa-baa

like a sheep, and do a hundred and one things
to delight a child's heart. He had even learned

enough English to join in the songs.
" We'U roU " Then a young Salvation Army captain

Chariot struck Up,
'

We'll roll the Old Chariot Along.'
Along" How they shouted out the chorus! When they

came to the line,
'

If the devil's in the road we
will run right over him,' they fairly screeched it.

It would have gone hard with his Satanicl

Majesty if he had been lurking around that car

just then.
"
But the favorite song was the latest music

hall hit, and the boys roared it over and over

again. As I left and shook hands with them, and

they gathered up their luggage to slip up and

down the stretches of the great West, to be lost

in its activities and the whirl of its industry, it

was echoing through my ears. Still I can hear

those hopeful voices singing it. It ran like this :

" *

Is London like it used to be?
Is the Strand still there?

Do the boys still stroll up the west
In its glitter and its glare?
Are the girls as fair and beautiful?
Are my friends all right?

What would I give to be with them
In the old town to-night!'"
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IMMIGRANTS FROM THE UNITED
STATES.

" The immigrants themselves are very de- The well-to-do

sirable/ and they bring with them an ample J?"lj' ?°f^

supply of capital and energy. The value. of the states

settlers' outfits these American families bring is 1/
not less than $1^000 a family, and often as high
as $8,000, besides money. From North Portal

to Moose'Jaw there is plain evidence of prosper-

ity; what was a few years ago a treeless prairie

is now so closely settled that the farmers are

erecting newer and larger farm buildings, and

very largely increasing their area under culti-

vation. All the towns on the line of the railway

are increasing in size and importance, plainly in-

dicating that the settlers are there to stay."
"
Vegreville, Alta.—Forty-two car-loads of

settlers' effects arrived here. It is estimated be-

tween 800 and 1,200 settlers arrived in the dis-

trict, many of them taking up homesteads. The

settlers are a good class, mostly Canadian and

American, or those born in foreign countries

who have lived in the United States for years."
"
Carstairs, Alta.—The class of immigrants

arriving consists of the most progressive Cana-

dian and American type, who have disposed of
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their property in their old homes for large

figures, and can well afford to buy the best farms

in the neighborhood."
"
Milestone, Sask.—Two hundred and thirty-

six cars of settlers' effects were unloaded at

Milestone station, some coming from as far east

as Nova Scotia and Massachusetts, and from as

far south as Kentucky, but the majority come

from Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota and North

Dakota."

300,000 from Such are the District Reports j^Ltbe-Immi-

the past way in which the American settlers are coming
seven years

.^^ ^^^ ^^^ Canadian estimate of their value.

This
" American invasion

"
is a most remarkable

movement. During the past seven years over

300,000 people have come to us from the United

States. Some of them are Canadians who moved
to the Western States twenty-five years ago.

They are returning with their families, and with

their flocks and herds, and the possessions they

have accumulated during that time. Many are

German or Scandinavian Americans, whose

farms have become too small for their large

families of growing children. They are able to

sell their land in Iowa or Nebraska or Illinois,

and buy just as good land in the Canadian West
at one-quarter the price. Shrewd, generally suc-

cessful, the American has been shown the possi-

bilities of Canada and has come to share in the

general prosperity. Government agents who are
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operating in
"
practically every state from

Maine to Oregon, and from the Dakotas to

Oklahoma/' and the representatives of land

companies are responsible for the great northern
"
trek." At a score of points the railroads are

joining hands across the border, and we may
look for increasingly frequent intercourse with

our southern neighbors.

Desirable settlers ? Yes. Most of them are Our neighbors

JL' well-to-do
" when they come, and are bound **»

^^.V"*-""*^!•—
^

-^

^ ^
are " desiraole

to "jnak£_thing5,_go." The majority of them settlers"

average up pretty well with our own Canadians.

Of course, they are not British subjects, and

some of them rather object to acknowledging yh

allegiance to King Edward VII. But the King
lives away in England. They soon become good
Canadian citizens. Their children will be loyal

British subjects.

There are some respects in which we much

prefer our Canadian to the American type. But ^"^

we must remember that many of the same forces

that moulded the American people are mould-

ing our own nation, and that only the most ^

strenuous efforts on our part can prevent us

sharing those evils which the best Americans so

deeply deplore.

While we welcome most of our American

cousins, there are some who are coming from

across the line who are far from desirable. One
class is so numerous as to require special treat-

ment—the Mormons.
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THE MORMONS.

The aim of In 1880, Bishop Lunt laid down the pro-

Churcli gramme of the Mormon "
Church." "

Like a

grain of mustard seed was the truth planted in

Zion; and it was destined to spread through all

^ the world. Our church has been organized

only fifty years, and yet behold' its wealth and

power. This is our year of jubilee. We look

forward with perfect confidence to the day when

I we will hold the reins of the United States Gov-

i ernment. That is our present temporal aim ;

after that we expect to control the continent.

. . . We intend to have Utah recognized as

a State. To-day we hold the balance of political

power in Idaho. We rule Utah absolutely, and

in a very short time we will hold the balance of

power in Arizona and Wyoming. A few months

ago President Snow, of St. George, set out with

a band of priests for an extensive tour through

Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana,

Idaho and Arizona, to proselytize. We also ex-

pect to send missionaries to some parts of

Nevada, and we design to plant colonies in Wash-

ington Territory. In the past six months we

have sent more than 3,000 of our people down

through Sevier Valley to settle in Arizona, and

the movement still progresses. All this will build

up for us a political power, which will in time

compel the homage of the demagogues of t'he

country. Our vote is solid and will remain so.
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It will be thrown where the most good will be

accomplished for the church. Then, in some

political crisis, the two present political parties

will bid for our support, Utah will then be ad-

mitted as a polygamous State, and the other ter-

ritories we have peacefully subjugated will be

admitted also. We will then hold the balance of

power, and will dictate to the country. In time

our principles, which are of sacred origin, will

spread throughout the United States. We
possess the ability to turn the political scale in

Itny^par tfCgj^^^fflfn
muni ty. _jaze-^<aftirp Qur pCO- ~\

pie are obedient. When they are called by the \

church they promptly obey. They sell their J

houses, lands and stock, and remove to any part

of the country to which the church may direct

them. You can imagine the results which wis-

dom may bring about with the assistance of a

church organization like ours."

Ten years ago Dr. Josiah Strong wrote :
The power of

" The Mormon Church to-day virtually controls church

Utah, Idaho, Wyoming and Arizona, and holds

the balance of power in other great Empires of

the West. Utah has become a sovereign State,

as Bishop Lunt anticipated; and though not ad-

mitted as a polygamous State, it has become such

in the sense that polygamy is now practised there

with entire impunity."

During the past ten years this octopus of

Mormonism has stretched a long arm across the

border, and now the large Mormon colony
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(about 15,000) is almost strong enough to hold

the balance of power in Southern Alberta.

The Mormons started to come to -Alberta

about twenty years ago. The Patriarch, Ora

Card, was the pioneer ;
his wife,

" Aunt Tina,"

is a daughter of Brigham Young. Their son is

now principal of Cardston Public School.

The Mormon The colony has grown rapidly and prospered.

Alberta" They have large grain farms and cattle ranches,

and are entering extensively on dairying, fruit

farming and sugar refining. In their enterprise

they compare favorably with other American
j

settlers. Indeed, a casual visitor sees little to

distinguish a Mormon community from the ordi-

nary settlement in the Western States. The home

life is much the same. Polygamy is not prac-

tised—at least, not openly, though sometimes the

presence of an unattached
"
cousin

"
may make

a suspicious Gentile wonder if these Latter Day
Saints have entirely abandoned their cherished

beliefs. One thing is noticeable—the large num-

ber of children. An important convention was

held'InXardston a few years ago, at which the

principal speakers were Joseph Smith, the Presi-

dent of the Church; Senator Reed Smoot, and,

John W. Taylor, the first Apostle. President

Smith did not advocate polygamy, but he
toldj

with pride how by his six wives he had
forty-|

eight children, and exhorted his followers
to]

increase and multiply and replenish the earth^

His programme was that they were the first tc
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occupy the eastern slope of the Rockies—and

their colonies now extend from Mexico to Can-

ada—and they were to inherit the whole of the

North American Continent.
"

Most of the
"
saints

"
are of Northern Euro-

pean extraction, and are rather below the aver-

age in intelligence. The children are being edu-

cated in the Public Schools, and as rapidly as

possible the Mormons are training their young

people as teachers. Religious exercises are held

on Thursday and Friday of each week for half

an hour after school.

The Mormon organization is most complete. Mormon

Zion is divided into
"
stakes," and each stake is organization

divided into
"
wards." Over each stake is ap-

pointed a President, and over each ward a

Bishop. There are already three stakes in

Southern Alberta.

The "
Bishop

"
is the most influential man in

each community. He is one of the people, and

when appointed still carries on his own ordinary
secular work. His duties are various and

arduous. He presides at meetings, solemnizes

marriages and transmits the tithes or their cash

value to headquarters.

The Mormons are most scrupulous as to their

tithes, giving in kind one-tenth of all their pro-

duce. In come the loads of hay and grain and

young cattle and vegetables; these the Bishop
must sell to the best advantage, so he is a sort

of local commission agent
—

only, as the work is
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for the good of the church, his honorarium is

very small.

The matriage Although the Bishop solemnizes marriages,
ceremony

these are not valid in heaven unless they are rati-

fied in the temple by the Secret Mystic. Rites.

Hundreds of people have travelled from Canada

to Salt Lake City to pass through the temple.

Now a temple has been erected in Alberta, and

the solemn rites may be performed on Canadian

soil.

The religious The ordinary services are very simple. The

Bishop presides w^ith a first and second coun-

cillor on each side. The minutes of every meet-

ing are carefully recorded. First comes an

observance of the Lord's Supper in which bread

and water are used. Then follow hymns, and

readings from the Bible and the Book of Mor-

mon. There is no professional preacher, but one

is selected at random—sometimes two or three.

The sermon is thus entirely impromptu. Some-

times it is moral or spiritual in tone; sometimes

entirely worldly-wise, dealing with the most

practical aflfairs. A few obtain a great reputa-

tion as speakers, and are in demand, especially

at funerals where their eloquence finds full scope.

Others go out regularly each Sunday to conduct-

services in the surrounding district—"
local

preachers/' Indeed here lies no small part of the

power of the Mormon Church—the people all

have a share. Thousands of self-supporting mis-
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sionaries go throughout America and Europe

making tens of thousands of converts.

Sunday Schools are organized much after the

usual style. The Bible is taught in the morning
and the Book of Mormon in the afternoon, and

the children receive a very thorough drill in their

catechism. /

The social life resembles very closely that of Social life

other communities. Naturally Mormons and ji^r^ons
^

Gentiles are not closely associated. The Mor-

mons preach much against the oppression of the

Gentiles, but are not adverse to intermarriage, as

this affords an opportunity for converting the

unbelieving wife or husband.

Within the community everyone is brother or

sister. As in every class, there are good and bad.

Intemperance and gambling are discouraged.

Dancing is almost part of their religion, the

dances being opened and closed with prayer.

The Mormons form a part of our United

States immigration. But though Americans,

they are in no true sense American, and their

presence is a serious menace Jo_our Western

civilization. No one doubts their industry
—

fhey

have made the desert to rejoice and blossom as

the rose. But of greater importance to our ('

country than material development are freedom

and morality and true religion, and to these the

system of Mormon is antagonistic.

An exposition and expose are given in a

series of leaflets issued by the League for Social
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Service. These are our authority for the fol^

lowing brief statement of the history and docj

trines of the Mormon Church:
The founding In 1827, Joseph Smith claims to have dij

covered the Book of Mormon buried in a ston^

vault near Palmyra in New York State. It con-

sisted of a number of engraved plates which he

professed to translate. He soon became asso-

ciated with one Sydney Rigdon, and together

they founded the Mormon Church. The church

grew rapidly, but wherever,„Smith went there

were charges against h'im of immorality and dis-

1^ honesty. Wherever he went he appropriated

property and wives
''
for spiritual purposes."

Finally he was arrested, but an infuriated mob
broke into the jail and lynched him. Brigham

Young succeeded Smith as prophet, and estab-

lished the great Mormon colony in Utah. • Here
. for many years he had his own way unmolested,

*V A special revelation was received making polyg-

amy a condition of exaltation to the next world.

Gradually civilization moved westward. At first

the Mormons massacred
''

the Gentiles
" who

invaded their territory^ but finally they were

forced to admit
"
people of other faiths." Vari-

ous modifications have since taken place in their

teaching and practice. A reform party has

organized a new church from which the most ob-

noxious features have been excluded. But all

still cling to the Book of Mormon.

Now, what is this book ? As a matter of fact,
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it seems to be pretty well established that it was

an unpublished novel of a Rev. Solomon Sydney

Spaulding. When a pastor in Pittsburg, Sydney

Rigdon found the manuscript in the publishing

house of Patterson and Lamdin, and Joseph

Smith for a time lived in the same house as Mr.

Spaulding's widow. Just how the scheme was

concocted no one knows. Eleven men testified

to having seen the plates, but none of them could

read the writing. Only five of these eleven

joined the organization. One of these was

turned out of the church, lived the life of a liber-

tine, and died a drunkard. Another was subse-

quently declared by Smith not to be fit for decent

people to notice. Two more, years afterwards,

were sent to jail and there killed by a mob. The

history of the fifth is not recorded, so probably he

died a consistent Mormon.

How large numbers of people can base their

faith on such a foundation is passing strange.

Yet in more recent years, and among a more en-

lightened class, such men as Dowie have been

able to propound the most remarkable doctrines,

and yet retain their hold on a large following.

There seems to be in these systems sufficient

truth to give at least a semblance of reason to the

teaching. This, coupled with the appeal to >y

lower motives or human weaknesses, may per-

haps in part explain the conversion of so many.
The following are some of the Mormon doc- Mormon

trines:
*'"'"^"
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\'

1. The " Book of Mormon" and the
'' Book

of Doctrine and Covenants
"

are on a par with

the Bible.

2. Salvation and exaltation are found only in

the church organized by Joseph Smith. Belief

in the person and mission of Joseph Smith as a

prophet of God is an essential article of faith.

3. Faith in the Mormon priesthood and sub-

mission to the same is essential to man's future

blessedness.

4. A plurality of gods. Adam is God. Mei

became gods by practising plural or celestial

marriage and the other Mormon principles.

5. God is a polygamist
—the natural father

of all intelligent beings in heaven and earth and

hell. Jesus was a polygamist. The doctrine of

ix%g;amy is both sacred and fundamental.

1

' These doctrines are obviously inconsistent

fwith the teaching of Christianity, and are

ChristianityJ jdirectly
inimical to the welfare of the State. The

[practice of polygamy will subvert our most cher-

ished institutions. But more dangerous even

than polygamy is the utter surrender of personal

liberty, and the acknowledgment of the absolute

authority of the priesthood. This means the end

of all free government, and is the confessed aim

of the leaders of the Mormon Church.

Can we as Canadians remain inactive while

this
"
politico-ecclesiastical

"
system is fastening

itself upon our Western territory?

Mormon do
trines incon

sistent with
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VI.

THE SCANDINAVIANS.

A. R. ^i)

A gathering of the Western Canadian A tribute to

the Swe("
farmersSwedish farmers has always impressed me as if
*^® Swedish

it were a meeting of Scotch settlers. Attend a

r^wedish church assembly, and you would

imagine, if it were not for the language, that you
were in the midst of a gathering of Presbyterian

elders. Serious, thoughtful, sober, determined

and possibly a little bit obstinate, the Swedes are -^

astoiuihTngly like the Scotch." This was the

compliment_paid, to the Swedish settlers of the

Canadian West by one of the superintendents of

Baptist Missions, a man who travels among them

and knows them.
"
In their severely religious

trend of mind," he went on,
"
in their purity of

life, and in their general temperament, they are

for all the world like the sons of the heather. I

have no hesitation in saying we have no better
'

settlers."

During the past few years there has been an 60,000 from

astonishingly large influx of Scandinavian people ^o^^^est-
to the Canadian West. Hardly an immigrant in Western

train rolls into the Winnipeg depot that has not
^^^^^

its quota of Swedes and Norwegians—the men,
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big, brawny, broad-shouldered, fair-haired giants ;

the women, pretty, healthy, clear-featured and

rosy-cheeked, with great masses of golden hair.

It is estimated that in Western Canada there are

of Swedes, Norwegians, Finns and Danes about

50,000, scattered from Fort William to the

Coast. The Swedes are placed roughly at 25,000,

Norwegians at 15,000, the Finns at 10,000, and

the Danes at 5,000.

We include the Finns with the Scandinavians.

Racially they are more closely connected with

the Magyars and Lapps, but long residence near

the Scandinavian peoples has influenced them

greatly. Many of those from the coast—the dis-

trict from which most of our immigrants come—
can hardly be distinguished from Swedes. The

attempted
''

Russification of Finland
"

has met

with great opposition from this intelHgent, sturdy

people. Many of them prefer to leave their

homes rather than sacrifice their independence.

In Finland, as in the Scandinavian countries, the

living is often poor, and the people are attracted

to a country where they are certain to receive

better returns for their hard, constant labor.

The majority of the Swedes eventually drift

into farming, but most of those from the old

land have little funds, and have to start at first

at rough laboring, often at railway and construc-

tion work. At Fort William there are 1,200

Scandinavians, mostly working on the railways.

At Kenora there is a large settlement, while every
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The Scandinavians

«-

construction camp between Fort William and

the Rockies has its quota of men^ who through
their alertness and intelligence soon occupy the

better positions, such as foremen, time-keepers,

etc. Winnipeg has a Swedish colony of probably

3,000, while every Western city has its propor-

tion of Scandinavians.
^^,^^

^They easily assimilate with the Anglo-Saxon f

peoples and readily intermarry, so that they do

not form isolated colonies as do other Europeans

immigrants. Where they have formed settle-

ments, they quickly learn English, and inter-

mingle with the families of Canadian farmers,

while the yoynger people drift off to the towns

nnd cities. -

Outside of Winnipeg there are in Manitoba Scandinavians

no large colonies of Swedes, Norwegians, or ^^^amtoba
^inns, the largest settlement being at Scandi- Saskatchewan

avia, north of Minnedosa. A number also have

ttled at Merryfield, near Estevan. Passing to

Saskatchewan they are settled in large numbers

't Harrowby and Langenburg, while along the

ain line of the Canadian Northern there are a

reat number around Buchanan and Wadena.

!n the Duck Mountains there are many Scandi-

navians, and there is another colony at Fort

Pelly.

Of the three prairie provinces Alberta has The

V far the largest share of Scandinavians. It is
Scaiidinavians

1 1
• 1 rA T-» •

^" Alberta
timated that m the Sunny Provmce there are

)me 20,000, practically all farmers, and as
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^ prosperous, as wealthy and as successful farm-

ers as the province possesses. The great pro-

portion of Swedes and Norwegians in Alberta

are not from the old land, but have migrated to

the last West from the Northern States, particu-

larly Minnesota, attracted by the inducements of

cheap land and big profits.

j? They understand Western farming, have come

1—fnTwith money, and have readily adapted them-

I selves to Canadian institutions and Canadian

ways. It is no wonder they are as well-to-do

farmers as can be found.
' While scattered

throughout the length of the province from

Claresholm on the south to Edmonton on the

north, they are most thickly settled east and west

of Wetaskiwin. In the fertile Crooked Lake dis-

trict, and along the Battle River, the Scandi-

navians have settled in large numbers. They are

not confining themselves merely to the growing
of wheat, but are teaching their Canadian neigh-

bors a much-needed lesson by devoting their

attention to .dairying and mixed farming.
As a rule, throughout the whole of the West

the Norwegians and Swedes are to be found in

the same settlements, though occasional localities

will have only one of these peoples. At Cam-
rose and Killam in Alberta are large Norwegian
colonies. Swedish Finns are to be found in all

Swedish settlements, though particularly in

Alberta.

British Columbia likewise has its share of
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Scandinavians, many of them farming in the

valleys, and numbers working in the lumber

camps, where many have acquired large interests.

In the Nelson district they are very numerous,

while in Vancouver and all along the Fraser

l^iver are to be found many Swedes and Nor-

wegians.

The Scandinavians are very ambitious, are Scandinavians

anxious to become Canadian citizens, and readily
"® ambitious

adapt themselves to Canadian ways. Although j^

after they have passed the stage of laboring men

the greater number go into farming, yet some

are to be found in every calling. An encourag-

ing sign of their p^rogressiveness and of the

ambition of their youth Is fbuhd in the fact that

a dozen Scandinavian students are enrolled this

\ ear at the Brandon Baptist College.

The Swedes are naturally a religious people, v
'

g

practically all of them being Protestants. The

Lutheran Church is the strongest. A number

'jclong to the Mission Friends and to the Baptist

Jhurch, and some to the Methodist Church. In

this country the Baptists are particularly enter-

prising among the Swedes, having some fifteen

churches scattered from Fort William on the

ast to Golden, British Columbia, on the west.

The Scandinavians are a very sociable

rjeople, and wherever they are settled in large ^

nough numbers, have their social and political

clubs. They are natural politicians, and, as in

Alinnesota where they are the dominating ele-
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ji
V

Early
disco'very of

Canada by
Icelanders

^

ment, they are bound to be a strong factor in the

future of the West. There are several Swedish

papers, and one Norwegian, in the Canadian

West.

Taken all in all there is no class of immi-

grants that are as certain of making their way
in the Canadian West as the people of the penin-

sula of Scandinavia.
^
Accustomed tp the rigors

^f a northern climate, clean-blooded,- thrifty, am-

bitious and hard-working, tTiey"wiii be certain of

success in this pioneer country, where the strong,

not the weak/ are wanted. 7

li

THE ICELANDERS.

A. R. ]?.

"
Why shouldn't we go to Canada ? Didn't

we first discover this country?" was the answer

flung back at me by an Icelandic citizen of Win-

nipeg, when I asked him why his people emi-

grated to the Dominion.

And he was quite correct, for it was the bold

navigators of the isolated northern island who
first set foot on the Continent of America, and

who, centuries before the days of' Columbus, ex-

plored the Atlantic coast, and even endeavored to

plant colonies. It is the descendants of these

same Viking sea-rovers who are making their

way in the Canadian West, and who are becom-

ing in their adopted land a potent influence.

From 15,000 to 2opoo Icelanders are to be
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found scattered through the four provinces of

]>.Ianitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British

Columbia, and it is doubtful if any class of immi-
j.

grants has been more successful. There are Ice-

landers in our legislative halls and in our muni-

cipal chambers. In our schools and universities f

they carry off prizes and scholarships. They
are doctors, lawyers, editors, merchants, business

men, farmers
;
in short they are taking a leading

part in the development of the West.

It was in 1872 that, owing to the depression First ice-

in Iceland and the political dissatisfaction over came*iri87?
the status with Denmark, the first stray settlers

found their way to the Dominion. It was not,

however, until 1874 that the real movement took

place. In that year some 500 Icelanders left their

native shores. It was a long and weary trip for

the adventurous voyagers. From Iceland they

went to Leith, Scotland^ thence to Glasgow, and

from there crossed the Atlantic. Some of these

settled in Nova Scotia, near Halifax and Locke-

port. The majority, however, went first to On-

tario and located at Kinmount, north of

Toronto. They were not satisfied, however, and

in 1875 ^ delegation was sent to Manitoba to spy

out the land. Only one of the members of that

delegation is at present residing in Manitoba,

Captain S. Jonason, of Gimli, who at the last

election was elected as Liberal member for his

home constituency. The deputation finally

selected Lake Manitoba as the most likely spot
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1,600 came
in 1876

Icelandic

settlements

J

for the new colony, and in the fall of 1875 the

band of pilgrims forsook Ontario and journeyed

to the West. It was a long trip in those days.

They went by boat from ColHngwood to Duluth,

and thence by rail to St. Paul and Fisher's Land-

ing. Red River boats took the newcomers to

Winnipeg, and the rest of the journey was made

in flat-bottomed boats.

The following year the Dominion Govern-

ment sent Captain Jonason to Iceland, and as

a result of his missionary trip some 1,600 immi-

grants left their native shores to join the Gimli

colony. But the troubles of the settlement had

only begun. Bad seasons, poor crops and sick-

ness followed, until finally many lost heart. A
number of the colonists decided to form a new

settlement and located at Glenboro, while a

large party crossed the boundary line and pitched

their tents at the Pembina, North Dakota.

Since 1880 there has been a steady stream of

immigration to Canada, although recently, owing
to the prosperity of Iceland, it has diminished in

volume. Within the past few years the principal

Icelandic emigration to Western Canada has been

from the Northern States, the largest settlements

being in Saskatchewan and Alberta. In Mani-

toba, in addition to the older settlements at Gimli

and Glenboro, there are colonies south of Morden,
one at Little Shoal Lake and another on the east

side of Lake Manitoba, between the Narrows and

Lundyville. On the other side of Lake Mani-
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toba, also, there is a small settlement at West-

bourne. Then north of Swan River there is a

prosperous colony, while on the Areola branch

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, near Sinclair,

are to be found a few Icelanders.

The oldest Icelandic settlement in Saskatche-

wan is probably that at Churchbridge, which was

established by some of the original Gimli colon-

ists. At Tantallon on the Canadian Pacific

Railway, Kirkella branchy is to be found a flour-

ishing settlement, most of the homesteaders
^

being from North Dakota. -.The fertile Quill

Lake plains have also a large number of Ice-

landers, who are rapidly becoming wealthy.

They have been in the district some six years,

and have proved themselves excellent citizens.

Alberta also has its quota of Icelanders.

They are scattered all along the Calgary-Edmon-
ton line of the C.P.R. There is a particularly

large number settled between Innisfail and Red

Deer.

Very few of the newcomers when they left Icelanders are

Iceland had more than $ioo, now
_
there is no and well-to-do

other class of settlers so well-to-do. They were i

without means, did not understand the English

language, and had never seen a plow or any of

the regular modern farm implements. That they

have prospered as they have, and have so readily

adapted themselves to Western methods is a

remarkable testimony to this Jndustrious people.

In British Columbia, also, there are to be
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found large settlements of Icelanders, particu-

larly in the cities, where they have representatives

in every industry and profession. In the various

mountain valleys there are a number who are

engaged in farming and fruit raising.
Some Ice- fj^g Icelanders are natural politicians, and a

teristics few years after their arrival in this country are

to be found actively participating in Canadian

elections. Liberal and Conservative clubs flour*-

ish in every large settlement. Born students,

serious-minded as a race, they take their poHtics

in earnest, and can debate and discuss problems
of the Dominion with an astonishing amount of

intelligence. At the present time there are two

Icelandic members in the Manitoba Legislature.

Like most of the northern peoples the Ice-

landers are very religiously inclined. Practically

all of them are Lutherans, members of the State

Church in Iceland. Since coming to this country

a number have become Unitarians, and organized

separate churches. \

There are a number of Icelandic papers in

the West, the two principal ones being the

Heimskringla, Conservative, and Lagherg, Lib-

eral, both weeklies, published in Winnipeg. The

Lutheran Church has a periodical, while a

monthly magazine was recently established in

Winnipeg. At Gimli, also, there is an Icelandic

paper, established in the early days of the set-

tlement.

The Icelanders have taken their place in the
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development of the country, and have become a

powerful influence in the social and political life

of the three prairie provinces.
'

Sober, indus-

trious and thrifty, they are in every way excellent

citizens.
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VII.

THE GERMANS.

Our German Few of our German immigrants come from

Germany' The great majority are from Aus-

tria and Russia. As to numbers it is exceedingly

difficult to obtain reliable figures. The official

statistics show an annual immigration of only

about 2,000. How many of those classed as Aus-

trians and Russians are Germans it is impossible

to say. Then the Mennonites are classified as a

distinct nationality. In addition to these are the

American Germans, many of whom have lived

only a few years in the United States, and are

only legally
"
naturalized." A German immi-

gration official, familiar with the country, stated

that he thought there were 75,000 in Western

Canada. Possibly his figures ought to be cut

down very considerably.

Germans from About a century ago large numbers of Ger-
EuBsia mans were induced to emigrate to Russia. They

were most desirable as agriculturists, and were

granted special privileges. They were success-

/ ful, but they maintained their own language,
their nationality and their religion. During the

past twenty-five years there has been much un-

rest fOiong the Russian Germans. Their privi-

lege^ l^ere withdraw^, and they found themselves
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placed under serious disabilities. They simply

refused to be dominated by the Russians. Many
of them preferred to sell their farms and emi-

grate. We have numbers from this class. They
have not been greatly influenced by their Russian

environment. They are
thej_

same independent, ^

thrifty people though perhaps a little poorer, and ^^
not so well educated as their brethren from the
"
Vaterland.''

The Germans from Austria come to improve Germans from

their condition. Most of them have owned small

farms
;
these they have sold, and so have a little

capital with which to start in the new land. In

the cities we get more of the poorer class—some

of them just escaping from a hard existence;

others who are content with the life of a laborer

in the city. But the great majority of the Ger-

mans are farmers.

On the main line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway there are German settlements from

Qu'Appelle to Regina, and from Herbert to

Swift Current, then from Wetaskiwin to Ed-

monton, and away east at Battleford, Hum-

boldt, Rosthern and Lemberg. Solid
"
colonies

"

are not formed, but scattered all through the

country are districts in which German settlers

predominate. In Manitoba, outside the Mennon-

ites, the Germans are chiefly in Winnipeg or east

at Beausejour and Whitemouth.

Though there are German societies and Ger-

man newspapers, and there may be the
" German
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The Germans vote/^the Germans do not form any very distinct

"dSti/ct'"" */cIassr'"Even
those who detest "foreigners"

class" Imake an exception of Germans, whom they

'^. I classify as
"
white people like ourselves/^ The

/ German is a hardworking, successful farmer. He
soon takes his part in the life of the district in

which he lives. He establishes his own churches

and endeavors to maintain his own language, but

the younger people soon learn English and often

leave the German churches for those in which

English is spoken, and where most of their asso-

ciates attend. The majority of the people are

Lutherans. A large number are Roman Catho-

lics. The remainder is divided into a number

of sects, Reformed, Baptist, Evangelical, Evan-

gelical Association, Moravians, Adventists, etc.

On account of their peculiarities a special section

is given to the Mennonites. The Stundists from

Russia, of whom we have a few, also form a

most interesting study.

Is America Of the Germans, as a whole, it need hardly
more German ^ j^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ among our best immigrants,than English? / ,, ., . m . f,, j

In one sense they are easily assimilated, and

yet in the long run it would seem as if it is often

the others who are Germanized. Englishmen are

good colonizers. America is an English-speaking

country, and yet some declare that America is

more German than it is English. However this

may be, and notwithstanding some faults, we

welcome the German.

Much may be said of the Hollanders, of
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whom ^ye have several thousand. The "
patient

Hollanders
"

and
"

sturdy Germans
"

possess

those qualities which form the foundation of

enduring success.

THE MENNONITES.

*' Are there many Catholics among the Men-

nonites?" Such was the question gravely asked

by a minister occupying a prominent position in

his church. Such is our ignorance of the people

about us! He might as well have asked, are

there many Catholics among the Lutherans ? The

name Mennonite has no more to do with nation-

ality than the name Lutheran. It denotes a

religious body whose adherents might almost be

called Baptist-Quakers. In Manitoba the major-

ity of them are Germans; in the West, Germans

from Russia.

The Mennonite Church is really a branch of What the

the great Reformation Movement. The views church is

now held by the Mennonites were advocated in

Zurich, Switzerland, as early as 1525. They
soon spread to the surrounding countries. In

Holland, Menno Simons, a Roman Catholic

priest dissatisfied with the Church, espoused and

expounded the new teaching. A community of

his followers was formed, and came to be known
as Mennonites, just as later the followers of

Wesley were called Wesleyans.
Their chief doctrines were:
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Mennonite

emigration
to Russia in

1783-8

Mennonites
in Ontario

1. Baptism only on confession of faith.

2. The separation of Church and State.

3. Refusal to take oaths or to fight.

4. A strict life and a primitive church organ-
ization.

The new sect was bitterly persecuted in
Hol-j

land. Many fled to the new colony then beingl

founded by WilHam Penn, which afterwards

became Pennsylvania. Others migrated to Prus-,

sia to join their German co-religionists. Butj

here again, trouble arose. Military service was

required; this was contrary to their conscience,

and they endured great persecution.

Then came the German emigration to Russia.

The Empress Catherine II. offered most liberal

inducements in order to obtain German colonists

for Southern Russia—free land, loans, exemp-
tion from taxation for a number of years, exemp-
tion from military service, their own schools and

religious Uberty. In 1783-8 communities of

Mennonites trekked to Russia, and entered upon
a century of peace and plenty.

Who, then, are the Mennonites in Canada?

The census of 1901 gives the Mennonite popu-
lation as 31,797. Of these 12,208 are in Ontario,

15,246 in Manitoba and 4,273 in the Territories.

In Ontario, the majority are the descendants

of those who came from Pennsylvania over a

century ago. They are located in Western On-

tario in the vicinity of Berlin, Brussels and

Waterloo, where they are closely associated with
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the
"
Pennsylvania Dutch/' and with them form

some of the most thrifty and prosperous com-

munities in Ontario. They have ceased to be

strangers, and now are an integral part of the

Canadian people.

The Mennonites of Southern Manitoba and

Saskatchewan came from Russia thirty years

ago. In 1870 the Russian bureaucracy, disre-

garding the promise of Catherine, withdrew the

special privileges granted to the Mennonites.

Again they were required to render military ser-

vice, and again they sought a new home. A
colony was established in Kansas, another in

Southern Manitoba.

The Canadian Government modified the regu- Canadian

lar homestead regulations, and guaranteed a loan ^.Y®™™®°^*
of $75,000 made by Ontario Mennonites, which

was repaid within twenty years. Further they

granted exemption from military service, and the

right to affirm instead of taking an oath. Two
reserves containing 720 square miles, were set

apart, the larger now the Municipality of Rhine-

land, and the smaller east of the Red River.

This open prairie had hitherto been shunned by
the pioneers, but was in reality one of the richest

sections of the country.

The following brief descriptive sketch, pub-

lished in 1880, graphically describes the coming
of the Mennonites :

"
In '75 the few settlers at Pembina Moun- Mennonites

tain fondly hoped that in the course of fifteen or
^^ Manitoba
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twenty years this plain would become settled,

notwithstanding the absence of timber. Before

the summer was over, a large line of camp fires,

extending for miles and miles, announced one

evening to the lonely settlers that six thousand

Mennonites had located on seventeen townships."

Of course, there were difficulties and dis-

couragements. There were the small beginnings,

and the locusts and the frosts and the "hard

years
"

;
but the people were inured to hardships,

thrifty and persevering, and to-day are among
the wealthiest farmers in Manitoba.

At first they settled in villages after the Rus-

sian fashion. In fact, the Dutch-German-Rus-

sian village was simply transferred to Canadian

soil—quaint houses with high-pitched, thatched

roofs, ancient flour mills with huge arms and
J

sails, ungainly churches, all higgledy-piggled]

along the roadside. Soon the bright flowers anc

trees appeared, and once more the wanderers

had a home. Some of the names of the villages'

are of interest: Rosenfeld (field of roses),

Rosengart (garden of roses), Rosenthal (dalcj

of roses), Blumenist (place of flowers), etc.

one time there were sixty-two of these villages.

In Castell Hopkins' Canadian Encyclopedij

is an interesting description of the Mennonit<

villages, by Miss Cora E. Hind:
The early "The earliest houses of these settlers were]

villages"
built of mud and sticks, thatched with straw or;

hay. Some of the oldest are still standing. The
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walls are a delicate lilac, the window sashes a

dull red, the shutters gray. Wind and rain and

sun have stained the thatches a deep brown. A
village of these houses, seen when flooded with

mellow October sunshine and against a back-

ground of yellow stubble fields, presents a won-

derful harmony of color, and is more suggestive

of Holland, in the sixteenth, than Manitoba in

the nineteenth, century."

These village communities were modelled

after those from which the settlers had come.

The village was in the centre of a block of land.

Each man had a Government grant of i6o acres.

But this was distributed according to the old

system
—a village plot, a strip of good land, and

a portion of hay land more remote from the

village. Each village had its own church and

school
;
elected its own "

head man," and gov-

erned itself in accordance with traditional cus-

tom. Whole villages had " moved out
"
together,

the richer helping the poorer, so social condi-

tions were almost exactly reproduced. At first

the houses were poor mud-and-stick structures

with sand floors and thatched roofs, and if one

mistook the door he might find himself in the

stable.

The people wore the garb of the European

peasant—3, sheepskin smock with the skin side

out.

But thirty years have worked a wonderful After thirty

change. Now, well-dressed men and women
q^*^^^"^
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Beligious
beliefs and

practice

changing

i

entertain in comfortable modern houses. The
homes compare well with those of the older set-

tlers in other parts of Manitoba. In this short

time the Mennonites have attained a position

very similar to that of their co-religionists in

Western Ontario. This development forms one

of the most interesting chapters in the history of

the West.

Now the village community is almost a

thing of the past, the majority having built

homes on their own homesteads, which they farm

in much the same way as their Canadian neigh-

bors. The affairs of the community are admin-

istered according to the Canadian municipal

system.

Accompanying these material changes there

has come a development in the religious beliefs

and practice of the people. There has been a

breaking away from the narrowness and, exclus-

iveness of former years. One of the fundamental

principles of the Mennonite Church is
"
Separa-

tion of the church and the world." This was

interpreted to mean absolute withdrawal from

every kind of public life, a
"
closed

"
settlement,

refusal to attend Public Schools, or to inter-

marry with those outside their own community.

Many conservatives—especially in the reserve

east of the Red River—still hold to the good old

ways. But the younger generation is less strict.

The Mennonite vote is now not to be despised;

indeed, in Alberta a Mennonite sits in the legis-

lature.
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Public Schools are now found throughout the

whole Mennonite settlement. Marriages between

Mennonites and those of other denominations are

not infrequent. Large numbers of the younger

generation are leaving the mother colony, and

are taking up homesteads throughout Saskatche-

wan. New colonies are located at Rosthern and

Hague.

Upon three points of doctrine all insist—^bap- Three cardinal

tism only on confession of faith, exemption from
doctrine

military service and refusal to take oath. On
minor points, such, for instance, as those con-

nected with baptism or the Lord's Supper, there

are endless differences of opinion. The " New
Mennonite

"
church represents the more liberal

section of the community. The church govern-
ment is very simple. In each community there

is what might be called a
"
presiding elder/' who

alone has the right to baptize, and several

preachers—all elected by the community from

among themselves. This might be called a
"
cir-

cuit," in the older Methodist sense, and services

are conducted according to a
"
circuit plan."

Each of these large
"
circuits

"
is self-governing,

and often neighboring circuits differ very decid-

edly in doctrine. In some the old custom of

feet-washing is maintained. The conference for

the whole of America was held this year at

Langham, Saskatchewan.

Perhaps it is along educational lines that the Educational

Mennonites have made the most rapid develop-
P'^S^ess
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ment. This is owing, to no small extent, to the

untiring efforts of Rev. H. H. Ewert, of Gretna.

For years he has been the inspector of schools,

and Principal of the Mennonite Educational

Institute. Not only is excellent work being done

in the Public Schools, but increasing numbers are

making their way into our colleges. It is rather

a remarkable fact that the first graduate of Wes-

ley College to find a place on the staff of his

Alma Mater is a Mennonite. Many are

taking prominent positions in professional

life. From a material, a social, an educational

or a religious standpoint, the Mennonites will

contribute no small share in the making of the

Canadian West.
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VIII.

THE FRENCH.

The picturesque figure of the Habitant is in- !|reiich
from

separable from Canadian life. It is only in Belgium

recent years, however, that the peasants from

France and Belgium were to be met with in

Canada. Now, in some districts, one may almost

imagine himself in the land of Breton and Millet.

Here we have the same group at work in the

fields, or in procession to the little church—^bits

of France transferred to Canada; the same

simple life and yet something more and some-

thing less. The new land gives a diflFerent back-

ground. The rustic has wandered into the city

square.

In 1901 there were nearly 10,000 French and ,

Belgian people in Canada. Since that time
)

about 10,000 have come from France and 5,000

from Belgium. Some of the Belgians speak

Flemish, but they all live much the same life as

French peasants, and in this country are gener-

ally found in the same districts. Up to the

present time the French immigrants have formed

no large colonies. Generally a number of fam-

ilies secure land together ;
these little settlements

are scattered all over the West. These immi-

grants are reported as thrifty and[ successfulju.^
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\ ^Farming operations are on rather a small scale,

and methods are often decidedly primitive; but

there is a tendency to adopt the habits of their

Canadian neighbors.
The education In the larger districts Separate Schools are

maintained, and here the French priests exercise

almost unlimited authority. Speaking the tongue
of the people, they are in more sympathetic rela-

tion with them than in the other foreign settle-

ments. Indeed, the parish priest is almost

father to the community. But this paternal

relationship, so charming in theory and art, has

its disadvantages, as the people are less apt to

le^rn to think and act for themselves. Through-
outtKe "greater parFof the West the children

attend the Public Schools. They are bright and

eager to learn.

The^ coming of these immigrants creates no

new problem. Naturally the French language
and the Roman Catholic religion unite them

V more closely with the French-Canadians than

with any other class in Canada. Their develop-

ment is bound up with that of our French-

speaking Canadian.

The Swiss immigration is very small, and

hardly forms a class by itself.

no



IX.

SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE.

When we pass to Southeastern Europe we The people

enter what is to most of us a terra incognita. g'°^.

We plunge into an apparently inextricable tangle Europe

of nations, races, languages, and religions. On
what principle are we to adopt a working classi-

fication— geographical situation, political alle-

giances, national ties, racial characteristics, lin-

guistic affinities, religious beliefs, social distinc-

tions, or some group of these? In a book of

this kind, not intended for the technical student,

it will be found unwise, if not impossible, to

adhere closely to any one principle of classifica-

tion. Generally speaking, we take language as

our basal principle, but vary from this as con-

venience of treatment may demand. A careful

study of the accompanying table of European

languages, taken from the Bncyclopaedia Bri-

tannica (Vol. VIIL, page 699), may throw some

light upon the various divisions of the people,

and at the same time will reveal the complexity

of the problem which confronts the serious stu-

dent :

"
Although language is no test of race, it is

the best evidence for present or past community
of social or political life

;
and nothing is better
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fitted to give a true impression of the position"

and relative importance of the peoples of Europe
than a survey of their linguistic differences and

affinities. The following table contains the

names of the various languages which are still

spoken on the Continent, as well as of those

which, though now extinct, can be clearly traced

in other forms. Two asterisks are employed to

"^
mark those which are emphatically dead lan-

\ &uages, while one indicates those which have a

kind of artificial life in ecclesiastical or literary

usage :"

V -^ , ^M[. ARYAN (Indo-Germanic, Indo-European,

Celto-Germanic).

1. Indic Branch, represented by Gipsy dialects

2/lRANiq Branch, represented by. .

{ gj Jjmenlan

3. Hellenic Branch, represented

4. Italic Branch, represented by

by|
V

{

(1) Greek.
(2) Romaic.
(3) Neo-Hellenic

(1) Latin.
(2) Oscan.
(3) Umbrian, etc

(a) Neo Latin.

(4) French.
(5) Walloon.
(6) Provencal.
(7) Italian.

(8) Ladin (Rumonsh, Rnmansh,
Rheto-Romance).

(9) Spanish.
(10) Portuguese.
(11) Roumanian.

5. Celtic Branch, represented by

(1) Irish.

(2) Erse or Gaelic.
(3) Manx.
(4) Welsh.
*(5) Cornish.
(6) Low Breton.
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6. Teutonic Branch, represented by **(1) Gothic.

(a) Scandinavian

*(2) Norse or Old Norse
(3) Icelandic and Faroese
(4) Norwegian.
(5) Swedish.
(6) Danish.

(^) Low German

**(7) Saxon, Anglo-Saxon or First

English.
(8) English.

**(9) Old Saxon.
(10) Platt-Deutsch or Low Ger-

man.

(12jDS'}Netherlandish.
(13) Frisic.

r**(14) Old High German.

{c) High German \ JJg
Middle High German.

I
(jo) New High or Literary Ger

I man.

7. Slavonic Branch, represented by *(1) Church Slavonic.

(a) Southeastern

(2) Russian.
(3) Ruthenian, Rusniak or Lit-

tle Russian.
(4) White Russian or Bielo-Rus-

sian.

(5) Bulgarian.
(6) Servo-Croatian.
(7) Slovenian.

f (8) Czech (Bohemian).

I (9) Slovakian.
{6) Western

-[
(10) Polish.

I (11) Sorbian (Wendic, Lusatian)
l*(12) Polabian.

8. Lettic Branch, represented by..
I

9. Unattached

"(1) Old Prussian.
(2) Lettish.
(3) Lithuanian.

/**(!) OldDacian.
I (2) Albanian.

II. SEMITIC.

1. Canaanitic Branch, represented / *(1) Hebrew.
by I **(2) Phoenician or Punic.

2. Arabic Branch, represented by. . ^
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HI. FINNO-TATARIC (Turanian, Uralo-Altaic, etc.

1. Samoyedic Branch or Group, f
represented by \

2. Finnic or Ugrian, rciiresented

by

(1) Yurak.

(1) Finnish Proper or Suonic
(2) Karleian.
(3) Tchudic.
(4) Vepsic
(5) Votick.
(6) Crewinian.
(7) Esthonian.

•{
(8) Livonian.
(9) Lapponic.

(10) Tcheremissian.
(11) Mordvinian.
(12) Permian
(13) Votiak.
(14) Siryenian.
(16) Magyar or Hungarian

(1) Kazak Khirghiz
Turkish or Tartar Group, re-J (2) Nogairic

presented by |
(3) Tchuvak.

Group, re-J

(4) Turkish

4. Unattached Basque.

RUSSIA.

Who our im- JVIost of our immig^rants from Russia are not
migrants from t-. •

tv ;r r T ^ t

RijBsia are Russians. Many of them are Germans or Jews ;

others are Lithuanians and Poles. Those who

stoutly maintain that they are
" Russ "

are
"
Little Russians."

Russians, generally, may be classified thus:

(a) "Great" Russians (in the north).

(b) "White" Russians (in the west).

(c) "Little" Russians (in the south).

Usage varies, but in Russia the Little Rus-

sians are often called
" Red "

Russians. They
are very closely allied to the Rusniaks or Ruth-

enians of Galicia and Bukowina.

Practically none of the Great Russians or

Russians proper are among our immigrants.
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Most of them are Little Russians. They may be

classed with the Galicians, and hardly require

separate treatment. The languages are cpgnate,

and the social conditions much the same.

Two peoples from Russia demand special

attention—the Doukhobors and the Lithuanians.

The former have come in large numbers, and

form a class by themselves. The latter are not

Slavs, but are so closely related that they may
best be placed here.

THE DOUKHOBORS.

A. R. ^.

The various, rather strange, and picturesque The

pilgrimages of the Doukhobors in Western Can- 1^ Eastern^

ada have managed to keep these peaceful but Saskatchewan

interesting people as prominently before the

public as any class of immigrants in the Domin-

ion. At the time of their coming to Canada their

cause was championed by Count Leo Tolstoy and

Prince Kropotkin. The untiring efforts of these

noble sympathizers aroused the interest of the

Society of Friends and" of a group of English

and American literati, who did much to create

general interest in their peculiar mode of life.

Since their settlement in Eastern Saskatchewan

the occasional vagaries of a few of the more

ardent and their decided aversion to Western

civilization have not allowed the people of the

Dominion to forget their presence.
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The Doukhobors have been eulogized in the

highest terms by enthusiastic idealists and sym-
pathizers ; they have been condemned in language
equally fervid as ignorant, unprogressive and
immoral. As a matter of fact, no one exactly
understands this peculiar people. They are actu-

ally some seven hundred years behind the times.

Their customs, their mode of thought, their

whole spirit is that of the thirteenth century
rather than the twentieth, In their pilgrimages,
so inexplicable to a man of this day, they are

moved by the same stirrings of the heart and

prompted by the same feelings which set thou-

sands on their heroically useless marches to the

Holy Land.
A brief The term Doukhobbr is a mere nickname,

Doukhobors meaning Spirit Wrestlers, applied in derision, as

was the name Methodist originally. The sect

seems to have started in a village on the southern

frontier of Russia in the eighteenth century.

Their doctrines spread until they attracted the

attention of the Russian Government and the

Orthodox Church. For some fifty years they

were not seriously disturbed by the authorities
;

but as their numbers increased and their doc-

trines spread, the Russian Government, in its

usual autocratic manner, set to work to crush

out the iniquitous beliefs they preached and prac-

tised, the principal one to which St. Petersburg

objected being their refusal to render military

service. They were subjected to repeated ban-
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ishment to Siberia, and their prosperous com-

munities were again and again broken up. In

1840 and in 1850 they were banished to Trans-

Caucasia, near the Turkish frontier. Up to the

year 1887 the conscription laws were not rigidly

enforced. From 1887 onward, as a consequence
of Russia's military ambitions, a new policy was

enforced, and the authorities began to carry out

the conscription laws with greater stringency.

Then began a series of vigorous persecutions, the

Doukhobors bearing the brunt of the Govern-

ment's displeasure. This went on for some ten

years, until the peasants could endure it no

longer. They grew restless. Advantage was

taken by the Doukhobors and their sympathizers
of a visit to the Caucasus by the mother of the

Czar, Empress Maria, to put their case before

her. It is understood the Dowager Empress
enlisted the sympathy of the Czar; anyway, per-

mission was given them to leave the country.

This was granted in February, 1898, and assidu-

ous enquiries were at once started as to a suitable

place for a colony. Cyprus first attracted atten-

tion, and a number of Doukhobor families moved

to the Mediterranean island. The southern

climate was, however, scarcely suitable. Argen-

tine, Brazil, and the United States were spoken
of. Finally, an article in the Nineteenth Century,

by Prince Kropotkin, on Western Canada and

the success of the Mennonites, attracted the atten-

tion of one of the members of the committee of
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English Friends who were aiding the Doukho-

bors in their search for a new home. Prince

Kropotkin was communicated with, and advised

in favor of the Dominion. After an inspection of

The first various districts of the West, it was decided to
immigrants __. ^ , t.t •

came in 1898 migrate to Western Canada. No time was lost,

as the Doukhobors were anxious to leave Russia

before the fickle-minded authorities cancelled the

permit. On December 22nd, 1898, the first con-

tingent, 1,822 strong, set sail from Batoum to

Canada, on the Beaver Line steamer Lake Huron.

Other shiploads followed fast, in all some 8,000

to 8,500 of these oppressed people coming to

the Dominion.
The The newcomers were located in Saskatche-

colonies wan, where there are three colonies—the Thunder

Hill colony, west of Swan River; the Yorkton

colony, near Yorkton, which is by far the largest ;

and the Rosthern colony, in the Prince Albert

district. The life of the Doukhobors in these

settlements is exceedingly interesting, though it

is difficult to secure accurate information owing
to the suspicion of the leaders towards strangers

and the crass ignorance of the great majority.

Peter Veregin, who at the time of their migra-

tion to Canada was an exile in Siberia, and has

since joined them in this country, is their recog-

nized leader. Whatever his qualities may be, he

is undoubtedly a strong and able man, and exer-

cises a remarkable influence over his people. He
rules as an autocrat, and seems to be their
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religious as well as their political head. His

headquarters are near a little station off the

main line of the Canadian Northern, called after

himself, Veregin. The morality of his domestic

life has been often called in question. Two or

three times a year he makes a state pilgrimage

through the settlements, where his coming is a

great event.

Outside of a few independents, the principle The principle

of communism prevails. Everything is supposed
of comniunism

to be owned in common, though Veregin practi-

cally has all things in his control. He acts as

banker for all his people; he buys all provisions

wholesale, looks after securing railway contracts,

purchases threshing outfits, and superintends

generally the business of the settlements. That

the Doukhobors have prospered under his rule

cannot be denied, and during the past few years,

under his shrewd guidance, they have increased

wonderfully in material wealth.

The Doukhobors live in small, communistic

villages, consisting of from 150 to 200 people

each. When they came to Canada they were

given the privilege of taking land without the

regular homestead duties; they were also granted

exemption from military service. Recently they

have been given land on the basis of fifteen acres

to each member of the family. As the Doukho-

bors are not troubled with race suicide, this

means a liberal allowance. This land is owned

and tilled in common, while all live in the little
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villages. The government of these villages fol-

lows the general Russian custom. There is a

head man, appointed in this case by Veregin and

responsible to him alone, who is advised by a

council of elders. While they deal with all minor

questions of administration, nothing of import-

ance is done without consultation with Veregin.

Community The life in these communities is simple
—in

one way almost idealistic. The men are detailed

for work, one band going to the fields, another

remaining at home to look after the chores, etc.

The women pursue the same plan. It is a com-

mon sight to see one woman minding ten to

fifteen babies, swinging in hammocks strung

along the cottage roof; the hammocks are con-

nected by one rope, so that she can swing all at

the same time and still look after her knitting
—

a delightful plan that might be adopted in city

tenement houses or apartments. The mothers,

in the meantime, will be out raking hay or weed-

ing their gardens. The work is periodically

shifted around; the woman who looks after the

babies to-day may to-morrow be working in the

fields. The whole plan has its idealistic side, and

there is supposed to be a basis of equality for

one and all. However, as in all such commun-

istic colonies, there is also the darker viewpoint.

There are to be found the drones who shirk their

work and attempt to live on the labor of their

neighbors, though such are generally dealt with

sternly. Then, again, the elders are sometimes
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accused of partiality in dividing the stores and

the work, and of favoring their friends in the

division of labor and profits.

A story has been published widespread, and

generally believed, to the effect that the Doukho-

bors object to using horses, and commandeer

their women. This, in justice, it must be said,

has very slight foundation. The tale is believed

to have originated from the fact that on one or

two occasions the women did assist in plowing
while the men and horses were aw^ay on contract

labor. It was time to start farm work. The
women themselves suggested that they act as

horses; harness was improvised, and, with eight

to ten women, all more or less enjoying the fun,

the work was accomplished.

The Doukhobors have no schools, and practi- Educational

cally nine-tenths of them are illiterate. Attempts
measures

by the Society of Friends and other sympathizers
to educate them have signally failed. The
leaders have discouraged all such efforts. Vere-

gin himself says that in due course schools will

be established, but hitherto his promise remains

unfulfilled. However, the policy of those who
direct their affairs seems to be to keep the people
in ignorance. They are discouraged from asso-

ciating with English-speaking people, and any

progressive ambitions on the part of the youth
are promptly suppressed. There have been dark

stories—stories that will not down—of the

strange disappearance of those who have shown
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a disposition to be independent and to adopt
Western civilization. There is a constant impres-
sion among those familiar with the Doukhobors,
of dark deeds, and there are persistent tales of

persecution and ostracism for recalcitrants.

Through the ignorance of these people and their

fear of trouble it is almost impossible to verify

such stories.

The They have no priests, no churches, yet

are^deep?y^ through the whole warp and woof of their lives

religious religion is interwoven. Their praiseworthy

qualities and their shortcomings are alike the

outcome of their firm beliefs and their dogged

persistence in clinging to these beliefs. They
are not religious fanatics; they have a few ele-

mentary dogmas, and to these they cling with

something of the heroic spirit of the early Chris-

tian martyrs. When the first band of fatigued

wanderers on the latest pilgrimage tramped into

Winnipeg, they, by their simple, child-like faith

and their straightforward answers to all ques-

tions, nonplussed and even won over as enthus-

iastic sympathizers the rather sceptical reporters

sent out to interview them. In their villages

they have no regular religious services
;
their sole

worship seems to consist of peculiar chants, half

sung in a weird, melodious sort of monotone—
chants handed down from generation to genera-

tion. Veregin is their religious head, and to him

reverential homage is paid. His visit to a village

is looked upon as a wonderful event. A sacra-
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mental table is spread in the village street. As

Wregin passes along in state, all bow low while

'ie ^distributes the communion.

Loose ideas seem to prevail as to social life

and marriage. There is apparently no formal

ceremony. A promise is simply made in the

presence of relatives, and the dissolution of the

marriage tie is often reported.

Whatever may be said about the Doukhobors, The good

they have two redeeming qualities for which
^^aji^es

credit must be given, namely, cleanliness and in- Doukhobors

dustry. They _are hardLwqrkers, and there are

few idlers, though occasionally a man will be

found who takes advantage of the communistic

scheme.

That the Doukhobors have in them the ele-

ments which will, in time, make of them good
citizens seems to be the unanimous opinion of

those who have come in contact with them. They
are a strong race physically

—far from degener-

ates. They are sober, industrious, and thrifty.

What apparently is needed more than anything

else is education, and an opportunity to get away
from the narrow round of their mediaeval life.

They are still as illiterate as when they left the

steppes of Russia ten years ago. A thorough

investigation of the whole problem should be

made. The real status of Veregin, his influence,

the stories of persecution, immorality, and dark

deeds, should be thoroughly investigated.
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Who the

Lithuanians
aie

Lithuanians
in the

United States

THE LITHUANIANS.

The Lithuanians are neither Teutons nor

Slavs, but belong to a separate branch of the

Aryan race. Their language is very old and

primitive, and closely resembles Sanscrit. Pro-

bably they were the first of the Aryan races to

settle in Europe, when, in the tenth century, they
became divided into three branches—the Borus-

sians, the L,etts, and the Samoghitians. The

Borussians, who occupied what is now East

Prussia, soon fell under German influence and

lost their political existence, leaving only their

name corrupted into Prussia. The Letts occupied
the country now known as the Baltic Provinces

of Russia. The Samoghitians, or Lithuanians

proper, occupied territory south of the Baltic

Provinces. In the fourteenth century the King
of Lithuania ruled the territory occupied to-day

by Poles, Lithuanians, and White Russians. In

1569 came a union with Poland. From that time

the history of Lithuania has been the history of

Poland. The inaccessibility of the country has

helped to preserve the racial characteristics of

this people. A typical Lithuanian is tall and

well proportioned. He has the features of a

Greek and the complexion of a Norseman.

About 200,000 Lithuanians have come to the

United States during the last thirty or forty

years, and now quite a number are commencing
to find their way to Canada. In their own

country they are almost all engaged in agricul-
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ture. In the United States almost half of them

are in the mines in Pennsylvania, the remainder

being chiefly laborers. In Canada they are closely

associated with the Slavs, and are generally

employed in construction work.

, In religion they are devout Roman Catholics.

They are industrious and good-natured, but, like

their Slavic neighbors, are addicted to drunken

sprees.

H. Holt tells the story of a young Lithuanian The story of

immigrant. Away in Russia he heard of a won- Lithuanian

derful country where there were free papers and immigrant

prayer books, and free meetings where men

could speak as they liked. When the time came

for military service, his father arranged to send

him to America. He tells of his journey :

"
It is

against the law to sell tickets to America, but

my father saw the secret agent in the village,

and he got a ticket for Germany and found us a

guide. I had bread and cheese and honey and

vodka (Russian whiskey), and clothes in my
bag. Some of the neighbors walked a few miles

and said good-bye, and then went back. My
father and my younger brother walked on all

night with the guide and me. At daylight we

came to the house of a man the guide knew. We
slept there, and that night I left my father and

young brother. My father gave me $50,

besides my ticket. The next morning, before

light, we were going through the woods, and we

came to the frontier. Three roads ran along the
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frontier; on the first road there is a soldier

every mile, who stands there all night; on the

second road is a soldier every half-mile; and on

the third road is a soldier every quarter of a

mile. The guide went ahead through the woods,
while I hid with my bag behind a bush, and

whenever he raised his hand I sneaked along. I

felt cold all over, and sometimes hot. He told

me that sometimes he took twenty emigrants

together, all without passports; and that, as he

could not pass the soldiers, he paid a soldier he

knew a dollar a head to let them by. He said

the soldier was very strict, and counted them to

see that he was not being cheated. So I was in

Germany; two days after that we reached Tilsit,

and the guide took me to the railroad man. This

man had a crowd of emigrants in a room, and

we started that night on the railroad—fourth

class. We were very slow in the stations, when

we changed trains, and the railroad man used to.

shout at us then; one old German man, who

spoke Lithuanian, told me what the man was

calling us. When he told me this, I hurried, and

so did the others, and we began to learn to be

quicker. It took three days to get to Hamburg.
There we were put in a big house called a bar-

racks, and waited a week. The old German man

told me that the barracks men were cheating us.

They kept us there till our money was half spent

on food. The boat was the biggest boat I had

ever seen ; the machine that made it go was very
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big, and so was the horn that blew in a fog. I

felt everything get bigger and go quicker every

day."

We have talked with many Russian immi- Both ends of

grants who can tell of similar experiences through
* J^^^^^y

which they have passed. That is the one end of

the journey. Then, on this side come the bewil-

dering and often painful experiences of the new
life—the ignorance of the language, the struggle

for work, the contact with the roughest side of

Canadian life.
" One hundred men killed in rock-

cuts on the Transcontinental." One or two will

be unknown Lithuanians; next day their places

are filled by new hands. Who cares ? A family

in far-off Russia waits for word that never

comes.
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X.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

poUtici'''
^ ^^^^^t ^^^^^^ i^ t^^ ^oWc?^^ f^orj^ has

geography written of Austria :

" The word '

nation
'

has no

application to Austria and very little to Hungary.
. . . It is the variegated contradictoriness of

Austria-Hungary, . . . a , Tower of Babel

erected into a system of government ;
a geograph-

ical expression
—

nothing really Austrian in Aus-

tria
; no Austrian interests, no Austrian national-

ity, no Austrian standard of civilization—nothing

except the Emperor and the army and the cockpit

of Reichsrath that the races share in common."

Let us see if it is possible in any degree to

straighten out the tangle. First comes a lesson

in political geography:

I. Austria: Composed of 17 Lands or Crown Lands

Bohemia
Galicia and Lodomeria

}- Kingdoms.
Dalmatia ....

Lower Austria ,. uj u-
TT A 4.

• hArchduchies.
Upper Austria

Salzburg
Styria
Carinthia 'vrk.,^i,;«c^ •

, ^ Duchies.
Carniola
Silesia

Bukowina
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*G6rz-Grdiska ^ v> i-^-

**Tirol j
Principalities.

*IsSa^!^ . . . . . . . . . . . ! . . . . . . . I
March Countries.

**Voraalberg Land.

^Trieste Special Crown Land.

II. Lands of St. Stephen's Crown (Hungary).

Kingdom of Hungary (including Transylvania and

part of the Military frontier).

Kingdom of Croatia—Slavonia.

Fiume (town and district).

III. Bosnia and Herzegovina;

Principalities under the suzerainty of Turkey, admin-
istered by Austria-Hungary.

Now we pass to a classification of the people.

The different races, as determined by the differ-

ent languages spoken, were represented as fol-

lows:

In Austria'Proper, in 1890.

Germans 36.05 per cent.

Bohemians, Moravians, Slovaks. , . . 23.31
Poles 1 5. 84
Ruthenians 13-23
Slovenes 5.01
Servians and Croats 2.75
Itahans and Ladini 2.88

Roumanians 0.89

Magyars 0.04

* Included in same administrative territory.
** Included in same administrative territory.
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In Hungary Proper, in 1901.

Hungarian Magyars 51-38 per cent.

Germans 11.88 "

Slovaks 1 1.88 '*

Roumanians , 16.62 "

Ruthenians 2.52
'*

Croatians 1,17
"

Servians 2.60 "

Others 1.95
'•

John R. Commons gives a splendid idea of

the general situation :

he Austro-
" Not only are there in Austro-Hungary five

Hungarians grand divisions of the human family
—the Ger-

man, the Slav, the Magyar, the Latin and the

Jew—but these are again divided. In the north-

em mountainous and hilly sections are 13,000,000

Slavic peoples
—the Czechs, or Bohemians, with

their closely related Moravians, and the Slavic

Slovaks, Poles, and Ruthenians, or Rusniaks
;

while in the southern hills and along the Adriatic

are another 4,000,000 Slavs—the Croatians, Ser-

vians, Dalmatians, and Slovenians.
" Between these divisions, on the fertile plains.

6,000,000 Magyars and 10,000,000 Germans have

thrust themselves as the dominant races. To the

southwest are nearly a million Italians, and in the

far East 2,500,000 Roumanians speaking a Latin

language. The Slavs and Latins are in general

the conquered peoples, with a German and Mag-

yar nobility owning their land, making their laws,

and managing their administration. . . . To-

tally unrepresented in government are the Jews,
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numbering two per cent, to four per cent, of the

population in Bohemia and Hungary, and fully

ten per cent, in the Polish and Rusniak areas."

{Chautauquan, Vol. 38, p. 433.)

Keeping these general conditions in view, we

may now proceed to the study of the various

peoples who come to us from this part of the

world. (See race table, pp. 129, 130.)

BOHEMIANS.
./

llie„j3aost^jntdligeiU an^ of the ^he history

Slavic races are the Czechs^ or Bphemians. A
^^^^^V^j^

\t.

few hundred have already found their way to
|

Canada, where they are making rapid progress. |

-

Mr. Nan Mashek (in Charities, 1904) gives

the following interesting summary of their his-

tory :

" For two hundred and fifty years they have

been oppressed by a pitilessly despotic rule. In

the day of their independence, before 1620, they

were Protestants, and the most glorious and

memorable events of their history are connected

with their struggle for the faith. The history of

their church is the history of their nation, for

on the one hand was Protestantism and inde-

pendence, on the other Catholicism and political

subjection. For two centuries Bohemia was a

bloody battleground of Protestant reform.

Under the spiritual and military leadership of

such men as Jerome of Prague, John Huss, and

Liska, the Bohemians fought their good fight and

lost. After the Battle of White Mountains, in
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1620, national independence was completely lost,

and Catholicism was forcibly imposed upon the

country. All Protestant Bibles, books, and son^s
were burned, thus depriving^ the nation of a lar^e
and rich literature. Men who still clung- to their

faith publicly were banished, their property

becoming forfeited to the State. After one

hundred and fifty years, when Emperor Joseph
II. of Austria gave back to the Protestants some
measure of their former freedom, many of the

churches were re-established; but Protestantism

had lost much of its strength. The political

revolution of 1848 led to new subjugation, and

emigration was the result. Large numbers left

the country in quest of freedom, and some of

these found their way to America."
Tne majority Most of the Bohemians who come to us are
of the

Bohemians Roman Catholics. In Bohemia a few have come
are Roman ^nder the influence of Protestant missionaries.
Catholics

and here they are the most accessible of the

Slavic peoples. But, the great tendency seems

to be toward scepticism and withdrawal from all

church organizations.
V The Bohemians are chiefly engaged in manu-

facturing. They constitute no peculiar "pro-

blem," as they readily adapt themselves to

American or Canadian conditions.

SLOVAKS.

The Slovaks
Closely akin to the Bohemians are the Slo-

Hungary vaks of Northern Hungary. But they are dis-
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tinctly a lower grade. One-quarter of the immi-

grants are illiterate; and, while some are skilled

artisans, many are fitted only for rough labor.

In the United States the majority are in the

mining districts, though many have commenced

farming, an occupation to which they had been

accustomed in the Old Country.
In Canada we have several Slovak colonies

in the West, and a few Slovaks are found in all

the larger cities. As yet they are hardly distin-

guishable from other Slavic peoples with whom
they are closely associated. In the United States

they have made remarkable progress, and their

children are being given educational advantages.

One Slovak name we all know—Kossuth.

Let us become familiar with such national

heroes; thus we can best understand the history

and ideals of these people, and come to know

them. Those mud-bespattered fellows in the

workingman's car—they, too, have their dreams.

RUTHENIANS.

A. R. F.

"
Three killed in an explosion," was the news

brought in by the excited cub reporter of a Win-

nipeg daily.

"Who are they?" coolly enquired the city

editor.
"
Galicians."

"
Cut it down to a stick and a half

; they are

only Galicians," was the city editor's curt reply.
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125,000
Galicians

in Western
Canada

Who are the

fiutbenians

or Galicians?

This attitude of the newspaperman is only a

crystallization of the feeling of the general public

throughout the whole of the West towards this

class of immigrants, who during recent years

p.^
have been crowding to our shores. In so low an

1 estimation are they held that the word GaliciaiT

is almost a term of reproach. Their unpro^
nounceable names appear so often in police court^

news, they figure so freguently in crimes of vio-

lence that they have created anything but a favor-

able impression.

However, whichever side one takes in the

controversies which are waged as to their gen-
eral desirability and as to their likelihood of

becoming good citizens, the cold fact is that we
have some 125,000 in the Dominion, principally

in Western Canada. Manitoba has some 40,000,

so that one in every nine or ten of the inhabi-

tants of this province is a Galician; Saskatche-

wan has about 50,000 Galicians, or one in every

six of the inhabitants
;
and Alberta some 30,000,

or about the same proportion. No more figures are

needed to show what an important factor the

Galicians are in the West, and how difficult is

the problem of Canadianizing them, even without

the influx of another immigrant.

Who are the galicians, or the Ruthenians, as

they are more properly called? The Ruthenians

are a Slavic people, who live in the Austrian

Provinces of Galicia and Bukowina. They are
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closely allied to the Little Russians of Southern

Russia. The majority of Ruthenians in this

country are from Galicia, though there are from

20,000 to 25,000 Bukowinians. Illiterate and

ignorant as are the Galicians, the Bukowinians

are even more so; only a very small percentage
can read or write. It is probable that if an

analysis were made of the nationality of those

charged with crimes, the result would show a far

greater number of Bukowinians than Galicians.

Much of the rough work of nation-building in Engaged in 1 /

Western Canada is being done by the despised ^or^^oif >h{'

Galician. The unskilled labor for which con- nation-
/'j

tractors and railway builders have been loudly
°^

calling is supplied principally by the Galician. In ^ //

the cities and the towns, where new works are

being pushed to rapid completion, or out on the

farthest stretches of the prairie, where the steel

is being laid for the coming settler, can be found

the grimy, stolid Galician, puffing his ever-pres-

ent cigarette and working with a physical endur-

ance bred of centuries of peasant life and an

indifference to hardships that seems character-

istic of the Slav. But the Galicians are not all

to be found herded together in the cities or work- ij

ing in contract gangs ;
an astonishingly large

^

number have taken to the land. In Manitoba

there are large colonies at Gimli, Sifton, Star- ^^^^ns*
buck, and Broken Head. By far the largest have settled

settlement is to be found in the_SlioalXake dis-

trict, where there are some 5,000. At Stuart-
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burn there is also a large settlement, though

principally of Bukowinians. In Saskatchewan

there are Ruthenian settlements at Rosthern,

Canora, and Beaver Hills. In Alberta the largest

settlement stretches away northeast from Ed-

monton past Star and Pakan. British Columbia

has probably not more than a few hundreds.

The Galicians As farmers they are not particularly enter-

prising, and yet^heir worst enemies must admit

^' that since coming to Canada they have made

progress, and that to a considerable degree.

They have in many cases settled in the poorest

districts, where they have succeeded in making
their way, despite their disadvantages. They are

purchasing modern machinery, and are gradually

adopting Western methods. Those of the

younger generation are adopting our customs,

/ and are beginning to intermingle with the peoples

of other nationalities. The young men often find

their way into the towns, while the girls, as a

rule, make good domestics.

Out of The Galician figures, disproportionately to

oppressioii
^ j^jg numbers, in the police court and penitentiary,

into libettjj/ .
'- ^

. ,
. -

y^^^^rvXyxrits
of poverty and oppression have, to

u^ some extent, animalized him. Drunk, he is quar-

. relsome and dangerous. The flowers of cour-

'"^'^ \ tesy and refinement are not abundant in the first

generation of immigrants. But he is a patient

and industrious workman. He is ambitious. He
is eager to become Canadianized. He does not

cling to a language which is rich in words that
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express sorrow and despondency and misery,

and meagre in those that express aspiration and

joy and hope. Above all, he yearns to get on the

land and to own some acres of his own. A
Roman Catholic priest tells of conducting a Gali-

cian and his wife to a quarter section he had

helped them to secure for homesteading. The
man could hardly believe that the land on which

he stood was, on certain conditions, to be actually

his own. When he was assured that such it

might be, he knelt down and kissed the sod.

The great majority of Ruthenians, when they Nearly all are

come to this country, are members of what is Romanists

known as the Uniat Church. It is the Roman
Catholic Church, with some of the doctrines and

rites of the Greek Orthodox Church preserved.

The Ruthenians were all originally Greek Catho-

lics, but when they came under the sway of the

Roman Catholic sovereigns, centuries ago, an

attempt was made to impose upon them the

Roman Church. The higher bishops acknow-

ledged the Pope's authority; the lower clergy

stood by the old religion. The result was a com-

promise. The Pope's authority was acknow-

ledged, but the priests were allowed to marry,

while many of the rites of the Greek Church were

maintained. This union was effected as long ago

as 1596. The followers of the new church were

known as Uniats.

The first sign of the leaven of Western civil- The Greek

ization at work upon the mind of the Ruthenian church^
^^
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immigrant has been shown in the development of

a spirit of reUgious independence. The freedom

of the new world has revealed itself in a disposi-

s^
tion to renounce the authority of the Pope, which

they have so long been forced to acknowledge,
A The Greek Independent Church has been the

result, and through the aid of the Presbyterian

Church of Canada, is gaining in strength in the

Dominion, so that there are now a number of

Greek Independent churches in the Canadian

West. When the subject of breaking away from

the old church was first broached, the authorities

of the Presbyterian Church were approached for

advice. They decided to lend all the financial

and other aid possible to the movement, while

still allowing the new church to retain its old

rites, ceremonies, and even beliefs. They hoped
in this way to more easily reach the Ruthenian

people. The foresight of the policy which was

adopted with vague fears is now evident.

The Greek The Greek Independent Church is becoming

United Church ^^^^ ^^^ more evangelical in tone, and students

for the priesthood are actually attending Mani-

toba College. But, although the Greek Indepen-

dent Church is making rapid progress, a large

proportion of the Ruthenians in this country are

still within the fold of the Roman Catholic

Church, though termed the Greek Catholic United

Church (Uniat Church). How strong they are

is shown by the fact that the church in North

Winnipeg has a membership of over four thou-
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sand, although Winnipeg's Ruthenian population

is not more than 8,000 to 10,000. A number of

Basilian monks were brought to Canada to vvork

with the Ruthenians, but it is understood there

are only three left
; although it is said that a

number of priests are at present in Galicia study-

ing particularly for the Canadian work. There

are a few Orthodox Greek churches, especially

among the Bukowinians. These are under the

jurisdiction of the bishops in the United States.

From an educational standpoint the Galicians Marked ^

are makine- remarkable progress. \ Scores of educational

.^ progress a

schools have been established among them. The ^

Government of Manitoba has established, at

Brandon, a school for the training of Ruthenian

teachers for the Galician colonies. Proper distri-

bution and education seem the two most im- ,

portant factors in transforming these Slavs into

Canadians. !

THE POLES IN WESTERN CANADA.

A. R. F.

.A

LPoles and police courts seem to be invariably Poland's

connected in this country, and it is difficult forp®^^^®

us to think of the people of this nationality other
'

v^^ •

than in that vague class of undesirable citizens.
\ ^T\

Yet we would perhaps have a littternDre -sym-

pathy and a little more appreciation for the

Poles if we stop to think of the contributions

which Poland has made to the science, literature,
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music, and art of the world. Among the great
names of our own time are Paderewski, Mod-

I

^,^j^^^(^^^jeska, Sienkiewicz, and Munkacsy ; while Poland
-' of old developed such men as Sobieski, the con-

queror of the Turks; Mickiewicz, the great

national poet; and Copernicus, the astronomer.

A race which has produced such genius, which is

so artistic in its temperament, which has strug-

gled so stubbornly for freedom, and which has

; '] preserved, despite its division amongst three

empires, its national patriotism, cannot surely be

judged by the fighting brawlers who figure too

often in our police records.

Where the It is only within the past few years that there

located'^
has been immigration to any extent into the

Dominion by Polanders. Recently they have

been crowding in through our open doors, until

it is estimated there are from 10,000 to 12,000

now in Canada, principally in Manitoba and

Saskatchewan. Of this 10,000 odd, from two to

three thousand are located in Winnipeg, In

Western Canada, as in the United States, they

crowd principally into the cities, and every little

Western town has its Polish colony. In Mani-

toba th^re are a number of small colonies in the

vicinity of Winnipeg. In Saskatchewan there

are two farm settlements—one at Canora and the

other at Beaver Hills. They are both, however, of

such recent formation that it is too early yet to

give an opinion as to their probable success. As

the Polanders are industrious and thrifty farmers

in Europe, there seems no reason why they
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should not be equally successful, even under the

vastly altered New World conditions.

'/ Most of the Poles who reach this country are The class

peasants, or workingmen from the cities and T^^^ ^J™*^

jtowns—-far from the „hest class. They are poor'^^j'

illiterate, and with a code of morals none too f\

high. It is not altogether to be wondered at that

when they suddenly find themselves in a land of

freedom they sometimes swing into excesses and

figure with astonishing frequency in the police

courts. Without money, without education, the

only work they can turn to is unskilled labor;

they join with the Galicians in doing the rough
work of empire-building in Western Canada.

Yet all the Poles in Western Canada are not

uneducated laborers
;
there are to be found occa-

sionally university-trained men, cultured and

refined, who have come to the New World to

escape Russian tyranny. There are several Polish

lawyers in Winnipeg, while last year a Pole, with
^^^^^l^

^'^^

the characteristic name of Marcarski, ran for

alderman. One of the most encouraging sigr^s^

is the tendency the Poles have shown during tkwYs^

past couple of years to take to the land. The

two colonies in Saskatchewan show that they are

not entirely wedded to city life, with its unhealthy

atmosphere, and there is apparently a"'Wllttngness,

as soon as sufficient capital has been collected, to

go homesteading.

The Poles are practically all Catholics, and The PoUsh

usually Catholics of a fanatical type. However, Jj^®^^"^®^*

since coming to America a feeling of restlessness
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and a spirit of revolt have developed. As a

result, there has sprung up the Polish Indepen-
dent Church. Practically all the ritual and the

services of the Roman Catholic Church are fol-

. lowed; the authority of the Pope, however, is

^ not acknowledged. The first independent church

was organized in Chicago; now in every im-

portant Polish centre one is to be found. The

movement has spread to Winnipeg, and on Bur-

rows Avenue is an independent church. The

very establishment of such a church, the willing-

ness to break away from Rome which they have

.

'

j^ acknowledged since time immemorial, shows that

the leaven of Western enlightenment is at work.

As their long and unfortunate history mani-

festly shows, the Polanders are intensely patriotic.

In this new land they still cherish their love for

poor Poland, and Polish national societies foster

the traditions and keep alive the memories of

the homeland in the hearts of the immigrants

and the immigrants' children. The strongest

. organizations are the Polish Alliance and the

Polish Turners (athletic societies) ; of the former

there are several branches in Winnipeg.
The Poles That the Poles are beginning to realize the

necessity for necessity of education is shown by the fact that

education \y^^ ^l short time ago a large deputation waited

upon the Manitoba Government, asking for a

Polish training school for teachers. At present

the majority of the Polish children attend the

Separate Schools of the Catholic Church, though
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a fair proportion are in attendance at the Winni-

peg Public Schools.

THE HUNGARIANS.
"
Slavs and Huns^arians—all the same." So ^®

. , . . . . u A 11 Magyars or

said an immigration inspector. All peasants ; Hungarians

all agriculturists in Austria
;
all do the same work *'® farmers

here ; all Catholics."
'

In a general way, perhaps, this estimate is

true. All the peasants of Southeastern Europe
have much In common; but those who are most

familiar with these peoples find many differences,

The Slavs and the Hungarians themselves cer-

tainly think they are very decidedly different.

The Hungarians, or Magyars, are, on the

whole, probably more progressive than the

majority of the Slavs. Someone has said that » /

they are
" more intelligent and less Industrious." \ a.

They are more ambitious, and more readily rise \

above the heavy plodding kinds of work in which ^

both are at first engaged.

About 10,000 Hungarians have come to Can-

ada, the majorItv.,of them having gone directly

to the prairies, ^n Winnipeg there are probably

about 1,500, and every city has Its share
;
but the

great majority remain in the city only long

enough to
"
get a start

"—to save sufficient

money to take up a homestead. Their ambition

seems to be to own their own land. A race of ^f^
farmers, they easily adapt themselves to condi- \

tlons on the prairie, where they soon make a

home and become prosperous settlers."!
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Hungarian In Manitoba, outside those in the city and
SAtt*lfilTlfiTli"R

in the those in construction work, the majority are
North-West located at Huns Valley, northwest of Neepawa.

In Saskatchewan they are pretty well distributed.

There are settlements at Yorkton, Canora, Touch-

wood Hills, McDonald Hills, south of Humboldt,
at Esterhazy and west to Grayson. The largest

colonies are in the vicinity of Rosthern, where

they are very prosperous, and have contributed

much to the fame of that district as a wheat-

growing country. In Alberta and British Colum-

bia the majority are engaged in coal mining,

although there are in Alberta scattered colonies

from Lethbrldge to Edmonton, the largest being

near Wetaskiwin.

The Hungarians are inclined to be clannish.

'They form clubs of their own, and seem content

to live largely to themselves.

The Reformed; In religion the majority are Roman Catholic.

leavingltome /^^^
Reformed Church, closely associated with

the Pres^byterian^Church, is growing in numbers.
'

., jOn the part of the Roman Catholics, there seems

,
\ -to be a tendency to break away from the

authority of the bishops and French priests.

The Hungarians are better educated than the

Slavs. They have a newspaper in Winnipeg—
the Kanadi Magyarsag (''Canadian Hungar-

ian"). They are intensely patriotic, but, since

they have decided to make Canada their home,

are taking a great interest in our politics, Cln

time they ought to make good citizensV
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THE BALKAN STATES.

A. R. :P.

Emigration to Canada from the Balkan
^-^^

States, from Turkey in Europe and from Greece,

is far from large in volume and is not yet

regarded seriously. However, during the past

few years there has been considerable influx

from this region, and the outlook is that it will

grow yearly; so that it is a problem well worth

a little study.

How much do you know about the Balkan

States and far Eastern Europe? Just take stock

for a few minutes, and the probabilities are that

you will be forced to the conclusion that there

are few civilized portions of the globe concern-

ing which you know so little. The Balkan penin-

sula and the states which comprise it have had

as stormy a history as any country in Europe,
while they are peopled by an almost inextricable

tangle of races. Since the remotest days the

Balkan peninsula has formed the battle-ground

between the east and the west; it has been the

buffer between Europe, and Asia with its west-

ward sweeping hordes. The southern

The present political divisions of the southern cwner "of

"^

and eastern corner of Europe are as follows : Europe
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Montenegro
a mere toy
nation

Servia

1. Independent kingdoms: (a) Montenegro,

(b) Servia, (c) Roumania.

2. Autonomous principalities, subject to Tur-

key: (a) Bulgaria, (b) East Roumelia.

3. Turkey in Europe.

4. Greece.

Montenegro is the smallest of the Balkan

States—a mere toy nation. It is but half the

size of Wales, and would make only a decent-

sized county in Canada. It is an absolute heredi-

tary monarchy. The country is extremely

mountainous, and the people are simple-living,

freedom-loving mountaineers. They are nearly

all of Servian descent—a branch of the great

Slav race.* The State church of Montenegro is

Greek Catholic, and while the great mass of the

people belong to this church there are a few

Roman Catholics and Mahommedans.

Servia is in many ways the most backward of

the three Balkan States. Education is at a very

low stage, although there is supposed to be a

school in every commune. The people generally

are illiterate and superstitious. The main indus-

try is agriculture, and the people live a very

simple and primitive life. They are mainly

Serbs, another race of Slavic origin. Servia is a

constitutional kingdom. The executive power is

in the hands of ministers responsible to the King
and to the national assembly, the latter consist-

*See race table. Chap. IX.
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ing of 130 members. The State church of Servia

is Greek Orthodox, the head of the church being
the Archbishop of Belgrade. Practically all

the people are Greek Catholics, as religious toler-

ance is a thing unknown.

Roumania, the largest of the three independ- Boumania

ent Balkan kingdoms, has a population of from

five to six million people. It became independent
in 188 1, and is formed by the union of the two

ancient principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia,

the union having taken place in 1859. It is

probably the most enlightened, the most pro-

gressive and the most democratic of the three

states. The Government is a limited monarchy.
The executive consists of a council of eight

ministers. The legislative power is vested in a

Chamber of Deputies, composed of 180 mem-

bers, elected for four years, and in a Senate of

120 members elected for eight years, one-half

retiring after four years.

The Wallachians are a Latin race and boast The

of being descendants of the ancient Romans.
* *® *"*

The province was undoubtedly first settled by
Roman soldiers of the legions of the Emperor

Trajan and by colonists from Italy, yet the coun-

try was so overswept, times out of number, by
successive hordes of Huns, Goths, Avars and

Magyars, that they are now a heterogeneous peo-

ple, though the language is Latin. The Mol-

davians are of Slavic origin. Nine-tenths of the

people are Greek Catholics, though there are
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probably 400,000 Jews, and a few Mahommedans
and Protestants.

Bulgaria and Bulgaria consists of two provinces
—

Bulgaria,

Ea8tRoumeliaj^^j.^j^ of the Balkans, and East Roumelia, south

of the Balkans. By a popular movement they

were united in 1885 into a single state. By the

Berlin Treaty of 1878, which attempted to settle

the whole of the vexatious Eastern problem,

Bulgaria was constituted an autonomous princi-

pality, subject to the authority of the Sultan, but

with a Christian governor and an autonomous

administration.

The population of Bulgaria is a jumble of

races. About 75 per cent, are Bulgarians,

descendants of the ancient hordes of Finnish ex-

traction, who overran the peninsula in the

seventh century. Turks, Roumanians, Gypsies,

Jews, Armenians, Russians and Servians form

the remainder of the population. The language
is fundamentally Slavonic, with a large mixture

of foreign words in which Turkish, Russian,

Greek, Italian and Persian elements abound. The

State church is the Greek Catholic, but there is

religious toleration. The clergy are deplorably

ignorant and education is in a very backward

state.

Turkey in Europe is likewise a medley of

ancient races and historic provinces. The popu-

lation consists of Albanians, Turks, Greeks,

Macedonians, Bulgarians and Latins.

It is only within the last couple of years that
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there has been any immigration to speak of from The immigra-

the Balkan peninsula though, as the immigration Balkan

restrictions grow tighter in the United States,
Peninsula

and as Canada becomes better known in Eastern .

Europe it will undoubtedly grow in volume. 1

Nearly all the immigrants have remained in East-

vern Canada—in Montreal and Toronto. Of the
ji

various races from far Eastern Europe there are
]

from I,GOO to 2,000 in Toronto, the majority 1 t

being Bulgarians from Macedonia. Only a small

proportion of them are skilled workmen
; they

are nearly all laborers, and with practically no
j

money when they arrive. There have been many
stories far from creditable regarding them. They
are said to refuse work, and to prefer to starve

rather than labor. They have been defrauded

and deceived so often by fake employment

bureaus, generally run, it is true, by their own

countrymen, that they are naturally suspicious, |

while their ignorance of Canadian customs and
|

the English language has added to the difficul-
|

ties. They are a simple, sluggish people, who
have been oppressed and down-trodden for ages ; .

•

therefore, it can scarcely be expected that they i

can land in this country, and at once fall in with 1

our peculiar ways, and understand or appreciate

our institutions. I
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XII.

THE HEBREWS.

"
Israel shall be a proverb and a byword among all

people."
— I Kings ix. 7.

" What advantage then hath the Jew ? or what profit
is there of circumcision ? Much every way."

—Rom. iii. i.

" A people with restless energy, shrewd insight, breadth
of view, intense intellectual initiative, moral strength,

spiritual power—some of the qualities latent because of

lack of opportunity
— are thrown into an atmosphere in

America for which they are well fitted, and in which they
would make great advance if they had not to struggle at

first with severe economic necessity. The struggle is fierce

in certain quarters, and during the struggle some untoward
results follow. Coming here hampered and trying to

adjust themselves, they must strive in a way which those

long settled here cannot appreciate. It is our business to

improve the conditions surrounding them, and to what-
ever extent we help them they will profit. They are

bound to rise no matter how great the difficulties. All

who know the stuff of which they are made have no fear

but that from the grinding process there will rise men
and women of the highest types of citizenship, business
and professional men of high grade, poets, scholars,

scientific],workers in many fields."—Bernheimer.

" Out of a total of 10,000 children under the

Protestant School Commission of Montreal 3,500

are Jews. Within a few years it would seem as

if the Jewish children will be in the majority."

This statement brings home to us very forcibly

the rapid increase in our Jewish population.
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In Canada in 1881 we had only 667 Jews ;
in The Jews la

190 1, 16,131. Since that time the official figures
^^^ *

show nearly 38,000 Jewish immigrants. But

probably there are many more who have been

classified as Russians. In Montreal there are

25,000 to 30,000 Jews ;
in Toronto, 12,000 to

15,000; in Winnipeg, 5,000 to 6,000, and each

city or town of any size has quite a large con-

tingent. There are several fairly prosperous

farm colonies in Saskatchewan. The largest are

at Wapella and Hirsch. Most of our immigrants
come from Russia, Austria or Roumania, some of

them having spent some time in England. Many
of them have been assisted to emigrate by their

wealthy co-religionists. The Rothschilds and

Baron Hirsch have devoted immense sums to aid

their suffering brethren. We subjoin an extract

from a report* which will show the countries

from which our Jewish immigrants come, as well

as their distribution throughout Canada:
"
Labor Bureau—During the year just com-

pleted the arrivals from Europe, who' were

handled by this branch of our activity in conjunc-

tion with the Relief Committee, numbered as fol-

lows: Men, 2,412; women, 468; children, 785;

total, 3,665.

*
Forty-third Annual Report for year ending October, 1906, Baron de

Hirsch Institute and Hebrew Benevolent Society, Montreal.
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badge of all their tribe—driven from one country,

to another.

England was the first to expel the Jews The Jews in

(1290), France followed a century later (1395), ^^'°P®

and Spain and Portugal two centuries later

(1492 and 1495). ^ut in Germany and Russia

they found no rest, and were forced to flee to

Poland. The division of Poland again placed

the majority of them in Russian territory. In

1881 began the terrible persecutions which have

again driven them forth in search of a home.

Hall thus summarizes conditions in Europe : The policy of

"The general policy of Russia is to restrict the ^^»t^*
*<*^"^

T •
1

• . M 1 • • 1 ,.
the Jews

Jews withm a circumscribed territory, including

what was formerly the kingdom of Poland and

certain contiguous western provinces. This,

known as the Jewish pale, was first established in

1786. In 1897 the number of Jews in the Rus-

sian Empire, according to the census, was

5,189,401 ;
of these 1,316,576 were in Poland, and

3^607,373 were in Russia. A few specially

favored classes, amounting to a small percentage
of the total, are^ allowed to reside outside the

pale. Under the
'

May Laws,' often mentioned

in this connection, enacted in 1882, all the Jews,

except those who could prove a right to resi- -

dence in small towns and villages, were obliged

to move into the large towns. The '

May Laws '

have thus created the Ghetto conditions in Rus-

sia, and have caused much of the Hebrew emi-

gration since they were passed. The congestion
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in the cities and large towns has resulted not

only in disease, but in overcrowding industries

and lowering the standard of living. These re-

sults are intensified by the fact that only a few

occupations are open to the Jews, and that public

works, including transportation and its branches,

are entirely closed to them. Roumania was

created a kingdom by the Treaty of Berlin, which

especially stipulated for the complete civil and

religious liberty of the Jews. The Roumanian

Government, however, has since surpassed even

the Russian in its oppressive laws."
"
Oppressive laws." Think what they

mean !

"
In Russia to-day the Jew is not per-

mitted to foreclose a mortgage, or to lease or

purchase land. He cannot do business on Sun-

days or Christian holidays; he cannot worship
nor assemble without police permit; he must

serve in the army but cannot become an officer;

he is excluded from schools and universities ;
he

is fined for conducting manufacturing and com-

merce; he is almost prohibited from the learned

professions
—the Government and the army join

with the peasants in what is truly a national

uprising."
—Hall.

In one sense_aJewjs a Jew all the w^rld
over, yet Jews differ widely. Throiigh thejong
centuries they have been greatly influenced by
their environment and intercourse with_ other

peoples. A Spanish, a German and a Polish Jew

might be thought to belong to entirely different
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races,.
"
That which makes the Jew a pecuHar

people is not the pnrity of his blood, but pe

cution^ devotion to his religion^ and careful train

jng- of his children. Among the Jews from East

ern Europe there are marked intellectual and

moral differences. The Hungarian Jew, who

emigrated earliest, is adventurous and specula-

tive ;
the

^^ithf^rn "Russian, upon whom the riot

first broke in 1881, keeps none of the religious

observances, is the most intellectual and social- ^

istic, and most inclined to the life of a wage-

earner; the AVestern Russian is orthodox and

emotional, saves money, becomes a contractor

and retail merchant; the Galician Jew is the

poorest, his conditions at home were tTie hardest,

and he begins American life as a pedlar. These

are the main characteristics as recognized by the

Eastern Jews themselves. That which unites

them all as a single people is their religious train-

ing and common language."
—Dr. Allan Mc-

Laughlin.

In view of such differences we must be on our Jewish char-

guard against making general statements, or re- actenstics

garding them as of universal application ; yet the

large majority of Jews possess many character-

istics in common.

First of all, perhaps, is the power of
"
getting

on." They come here wretchedly poor, and yet t vj
in some way they exist and make money. The;f--^jf

are not strong physically, yet the death rate /

among them is low. They are often housed in
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crowded tenements, and yet observe certain sani-

tary precautions that save them from many of the

"^etti^^'on"
^^seases that attack others. The majority are dis-

incHned to do hard manual labor, yet are most

industrious and make a living where others

would starve. They may be miserly along some

lines, and yet they are most generous in helping
one another. There are few Jewish applicants

for public charity. They care for their poor

through their own charitable organizations. It

is a far cry from the Jewish pedlars or sweat-

shop tailors to the money-barons who control the

world's finances, yet the same keen business

instincts are common to both, and to all the

grades that lie between. Though, economically,

largely non-producers they are by no means

v»i parasites, but are destined to play a prominent

•^f^art
in our commercial life.

Anintellec- Again, they are an intellectual people; many
of them are not well educated, but this has been

their misfortune, for no people more highly value

an education. The great majority of the men,
at least, read Hebrew, which is the written

language. Often this has been taught by father

to son. Many have a good knowledge of the

Hebrew Scriptures and of the Talmud. The

greater number speak Yiddish,
"
a jargon with-

out syntax, conjugation or declension." Its

basis is sixteenth century German with the addi-

tion of Polish and Hebrew words and suffixes.

The first task on arriving in the new land is
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to acquire a knowledge of English. This they Wonderfal

quickly accomplish as they are wonderful "^s^"*^

linguists; It is almost pathetic to see old men,

after their day's work, coming to night school

to read from children's primers; and this is not

merely that they may do business, for at once

they plunge into all kinds of intellectual activi-

ties. They are omnivorous readers. Our librar-

ians tell us that the young Jewish peopl(

patronize the public libraries more than any

other class. They establish literary societies,

social and dramatic clubs and political associa-

tions. They glory in their literary traditions.

The following extract from a recent Jewish

lecture, given in Toronto, recalls to our minds

the place of the Jewish people in the world's his-

tory, as well as reveals to us the ideals which

they constantly keep before them :

" We cannot realize what the Jews have done What the

for the progress and the enlightenment of the
JaTcontrilf-

world until we imagine their work taken away, uted to the

and know the vacuum that would be left,
progress

Science would become bald and ragged, some

of the brightest jewels would drop from the

crown of literature, and the fairest garments
would be shed from the shoulders of art.

" The Jewish race has given the brilliant

Halevy and the versatile Heine to poetry,

Maimonides and Spinoza to philosophy, Men-

delssohn and Mey-erbeer to music, Israels and

Hosier to painting, Antokolski and Ezekiel to
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sculpture, D'Israeli and Zangwill to literature,

Marx and DeBloch to political economy, Lom-
brosi and Nordau to sociology, Sylvester and

Jacobi to mathematics, Goldschmidt and Her-

schel to astronomy, Benfey and Ollendorf to

philosophy, Neander and Edersheim to history,

and thousands of others who by their genius in

every walk of life and every field of human en-

deavor have elevated and ennobled humanity
while reflecting lustre on themselves."

Almost driven Many of our immigrants from Russia and
to despair

JRoumania are Socialists, some of them of the

jmost extreme type. This seems rather strange,

:as naturally the Jew is individualistic. But the

intolerable conditions that exist in Eastern

Europe have driven them almost to despair.

Socialism has come as a gospel, and they have

welcomed it with almost religious devotion.

Some of them have preached anarchy. But

here, conditions are so different that the ex-

tremists cannot secure a large following, and the

general tendency seems to be to adapt themselves

to actual conditions and take an active part in

the political life of the country.

Eeiigious In religion there have been great changes, and

TiTd^pro^ess
greater are anticipated. The first synagogue in

Canada was organized in Montreal in 1768. The

members of the congregation were descendants

of the exiles from Spain and Portugal. Later

came English and German Jews, who now pre-

dominate, but the ritual used is still the Por-
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tuguese. In 1846 German and Polish syna-

gogues were established. In Toronto, the Holy
Blossom Synagogue was established in 1865, and

has become the centre of numerous benevolent

and literary associations. Synagogues are now
found in nearly all the cities of Canada. These

organizations are nominally under the jurisdic-

tion of the Chief Rabbi in England, but in many

ways they are quite independent. In different

synagogues not only does the ritual differ greatly,

but the teaching is almost as diverse as that in

various Christian churches. Among the Jews, as

among others, there are the conservatives and

the progressives. The tendency in Canada and

in the United States is toward liberalism. In

many ways the Christian Church is influencing

the Jewish synagogue. Many Jews bemoan the

fact that the young people are drifting away
from . the synagogues ; they are not becoming

Christians, but atheists or secularists. Too often

the situation is summed up in the remark of a

Jew,
''

My father prays every day, I pray once

a week, my son never prays."

Alas, this is the most serious danger which

besets our immigrants
—the loss of the old

faith^l^
in the new land. -^

Naturally religious, ternperate, home-loving,

Intelligent, industrloiis and ambitious, the Tew is

bound to succeed.
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XIII.

THE ITALIANS.
»

An Italian ! The figure that flashes before the

mind's eye is probably that of an organ-grinder
with his monkey. That was the impression we
first received, and it is difficult to substitute

another. Italian immigrants ! The figure of the

organ man fades away, and we see dark, uncer-

tain figuresTan^' someone whispers,
" The Mafia

IteUans in
^^^* Italian airs, Italian landscapes ! Not for

Canada a moment do we connect such ideas with Italians.

Garibaldi and Mazzini—what have they to do

with
"
dirty Dagos

"
? Of few peoples have we

so many unreconciled, detached ideas. Rome,

Naples, Venice, Milan—these cities we know, but

their citizens are strangers ;
and yet there is no

people whom we should know better. More

Italians are coming to the United States than any
other class of immigrants. In Canada, of all our

non-English immigrants the Italians stand sec-

ond . Surelv we cannot afford to remain ignorant

concerning them . In iqoi there were only about.

10,000 Italians in Canada . Now there are 50,000,

and the stream
.^ns

only starting^to_Jl
ow In our

direction. Two hundred thousand a year leave

Italy, yet so prolific is the race that the popula-
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tion continues to increase rapidly. With the
"

tightening of immigration restrictions by the

tJnited States, there will be a tendency for the

Italians to crowd more and more into Canada.

To understand the Italian we should remem- Italy is not a

ber his history
—Ancient Rome, the Holy Roman

past

Empire, Mediaeval Italy, the decadent Italian

states, and now, Modern Italy arising from its

ashes with new life. No one can visit Italy or

study its conditions without being impressed with

its wonderful vitality and the remarkable pro-

gress that has been made in recent years. Italy

is by no means a nation of the past ;
her people

have not yet entered into their own.

Here, again, we must distinguish between xhe Northern

Italians of various districts. Dr. Allan J^d^^^*^®'^
Italians

McLaughlin says :

"
|n considering Italian immi-

grants it is necessary to recognize the differences^

existing between Northern and Southern Italians.

The Northern Italian is taller, often of lighter

complexion, and is usually in a more prosperous

condition than his brother from the south.; The

Northern Italian is intelligent, can nearly always
read and write, and very often is skilled in some

trade or occupation. He compares favorably

with the Scandinavian, or German, and his

desirability as an immigrant is seldom ques-

tioned. He usually leaves Italy through the

representations of friends in this country, and

therefore comes here with a definite purpose, and

is not at the mercy of a Tpadrone.M On the
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The immi-

grants from!

the Neapolij
tan zone

Other hand, the Southern ItaHan, short of stature.
I

•

.

^ ..It, 1 1 r H I I
I

I

^

very -^ark in complexion, usually lands here

almost destitute. His intelligence is not higher

than one could imagine in the descendant of

peasantry illiterate for centuries . He can seldom

read and wr^te, and invariably is an unskilled

farm laborer^-- He has little money, often has no

definite purpose, and naturally must depend on

someone who speaks his language. In this way^
he tails into the hands of the

\ padrone. ^^
'

CTlie,.

padrone, it may be said, is a sort of middleman

who acts as contractor and banker, and often

contrives to
"
fleece

"
his poor, ignorant fellow-

countrymaiL) The padrone system has been

broken up in the United States, but it is said

that the employment agents and others often

take advantage of the newly-arrived immigrant.

The Southern Italians should again be divided

into several classes, with fairly well-defined

characteristics. Brandenburg says that dishon-

esty is the prevailing feature of the
"
Neapjolitan

_zone.
" Most of the diseased a^d <;^f|piinal

Ttfllia.n.9, who have given their compatriots ^uch^

an unenviable reputation in America, have /h^en,

shipped fro"^ N^p!^ by the police authorities.

In the
" Roman zone

"
the Church and the State,

as institutions, have dominated everything. The

people are now reacting against the evils of

these systems.
"
Political and religious scepti-

cism is growing to be as dangerously common

among the poor people, in and about Rome, as
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it was in France early last century." In the
"
Heel and Toe "—or extreme south—poverty

and taxes almost sum up the situation. In

Sicily, Brandenburg finds an almost ideal picture

of rural lite. '. ___^
Ir^̂ anada we have immigrants from all parts Where our

of Italy . The majority come from the south ; citizens comej

many of these from Sicily. We have no care- from

fuli}rcTassified statistics, but what is true of the

United States is probably, in a general way, true

of our immigrants. Over 80 per cent, are

from the south; over 80 per cent, ar^

between' the a
js^es of id and d<^ : ^almost

Sn^ per rerit- are males, and 80 per cent, are

unskilled laborers. The Italian laborer repre-

sents the Italians who are coming to Canada. ^

Many have been accustomed to fruit-farming at

home, and take up some kind of fruit business

here. Few go into farming, though they haxe

often excellent gardens. In the cities there are

a few barbers, tailors, stonecutters, etc., but the

great majority belong to the pick and shovel

brigade, and are doing rough work in the new
land. But the Italians are quick to learn, and

many soon~Iind places in factories and business

establishments.

Tn"Uontreal there are 12,000 Italians; in Italians in

Toronto, 6,000 ;
in Winnipeg, probably 2,000. districte in

Oreaj_jr^rnbffrs_..are employed on railway con- the cities,
^

struction. When we ride in comfort over our

great transcontinental lines we sometimesjacget--
' '"^^--^
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i+.

that many a poor, unknown Italian lies buried

jn the "dump." The most serious difficulties

with the Italians are found in the congested dis-

tricts of the cities
;
here they help to create slum

conditions. They arc miserably poor when they

arrive; the majority are anxious to save moij.ey

to send home to bring their families . _ High
rentals drive them into crowded, unsaniiary

dements. Many Italians, unaccustomed to city

life, do not know how to make the most of the

poor accommodations they have; so there come

[

filth, disease and crime! Too much, perhaps,"

has been made ofthe. criminar instmcts oFHiis

people. A few crimes of violence have given ?"

false estimate of the character of the Italian.

Jacob Riis says: "With all his conspicuous

faults, the swarthy Italian immigrant has big

redeeming traits . He is as honest as he is hojt-

Jieaded. There are no Italian burglars in ^he
T^nqriiPQ' na1|pry ;

the
'

cx-brigand
'

toils peace-

^i]]y \\T\\h p]Y|<--axe and shovel on American

ground . Ije^ may occasionally show, as a pick-

pocket, the results of his training with the toughs

of the Sixth Ward slums. The only criminal

business to which the father '

occasionally lends

his hand, outside of murder, is a bunco game, of

which, his confiding countrymen, returning with

jfeheir hoard to their native land, are the victims.

The women are faithful wives and devoted

Oiothers! Their vivid and picturesque costumes

lend a tinge of color to the otherwise dull mon-
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otony of the slums they inhabit. The Italian is

gay, light-hearted, and, if his fur is not stroked

le wron^ way, inoffensive as a child. His worst

and temperate

1 »V\KVi

offence is that he keeps the stale beer dives

Th0 Italians are industrious, and rarely Industrioui

become a charge on the public. They are tem-

perate, though they are in danger of substituting

beer for the light wines to which they are accus-

tomed, fj^amily morality is higO They some»-

times think lightly of truth, and yet rarely tell

deliberate lies.

Sixty per cent, are illiterate, but the children

are quick and ambitious. The following bit of

conversation, overheard and recorded by Bran-

denburg, illustrates the Americanizing process

and its dangers :

"
Said the mother in very for-

cible Tuscan :

* You shall speak Italian, and

nothing else, if I must kill you; for what will

your grandmother say when you go back to the

old country, if you talk this pigs' English ?' *Aw,

gwan! Youse tink I'm going to talk Dago 'n'

be called a guinea? Not on your lifel I'm 'n

American, I am, 'n' you go way back 'n' sit

down.'
"

Incidentally, it may be said that such

an attitude is too common on the part of immi-

grant children. They grow to despise their par
-

ents who cannot speak English and who maintain

tI^gir__old-fashioned garb anclcu^ms. JXhj^,

ensuing Ipss pf parental control is responsible

fnr mnrh ni the
j
uvenile crime among foreign

children.

i6s
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So far the Jtal jans have taken little interest

in political affairs, though many of them have

become naturalized. Their dominant idea is to

make money. They are far from clannish?

Indeed, they have little esprit de corps, and

jealousy often divides Italian communities. On
the other hand, they are open to good influences.

Institutional work in the Italian quarter has gen-

erally been successful.

'The Italians are nominally Roman Catholics.

The women occasionally attend church, but the

men have escaped from its influence. The whole

tendency is toward absolute religious indiffer-

ence. With the young people this passes into

scepticism.

So far most of our Italian immigrants have

come through the United States. It is very pro-

bable that direct communication between Canada

and Italian ports will soon be established. Then,

as information about Canada is being widely

circulated, we may expect a still larger influx.

I
Tl
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XIV.

LEVANTINE RACES.

There are probably nearly 10,000 people who
come from the shores of the Eastern Mediter- 1

ranean. Most of them have come to us within /

the last few years, and they constitute^~one of the ^
least desirable classes of our immigrants, .^jt^

First, we have a few Greeks^ They generally The Greeks

keep restaurants or fruit stalls or boot blacking
j

establishments. Even in Canada, it is said, they \

are often under the control of padroni
—that is,

men who have brought them over and control

their earnings.

More numerous are the Turks, 1,200 of Turks

whom have come, during the past seven years.

They are mostly pedlars or shop keepers, selling

rugs and Eastern fancy goods and trinkets.

About the same number of Armenians have Armenians

come to Canada, and are engaged in similar

work. A few are more independent and ambi-

tious, and push out into other lines, but they are '

physically incapable of hard manual labor. This

people belong to a primitive branch of the Chris-

tian Church, and are glad to escape the oppres-

sions of a government that is little better than

organized robbery, and permits, if it does not

encourage, the most horrible atrocities.

Most numerous of all are the Syrians, of
gyrians

whom there must now be six or seven thousand
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in Canada. The majority of them have come

from Mount Lebanon, a little independent terri-

tory which the Christian powers protect against

the "unspeakable Turk." The greater number

belong to the Greek Church, or the Maronite

branch of the Roman Catholic Church, though

many of them have come under the influence of

Protestant missionaries. By occupation they are

chiefly small traders and pedlars. Many of

them become quite wealthy. Recently, in Winni-

peg, we have had the formation of a Syrian

Liberal Club and a Syrian Conservative Club.

Whelpley says of the Syrians and Armen-
ians :

"
In the country of their adoption they

usually become itinerant merchants or factory

hands. They are generally of a most undesir-

able class
; and, while not vicious, their intellec-

tual level is low. There are exceptions to this

rule, but n6t ill*" sufficient numbers to remove

from this immigration movement the bad repu-

tation it has attained among those brought into

.contact with it. The most dangerous feature is

'^the general prevalence of contagious and loath-

]

some diseases, some of which are difficult of

j detection, any one of which constitutes a serious

' threat to foreign communities into which these

aliens are absorbed."

Syrians and Dr. Allan McLaughlin is even more emphatic
Armenians [^ j^jg disapproval of these immis^rants: "The
need uplifting

^^ ^ ^ . ,

mental processes of these people have an Oriental

subtlety. Centuries of subjection, where exist-
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ence was only possible through intrigue, deceit,

and servility, have left their mark, and, through

force of habit, they lie most naturally and b;y

preference, and only tell the truth when it will

serve their purpose best. Their wits are sharp-

ened by generations of commercial dealing, and

their business acumen is marvellous. With all

due admiration for the mental qualities and

tradin^_ skill of these parasites from the near

Hast^ it cannot be said that they are anything in

the vocations they follow but detrimental and

burdensome. These people, in addition, because

of their miserable physique and tendency to com-

municable disease, are a distinct menace, in their ^ j
crowded, unsanitary quarters, to the health of \
the community. In their habits of life, their \

business methods, and their inability to perform
labor or become producers, they do not compare

favorably even with the Chinese, and the most

consoling feature of their coming has been that

they form a comparatively small part of our

total immigration."
In this connection, perhaps, we ought to men-

tion the Persians. A few are scattered through
our cities, and near Battleford a farm colony
was established a few years ago by Dr. Adams,
a missionary. They come to escape religious

persecution. It seems improbable that coloniza-

tion on any large scale will be carried out, as

these people are manifestly not fitted for life in

Western Canada.
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XV.

THE ORIENTALS.

The Oriental British Columbia has an immigration pro-
immigra ion

j-^j^j^ peculiarly its own, and a perplexing

problem it is—the Oriental question. It is diffi-

J / ^cult for the rest of Canada to really appreciate

'^^W'^^^ the seriousness of the problem, although it was^ realizedr lo "some extent when the news of the^

Vancouver riots of some months ago was flashed

over the wires. Then, for the first time, did the

East understand that there was a question in the

Coast Province that could not be argued away
by politicians. As long as immigration from the

Orient was confined to a few odd Chinamen a

year, who were quite content to do work dis-

tasteful to a white man, no particular objections

were raised. It was when the J^i^Jiese and
^ Hindus started pouring into British Columbia by

tHe thousands that the trouble arose. During
the last year and a half nearly ten thousand

Japanese and from four to five thousand Hindus

have entered the Coast Province.* When it is

considered that the population of British Colum-

bia is only 250,000
—not even the population of

Toronto—it is not to be wondered at that the

people of that province, especially white labor,

took\, alarm at the hordes pouring in by the

^'

See Table, page 23.
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steamer load. If this were to continue, the mil-

lions of the far East would soon swamp the

country west of the mountains. If the cities of

Montreal and Toronto were to^'see a thousand -""T

Japanese a week landing on their docks, they

would probably have more symjpathy with the

people of the far Canadian West.
(

The Oriental problem is not a new one in About 20,000

Canada. The Chinese, in any numbers, were c^^d^a
^

first brought in when the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way was being built, in order to work on the

construction o f that Jine when it was next to
'

impossible to secure white labor. When the road

was completed the Chinese still continued to

flock in, and so a head tax of $ioo was imposed.
This has since been- raised to $500. In 1901
there were about 20,000 Chinese in Canada.

Since that time less than two thousand are

reported as immigrants. Most of them come
from the populous Province of Kwang-tung, in

which the city of Canton is situated; they are

principally of the coolie class.

In the Eastern provinces the Chinaman is

generally in the laundry business. There are

about a thousand in Toronto, nearly that many
in .Montreal, and about seven hundred in

Winnipeg, while nearly all the towns have a

lew of these
"
Celestials." In Btf'itish Columbia

they are engaged in almost every yndjQJL-W.ork,

though they are found particularly in the fish-

ing and lumbering industries. Large numbers
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work on the "ranches," or fruit and vegetable

farms, and they do much of the domestic work
of the province.

We append a description of Chinatown, a

chapter from a splendid little book, ''The

Story of China in Canada," by the Rev. J. C.

Speer :

CHINATOWN.

China in
" Some one has said that it is not necessary

to go out of our own country to visit China, for

one can take a trip through Chinatown, as found

in any of the Coast cities of this Dominion, and

pass in the distance of a couple of blocks into

conditions which are practically identical with

what one would find in any of the larger or

smaller cities in China proper. It is a remark-

able
|factj

that some of these quarters are situated

in the very heart of the English-speaking cities,

a condition which is due to the fact that the

Chinese came in at a time when the early resi-

dents were about to look for new quarters, their

first buildings having become either too cramped
or too dilapidated for the growing and up-to-date

demands of modern times. The average China-

man comes to this country with no intention of

remaining longer than the time when he can save

a little cash, and therefore, as it is with many
others when settling but for a brief period of

time, the Chinese are in no way particular as to

the locality or the character of the dwelling. The
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result is that while Chinatown is generally in the

heart of the city it is the most unattractive,

squalid and forlorn of all places one can find.
" The people who have a laudable ambition Not pubUc-

to advance and beautify their city have their *P"^^®^

patience greatly tried by this eyesore, which is

often surrounded by the modern buildings of

business centres. On the other hand, the land-

lords who can rent these ramshackle places are

much more difficult to move than the Chinese

merchants. This condition of affairs places the

Chinese who come to us at a view-point which is

most unfavorable. Those who have visited

China will bear testimony that art in architec-

ture is one of the things in which China can Have

not a little pride, and one may well believe that

but for the fact that they are here for only a brief

period of time there would be a much better

showing. If the people of Chinatown are not

pressed by the city authorities they will take

little or no interest in keeping their streets in

order, so that often in dry weather the dust is

blinding, and in wet the mud is thick and deep.

But while on this point it may as well be said

that the Chinese, as a class, are not a whit worse

than many other foreigners, and we are not

aware that they have suffered from diseases a,

whicloxejncident to insanitary conditions more
rjj/,

than any other class of people who have come toCj^*^
us from European countries.

" One of the things which is striking to the
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Absence of

women and
children

The Chinese
families in

Canada

-A"
7^

visitor is the^jaha?nQe,plj^men and children. A
few there are, it is true, but for the most part

the Chinese are transients, and such as these do

not bring their families to our shores. This is a

most serious matter, and one of the sound ob-

jections which may be raised to the coming in

large numbers of these people. It is always a

disaster for men to congregate together, whether

for a longer or shorter period without the

blessed influences of a home in which there are

women and children. This is true of thousands

who spend their years in the lumber-camps, and

in the mines of the far North and West. It is a

poor home indeed that is totally void of some

uplifting influence, and as for the most part

these Chinamen leave their wives and children

in China, they are in a most dangerous and de-

grading environment. There are a few who
have brought their families to this country—men
who after they were here for a time either felt

that they could not get rich in a day, or who
found that this land was a better place to live in

than the one from which they came. The laws,^
until of late, were not such as to deter a man
who had lived under Chinese rule, and the earn-

ing power of two pair of hands were much

greater in Canada than amidst the swarming
millions of the home-land. Those who have thus

settled down to live with us have shown them-

selves to be good citizens, or at least as good as

Jhey know how to be.
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"
Passing through the streets one sees the The women

children (for there are some) at play with all f^ the streets

the enjoyment of our own little ones. The little

child has not the dull, stolid countenance of the

father, but with bright, black, sparkHng eyes

they scurry out of the way of the white visitor,

showing thus early that they have learned the

bitter lesson that they are strangers in a strange
land. It is pleasing to hear words of our own

tongue from these little strangers, and one is

reminded that some of them are as much Cana-

dian as are we of Anglo-Saxon speech. Here and

there one meets the tottering form of a woman,

picking her way to the house of a neighbor. She

is the victim of a custom which has been an un;:^

mitigated curse to millions of little children and

women in the Celestial Empire—that of foot-

binding. These women are dressed most artis-

tically, according to the ideals of the fashion-

plates of the Chinese; tiny shoes, most beauti-

fully embroidered, with the sole tapering almost

to a point, so that the foot rolls as on a rocker

as the wearer walks on the solid sidewalk, the

lower limbs encased in silk leggings, a short

skirt and a silk quilted smock complete the

costume.
" The Chinese ladies wear no head covering,

No hats for

but seem to find their chief pleasure in the most

elaborate toilet. Their blue-black hair is done up
so that it will remain for many days. It is deco-

rated with beads and combs, but no hat is ever
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worn under ordinary circumstances. The
weather may be bright or stormy, cold or hot,

but none of these conditions could induce the

Chinese woman to patronize the milliner. The

parasol or umbrella takes the place of the Ameri-

can hat, and the crowning ornament of women
is in this way shown to the best advantage.

Chinese shops
"
Passing the windows one sees the cobbler

at work on the paper-soled shoes, using the most

primitive implements for his work. Next door

will be the butcher of the town, who sells to all

and sundry from the animal which has been

roasted whole in his great oven. This saves the

necessity of every cook in the town cooking a

small piece for each meal. Then one comes to

the bric-a-brac dealer, and is bewildered by the

accumulation of thread, needles, matches, punk-

sticks, red paper, bird-kites, tumbling toys and

fire-crackers ;
but time and space would fail me

to write down all that John the merchant has in

his little corner store for the -curio hunter or for

his fellow countryman.

Vegetables
" The vegetable store may be next, and one

i3ltwn^ is puzzled at the variety of strange foreign

vegetables for sale. Some of them are imported,

and some are grown in our own soil—long

roots like those of the golden or white pond lily,

turnip-like roots, peculiarly formed cabbages,

and a preparation of what is known as bean-

curd, which may or may not be toothsome and

nutritious to a Canadian system. Near by is th<
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dealer in fine silks, and here comes the tempta- The art oi

tion of the visitor/for the texture, colors and ®°^^'°^^®'y

designs are such as to attract a connoisseur in

such lines. The artistic quality of the Mongolian
mind needs no argument when one has witnessed

the needle woric and art designs which are the

product of China. One thinks of the long
months and even years it has taken to accom-

plish the task of such embroidery.
" As we wander through Chinatown we The Chinese

come across the theatre, where the Chinaman
®* '*

finds much of his amusement. ^We have been

told that no woman is allowed to take part in the

drama, but where the role demands female char-

acters men are provided to fill the place and

play the part. This is the outcome of that

pseudo sacredness with which the Orientals

assume to regard the persons of their women.

The plays which are most popular are those

which have to do with the history of the nation

and the events which have given rise to im-

portant epochs. To the ordinary listener it is

one tumult of conflicting sounds, and even to

those who understand the language it is gener-

ally one vast incoherency.
"
Passing an uncurtained window one sees a What the

dozen men around a great dish of boiled rice, and ^^^®" ®**

with a dexterity which is positively bewildering

these clumsy men are feeding themselves with

chop-sticks. It is as near to the proverbial
'

supping gruel with a knitting needle
'

as it is
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possible to get. It is not true, as most of oiti

vegetarian friends assert, that rice is the onl)

food these people eat, for anyone who has had

to do with the Chinese knows well that they con-

sume large quantities of fish, fowl and pork.

The latter is their staple meat diet, but no people

we have ever met are more willing to pay out-

side prices for fowl for table and sacrificial use

than are they. They are by no means vegetar-

ians, as so many people believe, but they can live

on rice exclusively when it is necessary so to do.

Speaking of the food of these people we remem-

ber that they are the world's greatest tea drink-

ers. On the counters of the stores, over a little

charcoal burner, the teapot is kept ready for the

cup of tea either for personal friend or customer.

Perhaps this is the explanation of the fact that

while these people live in the most insanitary

squalor, they escape many of the diseases with

which those more scrupulous are smitten. They
seldom drink raw water, and it is believed that

this prevents the taking of those diseases which

are communicated by the use of impure water.

Holiday
" One of the most interesting places to be

luxunes
visited in Chinatown is that of the confectioner.

The making of confections is a fine art with the

Chinese, for they are, above all others, lovers of

the sweet and toothsome. The great days, such

as Chinese New Year, are times when the people

^ expend large sums on sweetmeats and sugar pro-

ductions, with many kinds of dried fruit and
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nuts. Many of these are not as palatable to the

Canadian as to the Chinese
;
but there is no way

to account for human tastes, and we may be well

satisfied if they are happy. What numbers of

things one misses from these places without

which we think we could scarcely live! The

baker and milkman never call at the home of the

Chinese housekeeper. The house furnishings
are of the most meagre kind^ and this seems to

be the case among the well-to-do people as

well as among the poorer classes.
"
Perhaps among all the memories which

follow the visitor none will cling so long as that

of the odors, which are so numerous that one

becomes bewildered as to whether they are good,

bad or indifferent. Someone has described a

Chinese smell as
'

a mixture and a puzzle, a

marvel and a wonder, a mystery and a disgust,

but nevertheless a palpable fact.'

" The cause for all this, it appears, is found in The smells

the fact that the opium smoker is not far away, ^Jf^^j^^own

°^

and the other smells, better and worse, filtering

through this most abominable stench, produce

effects not to be obtained otherwise. Another

memory which one will carry from Chinatown

is that of the sounds, which are ever to be heard

day or night, from the outlandish fiddles and the

booming of the worshippers' drum, together

with the dulcet tones of the tongueless bells.

The screech of a Chinese fiddle, or a number of

them, is not just like any sound known to the
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The biU-

boards are

eagerly read

Chinese are

sociable

ears of men, and the booming of the drum

smites upon the ear with that dull monotony
that breeds an unspeakable dread- But over

against these we must place the sound of the bells

which are touched by the soft hammer in the

hands of the Confucian worshipper. Soft and

liquid are these notes, like spirits lost among the

discord of the drums and fiddles, and the

memories of these tones heal the wounds of the

harsh rasping of the other instruments.

^ Heathenism as found in China, and transplanted

to our own land, has neither sweet odors nor

sweet music, with the one exception of the

tongueless bells.

"The dead walls are the places for the an-

nouncements of the various society meetings,

and the notices are in the form of a red strip of

paper upon which stand out the curious Chinese

characters. Several societies have their head-

quarters in every Chinatown. Before these bill-

boards there is to be found a crowd of people;

reading not only the notices of meetings of

secret societies, but also many other items of in-

terest which the writers keep posted for the

information of the people. They have few, if any,

books and no newspapers, and they read and

discuss the notices by the hour.
"

It is evident that the social instincts of the

Chinese are highly developed, for one cannot

walk the streets of their towns without encoun-

tering groups of men everywhere engaged in
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conversation, and often in the excitement of good

fellowship. One of the most pleasing sights to \

be witnessed is the attitude of the fathers to

their sons, where the family has been established I

in this country. The affection of a husband for

his wife is a quantity which is mostly wanting,
but his whole affection seems to be placed on his

little sons, and this may in some way account for_

the obedient reverence of the sons for the father,

so that as long as he lives he remains true, and

Tifter the parent is dead the son becomes a wor-

shipper at his shrine. J
" The Chinaman seems to think his love The sons in

should be lavished upon his son that he may famiiy^^^

offer the proper devotion and sacrifices after he

himself has departed this life. This is one of

the few bright spots in the^heathenized nature^
of the Chinaman./ It is true that there are excep-^T^
tions to this rule, but few husbands among the

Chinese seem to think of the wife as higher than

a chattel which it is convenient to have. The J

story is well authenticated by a medical mission-

ary, who called to see a woman who was very

sick in a miserable shed, with the rain dripping

down upon the fever-stricken creature. The

doctor appealed to the husband to provide a bet-

ter place for the sufferer or there would be

little hope of her recovery; but the husband

declared that the only dry place was the other

shed in which he sheltered his ox, and if it were

1 o be turned out and get wet and die, he would
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have to buy another, but if his wife were to die

it would cost him nothing for another. The

missionary declared that there were many mil-

lion women in China who were married to men
who were not a whit better than this one. But,

as we have said, the love of little children still

K burns in the breasts of the fathers, and this is a

^ flame which the Christian religion feeds till it

spreads to the whole nature of the darkened

heathen.

Transplanted
" One cannot leave Chinatown without see-

ing the Joss House. Victoria, B.C., has two or

three, and they stand for heathen worship
I transplanted to this Christian land. It is worth
^
while for those who affect to care nothing for

the Christian church to spend a while in one of

these dreary places, that they may feel how far

above and beyond this kind of worship is the

baldest kind of congregational service in a Chris-

tian church. An outer court, which has at its

entrance a few smoking, ill-smelling punk-
sticks

;
an aged caretaker who, with the utmost

politeness, admits the visitors, many of whom are

\l not over-considerate of the feelings of the
*

heathen Chinee
'

;
into a large square room,

which is shrouded in semi-darkness and filled

with the vile odor of the incense which is ever

burning or smouldering on the altar, you are

conducted. The place is decorated with the

colors of the dynasty now on the throne, and the

peacock feathers are in evidence. The people are
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well schooled in honoring the reigning monarch.

Long strips of red and yellow paper hang from

the walls, on which are written prayers or words

which indicate that they are for the payment of

a peace offering to the demons. On the side of

the room, directly opposite the entrance, is a flue

or open fireplace, and by the side of it a drum.

The worshipper lights his prayer paper, and as

it burns the draught of the flue carries it out of

sight to the demons which await the offering.

To attract their attention the drum is beaten, and

its mournful notes awaken strange feelings in

those who hear it for the first time in the gloomy

precincts of this idolatrous temple. Turning

away from the flue one faces the prayer mat

upon which the devout Confucian falls, and to

which he bows his forehead with many genu-
flections. In his hands he holds two half-round

pieces of wood, in the form of split beans. If

he is offering prayers for prosperity in the next

cargo of rice or tea, he will, after offering his

sacrifice in the form of a swine or a fowl, let fall

these prayer sticks, and on the particular way
they rest on the mat depends the answer to his

supplication. If the answer be unpropitious he

may repeat again and again till the sticks fall in

the fortunate form
;
then he is satisfied. »

'' A moment's observation touches one with The ^

the pathos of the whole performance, for the ^°** House

sincerity of the heathen none can doubt, but the
^. ^

childishness of the matter is saddening to those-^
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\jf who have learned the better way. On an elabo-

oVately carved and gilded altar is the offering to

the god or Joss. As intimated, it may be a

sv^ine roasted v^hole, or fov^l; it may be tea or

some other decoction as drink; but we have

^\never
seen the altar without a sacrifice on it in

the many times we have been in these places.

In a dark recess immediately behind the altar is

the god, in the form of a most repulsive Chinese

figure, with long black beard. Nothing can

exceed the malignant expression of this idol as

his dark features are illumined by the light

which flickers from a crystal cup suspended in

front by an invisible cord. The shrine is deco-

rated, as are the other parts of the place, with

much paper and feathers, which are covered

with dust and cobwebs
;
and the odor of burning

\ punk-sticks and smell of the half-roasted meat

^
make the visitor feel that a charnel house is not

far away. Depression of feeling to those who
visit such places is an almost universal experi-

efice, and one there for the first time realizes the

delights of worshipping in the Christian forms,

where congregations gather as friends, and

where to the power and sympathy of numbers

are added the inspiring themes of sacred praise

and sermonic instruction. The Joss House sees

no congregation, hears no song of praise, and no

inspiring discourse which lifts the thought and

heart to better things for time and eternity, but

gloom and uncertainty attend the solitary wor-
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hipper through all. Who that has
'

tasted of 'Z

the good gift of God, and the powers of the

world to come/ can withhold pity for a brother

redeemed who thus bows down to demons?
" The funeral customs of the Chinese are Funeral ^

peculiar. One of the most prized gifts that a

child can bestow on a parent is a coffin. These

may be received at any time in life, and many
have stored the coffin in the home for years.

On the other hand death has a terror of which K

we know nothing for the Chinese mind. The

upper air being full of demons, who await the

death hour, it is believed that the dying one

should not be kept in the dwelling, but in some

outhouse. This is a precaution against an in- .

vasion of these malignant spirits. On this
^

account, instead of the patients passing away

among the friends in the home, they are taken

to some place where they may escape the notice

of these denizens of the upper air. When a per-

son of note and wealth is to be buried, the day
is one of the greatest excitement, and large

amounts of money have been spent in this coun-

try at such a time. At one funeral which took

place in the city of Victoria, the street was laid

with several platforms, on which was an abund-

ance of many kinds of confectionery and other

foods.
" The secret orders to which the deceased Hired

belonged were out in full regalia, with banners
'^o^"^®'^

and drums, and for hours the funeral services
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went on in the open street. The priests were
dressed in robes of white, and went through
numerous ceremonies and offerings of prayers.

\AThe funeral cortege was followed for a distance

by hired mourners, men dressed to resemble

women. Their pig-tails were combed out, and

the long black hair, dishevelled and falling to

the ground as they bowed down in their assumed

grief, made up a scene which was pathetic in

the extreme.

Deceiving ''After the coffin came the attendant whose
the demons

f^^^y [^ ^^g ^^ scatter the 'cash-paper,' which

was to deceive the demons who were after the

soul of the departed. The red strips of paper,
which were scattered all the way from the house

to the grave, were a sort of bogus money which

for the time being kept the demons back. ^When
the grave was covered the sacrificed swine was

placed uppn it as an offering and safeguard. We
have been told that in the early days in British

Columbia the offering at the grave was left

there, but finding that the Indians, without com-

punction, made a feast of the sacrifice, the

Chinese concluded that it was as well for them

to bring it home for the same purpose, and this

rule is now followed,^^n all this we behold the

tremendous struggle of these dark-minded

heathen to get free from the terrors of evil in the

world, and ever without finding the way."

The Japanese The Japanese question is a more recent one

^-,???? vhhan the Chinese. It is more serious, from the
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fact that
Japaii^is^aii ally of Great Bxitain, and a

Japanese is not content to remain a hewer ofl

wood or drawer of water, but crowds into all

lines of industries, and competes—and succgasr.

fully, too—with the white man. It is said that

the British Columbia fishing business is now
almost entirely in the hands of the little brown^^..

jnen^ The latest devetopttlent" is^ the proposed
j

establishment of a farm colony in Southern
'

Alberta. The majority of the recent arrivals

have come from Hawaii, not direct from Japan.

The Mikado's Government has promised the

Dominion authorities that the clause in the

treaty in regard to emigration to Canada will be

strictly enforced. By this clause only six hun^

dred a year are allowed to enter the Dominion;
these must have passports, and no Japanese are

allowed to enter except direct from their native

land. This, it is hoped, will stop the influx from

the Hawaiian Islands, and prevent an inundation x^
such as .threatened British Columbia during theM[^
fall of 1907.

As for the Hindu problern, it is the most Our fellow-

recent and in s'ome^waystHe most difficult of ^j["^^^^'g

all, for the reason that the Hindu is a Brit-

ish subject, and many of those who have arrived

during^he past year have been veterans of

the British army, proudly wearing medals of

honor. To bar_them^ut, as British Columbia

endeavored to do by means of the Natal Act,

which calls for an educational test, might, as can
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be readily seen, easily precipitate trouble in rest-

less India. NThe uneasiness of the people of

.^British Columbia, face to face with the possi-

V bility of the hordes of the Indian Empire swarm-

ing in upon them, can be readily imagined. The

immigration of the Hindus rests a great deal

\ipon the encouragement they get from the trans-

portation companies. >^As these are now appar-

ently endeavoring to discourage such immigra-

tion, it is expected that it will dwindle down
without drastic measures.

Sikhs from ^ ; Most of the Hindus who have come to Canada
the Punjab ^^^ g-j^j^^ from the Punjab. As to the caste,

they are said to be a mixture of Kshatrigas and

Sudras. ^Physically they form a great contrast

to the Chinese and Japanese; they are tall and

gaunt, with dark skin and black hair, and their

. features are clear-cut.
_'I^ey appear intelligent,

^fe^and theJT_niilitary bearingJn^esses__one favor-

The Hindu is a rather picturesque figure.

When he arrives his dress consists of an under-

garment, a pair of scanty pantaloons, and pro-

bably an old military coat;VDut he gradually

adopts the Canadian costume, retaining his tur-

ban. Theeffect is_often decidedly grotesque. So

far the Hindus have been employed only in the

lowest kinds of manual labor. They are very

Y slow, and do not seem capable of hard, continu-

ous exertion. Their diet is light, and, physi-

K cally, they are not adapted to the rigorous

climate of Canada.
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^
Owing to his peculiaritjfis, the Hindu cannot

work with men of other nations; indeed, only
with Hindus of his own caste. He must prepare
his own food, and that of a particular kind.

Opinions differ as to the cleanUness^ of these

Sikhs. They have certain religious ablutions,

aBout which they are very punctilious, but since

coming to this country they have lived herded

together in the most wretched fashion. JPoor,

people! This may have been their misfortune,

raSier than their fault. But their standards of

living_and manner of life and thought are far

different from ours. However estimable they

may be in India, they are sadly out of place in ./

Canafdarr
*'" ~*

""^

Certain objections hold good with regard to^

all these Eastern peoples. It is true that they

may be able to do much of the rough work ,
for

which it is difficult to secure sufficient white

labor; but where they enter, the whit£^_are_out
an3^ut permanently. They constitute an entirely

distinct class or caste . They have their_own
virtues and vices

;
their ow'n "moral standards and

religtOus'Teiiefs. The Orientals cannot be

assimilated . WhetheTlt Is lii the best interests

of Canada to allow them to enter in large num-

bers 18^ a most important question, not only for

the people of British Columbia, but for all Cana-

dians.
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20,000

XVI.

THE NEGRO AND THE INDIAN.

Our negro Neither the negro nor the Indian are immi-

grants, and yet they are so entirely different

from the ordinary white population that some

mention of them is necessary if we would

understand the v complexity of our problems.

We group them merely because both stand out

entirely by themselves.

I. The Negro—Contiguity to the United

States is accountable largely for our negro popu-
lation. The majority of the 20,000 negroes now
in Canada are the descendants of those who

'I
^ , .'^

escaped from slavery into British dominions.vt
escapee

Thev ai'hey are living chiefly in the towns of Western

Ontario and the Maritime Provinces. In the

I
cities they often crowd together and form a

I "quarter," where sanitary and moral conditions
^

"are most prejudicial to,the public welfare. "Blood.

rather than language or religion, is the chief

barrier that separates them from the rest of the

community.

The negroes John R. Commons, writing in the Chautau-

Mrifa^Uth? ^^^^^ (November, 1903), thus describes the

"United States negro :

"
In Africa the people are unstable, in-

. A different to suffering, and
'

easily aroused to

ferocity by the sight of blood or under great
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fear/ They exhibit certain qualities which are

associated with their descendants in this country,

namely, aversion to silence and solitude, love of

rhythm, excitability, and lack of reserve. All

travellers speak of their impulsiveness, strong
sexual passion, and lack of will power." He

points out what a momentous change itVas to

this people to be shifted from equatorial Africa

to the temperate regions of America; from an

environment of savagery to one of civilization.

Then he speaks of their present relationship to

the free institutions of America.
" The very >^

qualities of Intelligence and manliness which are

essential for citizenship In a democracy were

systematically expunged from the negro race

through two hundred years of slavery. And
J

then, by the cataclysm of a war of emancipation, i

in which It took no part, this race, after many \

thousand years of savagery and two centuries of
|

slavery, was suddenly let loose into the liberty of

citizenship and the electoral suffrage. The world

never before had seen such a triumph of dog- ;

matism and partisanship." Whether we agree ; y
with the conclusion or not, we may be thankful '

'

that we have no "negro problem
"

In Canada.

{ Many negroes are members of various Pro- Many highly

t^tant churches, and are consistent Christians ciUzens* v

and highly, respected citizens. The African

.Methodist Episcopal Church, organized in 1816,

has about 130 churches, with a membership of

3,000.
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II. The Indians.—One of the most pathetic

sights is that of an Indian stepping off a sidewalk

to let a white man pass, or turning out of a

prairie trail to give a white man the right of

way. Once the Indians were proud autoch-

thones; now they are despised natives; abor-

n/' igines, yet outcasts; belated survivors of an

earlier age, strangers in the land of their fathers.

The condition Roughly speaking, the Indians may be divided
en lans

^^^^^ three classes—the Indians of Eastern Can-

ada, those in the
''
North-West," and those in

British Columbia. To these might be added the

Eskimos of the far North, who, however, are

yet outside our modern civilization. The last^

census gives 127,932 Indians and halfbreeds.

The Indians of the East have already taken their

place in the new life, and some are as prosperous
as their white neighbors. Most of the Indians

of the North-West have treaty rights. In general,

each man, woman, and child receives annually

$5.00, the councillors $15.00, and the chiefs

$25.00, with a uniform every three years. In

addition there is aA annual allowance of ammuni-

tion, tools, etc. Reserves have been set apart

allowing about 128 acres per head, and schools

are maintained on the reserves. Many of the

Indians are becoming successful farmers, but

there are serious difficulties. V The Rev. Thompson
Eerrier writes :

" On the reserve the white man's

vices have taken a deeper root than his virtues.

His fire-water has demoralized whole tribes, and

the diseases he has introduced have annihilated
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many. . . . The Indian is growing up with

the idea firmly fixed in his head that the Govern-

ment owes him a living, and his happiness and

prosperity depend in no degree upon his indi-

vidual effort. Rations and treaty are all right

for the aged, helpless, and infirm. Strong and -yV

able-bodied Indians hang around for rations and

treaty, neglecting other duties and the cultiva-

tion of their land, in order to secure what in

many cases could be earned several times over

in the same length of time. The system destroys

his energy, push, and independence. ... a

"As fast as our Indian, whether of mixed or "setthe

full blood, is capable of taking care of himself, it ?^^*\^f
Ills 1661/

is our duty to set him on his feet, and sever for-

ever the ties that bind him either to his tribe or

the Government. Both Church and State should

have, as a final goal, the destruction and end of

treaty and reservation life."

Mr. Ferrier thinks that the main hope lies in

giving the young generation a good, practical
^

training in specially organized industrial

schools.*

The Indian population of British Columbia The British

numbers 24,964. The income for 1907 was Columbia

$1,541,922, or an average of $61.78 for every

member of that population. Grouping them in

families of four, the income becomes for the

family $247.12. Of the British Columbia In-

dian, Dr. Whittington writes :

" The sources of

this income are catching, curing and canning

*See
"
Indian Education in the North-West," by Rev. Thompson Ferrier,
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fish; fur hunting: logging, boat-building, steve-

doring, as sailors, farming, mining, etc. The

women, of course, assist materially, and also the

children, at inside work in the canneries, also in

selling various kinds of handiwork. Apart from

this the living of the Indians is easily obtained

to a very considerable extent along the lines of

fish, venison and small fruits, as well as farm

produce. ^If it be a question of living, the In-

dian of to-day is very much nearer to the civil-

ized white than to his pagan ancestor. Modern

homes, modern clothing, modern education are,

to a great extent, the order of the day, and are

rapidly becoming more so. The Indian is in a

transition stage from his old-time to his modern
A environment. I cannot but say that the journey

is more than half done. The white man's vices

are the most baneful of all the evil influences at

work on the Indian. Another pernicious influ-

ence has been the mistaken kindness of the Statei

in helping the Indian instead of simply helping'

him to help himself."*

Much missionary work, evangelistic, educa-

tional, industrial and medical, has been done

among the Indians. Many are devout Chris-

tians living exemplary lives, but there are still

^1^0,202 Indians in our Dominion, as grossly

pagan as were their ancestors, or still more
|

wretched, half civilized, only to be debauched.

Surely the Indians have a great claim upon
Canadian Christians!

*See "The British Columbian Indian and His Future," by Rev. R.

Whittington, D.D.
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XVII. J^

THE PROBLEM OF IMMIGRATION v**

"There are two classes who would pass upon the

immigration question. One says,
' Close the doors and

let in nobody'; the other says,
'

Open wide the doors
and let in everybody.' I am in sympathy with neither t

of these classes. There is a happy middle path
—a path v^

of discernment and judgment."—Commissioner Watchorn.

"To know anything about the actual character of

recent and present immigration we must distinguish the

many and diverse elements of which it is composed."
—

S. McLanahan.
"
Emphatically too many people are now coming over

here
;
too many of an undesirable sort. In 1902 over

seven-tenths were from races who do not rapidly assimi-

late with the customs and institutions of this country."
—

Prescoit F. Hall.
" A circle . . . including the sources of the present

immigration to the United States would have its centre

in Constantinople."
—Assistant CommissionerMcSweeney

{quoted by Hunter).
'*

Just as a body cannot with safety accept nourishment
/ any faster than it is capable of assimilating it, so a
state cannot accept an excessive influx of people without

serious injury."
—H. H. Bayesen.

Immigration and transportation are the two The problem

questions of greatest importance to Canada, o^ in^^^iSTra-

From the situation, extent and character of the

country, transportation must always be one of
.^/^

the leading factors in industrial and commercial

development. But as men are greater than

things, so immigration is greater than transpor- v

tation. Canada has many problems, but they all
j/ ^^
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J dwindle into insignificance before the one ^reat.

1 1 commanding, overwhelming., .,pjroble^riTi„..Q.l immi-

gration. Of vital importance to us are^he
c 9kSiractcr, the welfare and the d-evelopment of

V the peoples who are to be the people of Canada.

Perhaps we can best approach our subject by

studying the immigration movement in the

United States. iGreat social and economic devel-

opments over-ride political divisions.

A study of Xhe following- table shows the population and
the foreign , , . . f . , . , ,

immigration the foreign immigration during the last century :

into the

United States
Foreign immigration

Year. Population. for Decade.

1790 3,929,214
1800 5,308,483 50,000
181O 7,239,881 70,000
1820 9,633,822 114,000

1830 12,866,020 143,439
1840 17,069,473 559,125

1850 23,191,876 1,713,251
i860 31,443,321 2,598,214
1870 38,558,371 2,314,824
1880 50,155,783 2,812,191

1890 62,622,250 5,246,613

1900 75,559,258 3,687,564

Total immigration, 1820-1900, 19,229,224.

Now, who were these immigrants, and wh]
did they come, and what did their coming mean

to the American Republic?

Going back to the old colonial days, the
"
immigrants

"
to America were from England.

In one sense they were immigrants. They
" came

into
"

the country. But they ought rather to be

distinguished as colonists. They set forth to
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unknown lands to found colonies in which they

might enjoy those civil and religious liberties

which were dearer to them than life itself.

These colonists were some of England's noblest

sons and daughters.
——~-

' The Puritans in New England, the Quakers The difference

in Pennsylvania, the Cavaliers in Virginia
—these

immigration

laid the foundations. How different they and o^o^e hun-
dred years

their coming from the immigration of to-day ! ago and now

-"They made great sacrifices. They had to under-

take a long, expensive and perilous journey.

They . came to an unexplored wilderness in-

habited only by savages. They had to create a

civilization. To-day our immigrants, or their

friends, pay a few pounds' passage money, and '^'

in a week or so are safely transported to a land

with institutions similar to their own, and in

which they hope at once to
"
do better

"
than

they did at home.

Besides the English of the early days there

were the (^nterprisin^Dutch merchants who ven- .

tured forth across the seas and pushed their

trade in regions unknown. Later two other ele-

ments were addedr-tb^^jQ^i'i'^^^s and the Scotch-

Irish. The (sturdy Germans
,
came for political,

military and ^etonomic reasons. They have had

no small influence on the American national life. .

The Scotch-Irish were a prdgressi've class^J t/
well fitted to adapt themselves to fleW"con3rEions

and to help build up the new country. J. R.

Commons, in the Chautauquan, says that
*'

they
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took the lead in developing the type now known
as the American."

The Irish who A different and less desirable class of immi-
came in 1846 , , ^*''~"""^~= 7^ ^ ^ •

grants now began to arrive. Greatest in num-
bers and importance were the Irish. The potato
rot in Ireland in 1846 drove thousands from

their homes. Since then there has been a steady
stream of those whp„, sought to escape from

2oyerty and from the hated rule of England,

hey have played no small part in the political

life of the United States. Immigrants kept

coming from England and Scotland and. Ger^

man^ A large immigration of Scandinavians

set in. Each decade drained a*^wider area of

Europe; but the large majority were people

fitted for the new civilization.

The character About 1882 a remarkable change took place

tioiTin^isS ^^ ^^^ character of immigration. Southeastern
—a great Europe had been tapped and the stream came
^^^ with a rush.

J. R. Commons, in the article above quoted,
.
l,"^

'

says :

" A line drawn across the Continent of

V ii t-P Europe from northeast to southwest, separating^
fP , the Scandinavian Peninsula, the British Isles,

Sc .X ff/
^^^^^y ^^^ France from Russia, Austria-Hun-

0^ ^ "^ gary, Italy and Turkey, separates countries not

A only of distinct races but also of distinct civil-

izations. It separates Protestailt-E.UIQpe from

Catholic Europe ;
it separates countries of repre-

Lsentative

institutions and popular "government

from absolute monarchies. It separates lands

^ /

t
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J

Change in

nationality of

immigrants

where educatioruiauiflivgrsal from lands where A Une of

illiteracy prednrr^jnates ; it separates manufactur- 5?"**^°^

ing countries, progressive agriculture and skilled I

labor from primitive hand industries, backward
/

agfTculture and unskilledTabor
;

it separates an

educated, thritty peasantrjTTrom a peasantry

scarcely a single generation removed from serf-

dom; it
separates!

Teutonic i/Vaces from Latin

Slav, Semitic and Mongolian races."

Prescott F. Hall writes in his valuable book

on Immigration and its Bifect upon the United

States :

" How marked the change in nationality

has been is shown by the fact that in 1869 not i

per cent, of the total immigration came from

Austria-Hungary, Italy, Poland and Russia; in

1902 the percentage was^ over . 70. .
On the other

Han3^,"in 1869 nearly three-quarters of the total

immigration came from the United Kingdom,
France, Germany and Scandinavia. In 1902 only

one-fifth was from these countries. Or, to put it

another way, in 1869 the immigrants from Aus-

tria-Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Russia were

about one-hundredth of the number from the

United Kingdom, France, Germany and Scan-

dinavia
;
in 1880 about one-tenth ;

in 1894 nearly

equal to it, and in 1902 three and one-half times as

great. In iQ.Q3_the largest element in immigra-

tion was the Southern Italian with 196,117 souls,

and tTie nextTargest was the Polish, with 82,343.

Considering the immigration of 1904 by the

great racial divisions, we have the following
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result, in striking contrast to the days when

immigration was almost entirely Teutonic and?

Celtic:

Per cent, total

Number. Immigration.

Slavic 272,396 33. 5
Teutonic ... 195,287 24.0
Iberic 186,607 22.9
Celtic 98,635 12.1

Mongolic 20,616 2.5
All others 39)329 4.8

"
Another way of looking at the subject is b^

comparing the total immigration of certaii

nationalities for the period, 1821 to 1902, with!

that for the year 1903 :

Country.

Austria-Hungary . . ,

England and Wales .

Germany
Ireland

Italy

Norway and Sweden
Russia and Poland
British North America

1821-1902.

Number. Per cent.

1,316,914

2,739,937
5,098,005

3,944,269
1,358.597

1,334,931

1,106,362

1,050,682

6.5

13-4

24.9

19-3

6.7
6.6

5-4

5.1

Number, Per cent.

206,011

26,219
40,086
35,300

230,622
70,489

136,093

24.0

30
4-7

4-

26.9
8.2

15.9

'' The foregoing table shows not only the

nations which have added chiefly to our popula-

tion in the past, and which are adding to-day,

but how the percentage of each has varied in the

period before 1902 compared with 1903. If the

same proportions had obtained in the earlier
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period as during the later, how different might
our country and its institutions now be!"

Just at this stage Canada becomes a field for Canada's v

immigration. Just when restriction leagues !'
progressive° *' „.—.-«__. —-o^

immigration
are bein^ formed in the United States and rigid policy"

immigration laws are being enacted, Canada

adopts a

puts fortl

is true that our relations with the Mother Land .

are such that we are receiving a large number of f \l

Britishers. But we are also receiving immi-^

grants from all parts of Europe—that is, we are '

taking our place side by side with the United "

States as the Old World's dumping grouad^ As^

the sluices are closed_there, the flood will be

diverted^to Canada^

^

whatever the policy oi the

Government may happen to be. As the free LA . ^ * ^^

lands are taken in the United States, and the J^acv^^^ ^1^;^

pressure of population begins to be felt, the flood \xA^^ • r,

will flow in upon us as surely as water finds its lou«*^^

lev37j^
-—-~ -'^^~- ^^

Compare the population of Canada with that Canada to-day

of the United States a century ago :

Sd'states

In 1790. . . . United States population, 3,929,214
In 1891 Canadian "

4,833,239
In 1800 United States "

5,308,483
In 1901 Canadian "

5,37i53i5

It will be seen that the United States stood v -

a century ago

a century ago, with regard to numbers, where we
stand to-day. But what a difference in immi-

gration !

A^^/
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From 1800 to 1810 there was an immigration
to the United States of 70,000, or 7,000 a year.

During the corresponding decade it seems

probable that the immigration to Canada will be

between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000.

In Canada our immigration for 190 1 was

49,149, a number not reached in the United

States until 1831.

Last year our immigration was over a quarter
of a million, a mark not reached in the United

States until 1849.

. When the United States contained ouil-PQPu-

aI lation they received one settler—and found it

% dithcult ettOUgh fo Americanize him. We receive

thirty-six. W hat aPouFour taskT
In 1906 the immigration to the United States

was about 1.4 per cent, of the population. Until

recently it has not exceeded i per cent. Our

immigration last year was about 4 per cent, of

our population.

When it is considered how slow is tlie-natural

increasfun a nation—that is^he excess-~ef-births

,

over deaths—it becomes evident what an

I
/ enormous strain is being put upon our institu-

HiOuik. W'e, as Canadians, must do in one year^

[
wfeat under normal conditions would be spread
over many years. Fancy a mother with her

J
own baby to care for adopting half a dozen other

Wabies—some of them, too, of very uncertain

Vfetempers !

J Fancy a family increased suddenly by the
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presence of several strange children ! What a ^^i-

problem to feed and clothe them—to train them

and educate them—to instil into them the .

family traditions and impart to them the family V/

^jitj

~

/\
"^"^^English and Russians, French and Germans, Our real

kustrians and Italians, Japanese and Hindus— P'°t
^^

a mixed multitude, they are being dumped into

Canada by a kind of endless chain. They sort

themselves out after a fashion, and each seeks %
find a corner somewhere. ButJiQ^ .shalLja^^^ld I

this heterogeneous mass into one people? That »

is our"problemrjy ij

'^ cH^ ^
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XVIII.

THE CAUSES OF IMMIGRATION.

"
History, from our standpoint, may be considered the

story of race immigration and its effects. The Tartar
invasion of Europe, the Roman invasion and conquest of

j

a considerable part of three continents, the Germanic]
invasion of the Roman Empire, the invasion of America

by the Spaniards and afterwards by the English, as well

as the peaceful immigration of recent times on an enor-

mous scale, are facts of the greatest magnitude."—iY«//.

Migration Migration is one of the most primitive in-

a human stincts of the human race. The approach of win-
insta.nct

ter drives the birds to a warmer climate. A
drought drives the bison to new feeding grounds.

Similar causes have driven wandering tribes of

hunters to seek new hunting-grounds, or pastoral

peoples to discover better grazing for their

flocks. Then came the desire of conquest, as

when the vast hordes of barbarians swept across

Europe, pillaging the country as they went. In

the process of civilization, higher motives influ-

enced men; they could not live by bread alone;

\J^ they must have freedom of thought and action.

^\ Unable to live out their highest lives at home

/they set sail for the New World in search of^
^ freedom. The hard realities of existence, or the
"

JSesire for a better existence, are the primary
^ causes of all migrations.

204
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Emigration and immigration are the two

sides of the shield. People go out of one coun-

try to come into another. The causes of emi-

gration and immigration are the same—a dissat-

isfaction with the life at home—the hope of a

better life elsewhere.

Why do people emigrate from Europe ? Why ^^y
people

seek a better country ? Take those from Great Britain

Britain. Many of them are from the great cities ^

where work is often difficult to obtain, wages .

are low, and all the effects of a relentless com- .

petitive system are most keenly felt. There is c

nothing to hope for. The workhouse probably

lies at the end of the journey. Then there are

young men and women who are keen to make
their fortunes, but who feel the limitations of the

old land. Again there are parents who desire

for their children better things than they them-

selves have enjoyed.

In Scandinavian countries the hard struggle

for existence has driven thousands of sturdy

immigrants to search for more fertile lands.

If we pass to the countries of Southern

Europe, we find that the conditions are almost

intolerable. The poor peasants are taxed so ^

heavily that the^e is little left to support life. In
*

parts of Russia, for several months in the year,
*

they are regularly on the verge of starvation. •

The coarse black bread fails. How they eke out

an existence is a mystery!
In South Italy the pressure of the population »
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is so great that people are driven out to seek food

to maintain life.

* Some, as the Poles, come to escape the

p tyranny of a government which they hate. Some,

^ as the Jews, come to escape religious persecution.

' Christians from ^"rkjigjj Horrijriinns flpp^^^

o Ikes ^

Privileged ^ The trouble is often not merely the infertility

nftfiTard^fo/'
^^ ^^ ^^"^

'
^^ whole social system is iniquitous.

the masses The few fortunate (?) live in luxury at the ex-

pense of the many. Privileged classes prey on
" the masses. The state exists not for the good of

» the people, but to gratify the ambition of a few

\

« leaders. Immense standing armies are main-

I
tained at an enormous expense, their existence

J]

perpetuating ancient jealousies and strifes. The

I
church, organized to defend, joins in spoiling the

I people. Some one has bitterly said that the

poor European peasant is working for two

L masters—for the church, for the salvation of his

soul, and for the army, for the salvation of his

body, so that he has no time to work for himself.

Asiatic immigration stands in a class by
itself. China, Japan and India are the most

^^ densely populated countries in the world. The

surplus population seeks an outlet.

^' Overcrowding, poverty, oppression , taxation,

-;gersecution, compulsory military service—these

are the r̂eat causes of emigration.

A land where Let US turn toTlie other side. Why do these

hasT^i^ce P^^P^^ come to Canada? America, generally,
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Roumanians in national costume. The children attend All Peoples'
Kindergarten, Winnipeg.

A bit of Russia transplanted. A Greek Church ceremony,
"
Blessing

the Waters." Bishop vSeraphim blessing the waters
of the Red River, Winnipeg.
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has had a time of wonderful prosperity. It is a *

new land—almost an unoccupied land—of vast '

extent and wonderful resources. It is a land of

freedom—of democratic government; a land
'

where every man Has a chance
;
a land without a

past to darken the glowing colors of the ideal
' *

future. It appears to offer the immigrant just
•

that which he has not had. So immigration has

turned toward the New World—the United

States, South America and now Canada.

Such are the great economic causes of emi- Easy trans-

gration and immigration. Poverty there—pros-
^^^ *

.°^

perity here. In addition, there are important Qj
contributor}^ causes that must be considered.

First of all comes transportation. In the olden

days travel was slow and costly. With the few

small sailing vessels of a century ago any large

movement of the peoples would have been impos-

sible. Then, too, there was no means of convey-

ing settlers inland from the ocean ports. Now
all is changed. Our great ocean steamships and

our railway systems make it possible to transport

annually millions of people. It is only a few

weeks now from Central Russia to Central Can-

ada—only a few days from London to Montreal.

With speed and capacity have come cheap rates, t

It is now comparatively easy for all except the

poorest to cross the Atlantic. In fact, thousands

of Italian laborers find it cheaper to return to

Italy for the winter than to spend the cold

months in New York. Space has been almost
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annihilated; hence, the people are, as it were, at

our doors,

"^d^ ^ti^^^th
How do the people know of our country of

country
^ opportunity? Here come in the great advertis-
*
ing agencies. Of first importance are the settlers

themselves; they come; they prosper; they write

home to their friends. The successful immigrant
I'e tli^ l^c^f ^Hy^rfict'r.g Rgfn^" Dr. Allan MC"

Laughlin states that 40 per cent, to 55 per cent,

of the immigrants to the United States come on

tickets prepaid by friends in the United States.

The condition in Canada is much the same. One

immigrant put it,

" We better our condition by

selling our physical strength to the Canadian

people. We make money and send it home to

better the condition of those at home." Immi-

grants send back for their relatives. Their

letters are eagerly read by all the friends, often

by the entire village. Next year scores or hun-

dreds decide to come to such a good land.

Next comes the advertising done by the

steamship companies. They and their agents ar^

anxious to secure passengers and offer every ii

ducement. We cannot state the position bette

than by quoting from the 1903 report of thj

American Commissioner-General of Immigra|
tion:

The natural "
i^j^e deplorable political and financial con|

emigration . ,

ditions of the eastern and southern countries

Europe create a large natural emigration t(

our shores. The most convincing PT.ooL.in_t^1
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eyes of the people in these countries of the ex-

ceptional prosperity of our country is the large

sums of money, almost unprecedented to them,

which annually arrive from friends and relatives

residing in the United States. Besides this

natural emigration, however, we are burdened

with a dangerous and most injurious unnatural

immigration which from year to year assumes

larger proportions. This iinnaturaHmmiration
consists of paupers- and assisted emigra nts, and ^n injurious

is induced an(J brou^hir -about- by- the-- utts^ru-

pulous and greeHy activity displaved by a large

number of ag'encies and sub-agencies having jj^
well-estaHlTshed connections in the United States »\

and abroad, apparently unknown to the steam-

ship companies, which activity manifests itself

in the peddling of steamship tickets and pre-

paids on the installment plan, both here and

abroad; the constant agitation and offers of in-

ducements by sub-agents in Europe, occupying

semi-public positions, who in order to earn com-

missions play upon the grievance and suscepti-

bilityof^the__Dlain peasant^ frequently inducing i .

him to^ŝ or mortgage all his bp1nnging<^ for the M^
purpose of raising the necessarv travelling ex-T^
pettsrsT'wHTcli latter transaction is also turned to

profit Fy such agent." \

Then we have the advertising of those who oontract ,

desire to obtain cheap labot^ or to sell land. T °'
,

Again and agam great contractors have sent td I

Europe for their rnen. Perliaps tfie most notable \
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example in the United States was the securing
of Slavs to operate the Pennsylvania coal mines.

Here in Canada the presence of such large num-

^ bers of Hindus and Japanesels doubtless due to

'' inducements offered by those seeking^ cheap

labor.
'""" "^

We all know, too, the part that the real estate

agent has had in encouraging immigration from

the United States. Pamphlets issued by land

companies have been sent broadcast throughout
the Western States.

Charitable During the last few years charitable organ-

societies izations have been responsible for the coming of

many immigrants. In Great Britain, the Salva-

tion Army, the Church Army, and several

Children's Homes have assisted thousands of im-

migrants. So great has been the distress in the

cities of the Old Land that the authorities them-

selves have spent large sums in sending the poor

- to Canada. This Js jnuch the_ e_asie
st and

^^ chea^st way to get rid of them
,; and, from the

Old Country s"tari(lpoint, doubtless highly to be

commended. The various Jewish societies, too.

have been very active in assisting their co-re-

ligionists to emigrate. Many of our Jewish

^^^immigrants have been helped in this way.

OurGoveiy»)v In_Canada the Government itself has become
ment "

*d^®^
an advertising agency. Immigration_^ffic^ have

f
heen_opened in many countries, literature has

A been distributed and Canadian exhibits have

h been shown throughout the country. At every
^— 2IO
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great exhibition Canada has had a splendid dis- ^

play. Lecturers go the round of the villages,
'

and perhaps most effective of all, a bonus of '

$5.00 is paid on each immigrant from certain -

countries who is booked to Canada.

Whether such a
"
progressive immigration

-

policy '[ is the best for Canada is perhaps a mat-

ter of opinion
—

certainly a very vigorous and

successful campaign has been carried on for

some years. We append an extract from the

last report of the Canadian Superintendent of
"'

Immigration ;
the character of the literature is

in'iJicative of the work of the department:
" The volume of work at headquarters has Some adver-

not shown any diminution. In the nine months ^^^^S
litera-

•^ ture used by

ending March 31, 1906, 90,557 attachments were the Goveni-

made to our files
; during the similar period

"^®°*

covered by this report the number of attachments

was 102,956, and during this same period 226,-

358 requests for information, direct and indirect,

were attended to, and 2,957,027 pamphlets, etc.,

were sent out.
'' The following is a statement showing immi-

gration literature ordered during the nine

months referred to:

Gaelic pamphlet 10,000
The Canadian West i, 500

Symposium of Ideas and Prophecies i>5oo
The Canadian West 100,000
Reliable Information 2,000
Western Canada, a Land of Unequalled Oppor-

tunities 2,000
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Great Growth of Western Canada 2,000
Western Canada, a Land of Unprecedented

Progress 2,000
Book of Lectures 200
The Story of Western Canada Crop 300,000
Farm and Ranch Review 5,000
Canadian Year Book 5,000
Prince Edward Island pamphlet 30,000
Immigration Act 40,000
Canada in a Nutshell 100,000
Home Building in Canada 11 5,000
Classes Wanted in Canada 50,000
Land Regulations 50,000
Canada Wants Domestic Servants 50,000
A Travers le Canada 20,000
Illustrated Pamphlet of Winnipeg i,oco

Everyman's Geology of Three Prairie Provinces
of the Canadian West 5,000

Eastern Townships 30,000
Reduced Rates for Settlers 100,000
How to Succeed in Canada 200,000
Canada, Work, Wages and Land (English). . . . 200,000

"
(Danish).... 20,000

"
(Norwegian) . 20,000

•'

(Finnish) .... 20,000
"

(German) . . . 20,000
"

(Swedish). . . . 20,000
"

(French) .... 20,oco
"

(Belgian).... 20,000
Canada, the Land of Opportunity (English). . . . 200,000

(Swedish).... 50,000
•' " " "

(Norwegian). 50,000
(Finnish).... 50,000

(Danish) .... 50,000

(Flemish).... 50,000

(French).... 50,000
Western Canada 500
CHmate of Canada 500
Western Canada Early Days 500
Western Canada Crop Prospects 500
What Canada Possesses 500
Letters from Successful Settlers (French) 20,000
Hangers 50,000
Facts for Settlers 100,000
Last Best West 375,ooo
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Maps.

School Map of Canada (English) 30,000

(French) 5,000
Battleford Map 10,500
Where and How (Folder Map) 100,000

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta Map. . . . 11,000
Small Dominion of Canada Map 5,000

Newspapers.
Alberta German Herald 10,000

Morning Chronicle^ Halifax 1 5,000
Le Courier de V Quest 10,000
Saskatoon Phoenix 10,000

Hungarian paper, Winnipeg 15,000
Polish paper, Winnipeg 10,000
German paper, Battleford 25,000
The Canada (Swedish weekly) 18,000
Der Nordwesten (German) 36,000 ^
Logberg (Icelindic) 36,000
Outdoor Canada 450
Canadian Life and Resources 4, 500

Danebrog (Danish) 9,000
Canada, London, England 18,750
Christmas Globe 200

'* There has been an extraordinary demand f ^®^ P^"^
- - 1 , . 1 T-. • r

*° secure
in recent years for farm help m the Province of farm help

Ontario, and in order to assist as far as possible

in meeting this demand the plan will be tried this

year of employing agents on commission. We —^

have in view somewhere in the neighborhood of

200 men, residing in agricultural centres in this

province, who will, I think, be found willing and

able to render valuable assistance in the (iisixi*

bution _of immigrants of the farm lab
w^erjclass.

A wide distribution of the help coming in will

thus be insured, and the expense to the depart-

ment will be very moderate, as we will only pay
for work actually done.
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Women
immigrants

Ottawa Valley
Immigration
Aid Society

Working for

Quebec

"
The operations of the department for the

fractional fiscal year in the United States are

reported on by the Inspector of Agencies, Mr.

White, and the medical service is dealt with in

Dr. Bryce's report.
"

I have received a report from the Women's
National Immigration Society, 87 Osborne

Street, Montreal, showing that, during the nine

months ending the 31st March, 1908, 393 immi-

grants passed through the home maintained by
this society at the above address, and the secre-

tary states that the class of women arriving was

most satisfactory, and that all are doing well.
" The Ottawa Valley Immigration Aid

Society, which received some financial assistance

from the department, has continued to do good
work during the year, the society's register

showing an average of something over 200

visitors per month, and a large distribution of

advertising matter. From the annual report I

learn that the society arranged for ten lectures,

and directed the placing of 661 settlers—350 in

New Ontario, 190 in New Quebec, and 121 in

the Western Provinces.
" The active and useful work carried on for a

number of years by the Quebec and Lake St.

John Repatriation and Colonization Society of

the Province of Quebec has now been taken over

by our department, and the secretary and some

other members of the staff of the society have

become employees of the department. Offices in
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l^lconnection with this special work are now main-

stained in Quebec and in Biddeford, Maine, and

le arrangement is, I think, Hkely to be pro-

luctive of good results.

" Your obedient servant,

" W. D. Scott,
"
Superintendent of Immigration."
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XIX.

EFFECTS .0F:IMMIGRATI0N.
"

It is extremelyundesirable that thousands of foreigners
of questionable value from a mental, moral and physical
point of view should be allowed to freely invade well-

governed and prosperous communities. They underbid
the labor market , raise important arid YPYHt^^ns mnniripnl
qiiestinnsj §]jain charitable resources to the utmgstjjn-
crease th e cost oPgovernrnehi7expose afhealthy people
o rontaprJQnt; rliqpa<;pc; common to the poorer classes of

Europe, rnmipt tIT7"hr>f|y prviiti^^ and in every way com-
plic'Hte a situation none too simple at best."— Wheipley.

" So far as mere commercial and material progress is

, concerned, a heterogeneous people may be as successful

7\,'; as any. But where depth and not breadth is concerned,
that freedom from distraction and multiplicity which
results from the prevalence of a distinct type and the

'

iinjyersality of certain standards and ideals seems almost
« essential to the development of extraordinary products in
J any line."—Hall.

t»-
"
Foreign immigration into this country has from the

time it first assumed large proportions amounted not, to

a nfiinforcement of our populatjon but_ji replacement of

;^

^ nftjjvp
ijA^^Joreign stock. . '. '. The XmerTcan~^ratik

'^

^ from the in'cTustrial'TDmpetition thus thrust upon him.-
1

1(1
He was unwilling^ himself to engage in the lowest kind of

day^labor with these new elements of population ; he was
even more unwiUing to bring sons and daughters into

the world to enter into that competition. The more
rapidly foreigners came inter the United States the
smaller was the rate of increase, not merely among the
native population separately, but throughout the popula-
tion of the country as a whole."—F. A. Walker.

The effects of
\jPrescott F. Hall, in his splendid work on

are fourfold Immigration and Its Effect upon the United
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States, classifies the effects under four divisions

—racial, economic, social, and
political. We '

cannot do better than adopt his classification, at

the same time urging our readers to study care- y
fully this problem, which is essentially the same L yh/
for the United States and Canada. \

J. i^aaa/£
^gc^^,--America

is not American. To-day the

Canada will not remain Canadian. During the
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^j^

'

first half of the past century there came to be a

fairly well-defined American type
—that is, the

true American had certain distinctive physical,

mental, and social characteristics. But so great

has been the alien immigration that it is a ques-

tion whether the older American type will pre-

dominate. New England was English, America

is to-day, in many respects, more nearly German
,

or Irish than it is English. If the Slavic or 'J

Latin elements predominate, what will it become ?

We in Canada are at the beginning^ of the a plea for the *

procesy-and rnn only , speculate as to the rcs^dt. ^est environ- r

^ =' ^ ment for our s

It is conceivable that the various races coming immigrants ^^f\
to us might remain absolutely distinct. Canada y i^ ,\>

would then simply be a congeries of races. But ^^ '^^ ^-

such a condition is not possible. Some peoples

may not intermarry. The Mongolians, the (>^

Hindus, and the negroes will probably remain V

largely distinct. Even then the presence of these

has a very decided influence on the other races. \

The Southern States would have had a vastly

different history if the slaves had never been

imported, "^e presence of incompatible ele-
Jj^
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ments rhanges the entire^sociaj and political life

a_CiiUntry; it is.,a-fata] harrier to tfie highest
onal-life^ /But in time most of these peoples

will intermarry—Slavs and Celts, Latins and

Germans, Hungarian and Semitic peoples, in

varying combinations and proportions. From a

physical standpoint, what will be the result?

Mentally and morally, what type will prevail?

Each has something to contribute. What form

will each take in combination? All are poured
into the crucible, vl Who can guess the resultant

•

product ?

It would be an interesting study to trace

some of the modifications that are already taking

place in the English people in Canada, some of

them due to the presence of other peoples, some

of them to environment. In a score of ways,

Canadian -English .afe^'^et' the Old Country-typs.
But we must cross to the United States to see

these modifications carried a little further. Phy-

sically and socially, what a difference! And
these differences in type are bound to react on

all our institutions. Grasserie compares the

government possible in Latin and Germanic

,
countries :

Germanic
" The ethnic character has a profound influ-

andiatm
^^^ ^^ ^-^^ choice between the two modes of

nations \

') government. With some peoples individual

IF .'^ autonomy — independence of character — is

^^
''Strongly traced; for example, among the Ger-

manic nations. Each one engages
jonlyj

his ex-
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licme exterior in society. With nations of such c

tciiiperament family hfe is strongly developed; >

the home is the sacred ark. With some other y

peoples
—with the Latin nations in general

—it ^

is quite different. The autonomy is less refrac- r v-^

tory, they]like to live in society, (and prefer to

discharge the functions of thinking and wishing

upon others. The will not being carefully culti-

vated, it diminishes, and the State acts for the •

individual." .^^--T
"

\ V^rj jiecidedly the social life and ideals of Affected by

the people of the United States have been jj^
'*®®®

.

affected by alien races.I Already government— *W^-\^^^^^-~^^

especially the goverhrrTeht in the cities wheire the
'

^tjW
proporfibh of foreigners is greatest

—is being \ ^i*^*^ J^
modified to a large"' extent. ^ '0

g/J^ \M'^^

We can already perceive changes in Canada. *^^ ^ , ,

The Westerner differs from the Easterner, not >
. v"^ Jv**

merely because East is East and West is West, '/J

but because of the mixed characteiLX>f thg^popu-*

kition_ofjtii£_3^st. The character of the East-

ern cities, too, is changing. The people on the

street differ in physique from those of a decade

ago. Social distinctions, hitherto unknown, are f>

being recognized. A hundred years from now •

who and what shall we be?
^.^i

There is an ujifounded optimisrn that confi-^p
iiently asserts that all this mingling of the races /f^0
is in the highest interest of our country. We \

uet the strength of the North, the beauty of the
j

South, and the wasdom of the East; such is the /
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line of thought often presented in after-dinner

speeches.

We, too, must confess to a certain opti-

mism, based not altogether on natural law, that

«
ultimately a higher type may be developed. In

.^1/ the older ana more permanent races and civil-

'^'"^ izations there is little variation from type; they
^ are conservative, fixed, stationary. But with

. j *the mingling of the races there is a greater

tendency to variation. The newer nations are

in a state of ^unstable equilibrium. They^ are

capable of being moved, of developing. There

is the opportunity for change. Will the change
be for better or worse?

, Surely the whole conception of evolution is

Viounded on the implicit faith that the world is

moving toward higher things, and that spiritual

forces are destined to prevail. Example, train-

ing, higher motives, religious impulses are more

potent than race characteristics, and will deter-

mine the future of our people.

JI.. Bconomic^ Effects. ^^ There: has been

IS -much "discussion as to the "value of the immi-

vj^rant. vlmmigrantsjfrgn^^ United-States to

9 Canada have often brought thousaird§~of dollars.

This seems to be a straight gain to the country.

^ut the amount of money brought from otEer

^countries is not great. -^Hall has prepared the

following table, which shows the amount of

\^ money per capita owned by the immigrants at

the port of entry in 1900 ;
this will be approxi-

What will

determine
our future ?

The money
value of the

immigrants
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mately as true for the same nationalities in

Canada as any table that could be compiled from

Canadian statistics:

Scotch $41 51 Syrian $14 31

Japanese 39 59 Chinese 13 98
English 38 90 Finnish 13 06
French yj 80 Croatian and Sla-

Greek 28 70 vonian 12 51
German 2853 Slovak 11 69
Bohemian and Mo- Ruthenian (Rus-

ravian 23 12 niak) 10 51

Italian (Northern) 22 49 Portuguese ...... 10 47
Dutch and Flemish 21 00 Magyar 10 39
Cuban 19 34 Polish 9 94
Scandinavian .... 16 65 Italian (Southern) 8 84
Russian 14 94 Hebrew 867
Irish 14 50 Lithuanian 7 96

Vin many cases the amount brought in will

be more than offset by the money sent out of

the. country to prepay the immigrant's ticket. It .

will readily be seen that the immigrant's value »^^y^

lies not in whaLhe has, but in what he is.
"

How much is he worth? Many have tried How to

to estimate the money cost of
"
raising

"
a man ^^j^^ ^^ an

or woman, and have reckoned it at from $500 immigrant

to $1,000. But such calculations are useless. A
man's value to the country consists not in what ^^a-

he costs , but in what h£ can do—and does^^^
Those who are physically strong can do much
of the rough worKof a new land. But if they

j

.

are ignorant or immoral, it is decidedly a ques- 1/^ X

tion as to whether they are, in the long run,

worth much to the country. Some come in and
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^ V^owd out native workers. In this case the net

result IS fallier (JoubLtul.

Hall, after an exhaustive study, declares:

Foreign labor stands as a constant menace to

the progress of the American laborer, and a

check to his advancement. The moment foreign

labor can do no harm to the native standard of

^^.,_Jiving it ceases to come
;

while the moment

/"^ ccmditions here improve, immigration comes to

shaire in and limit the improvement.^
Cheap labor I // The general law seems to be that cheapjabor

st^dard of \^^^"4i to jrive^ out higher-priced laborand lower

living
-'*'

tlie standards of living. The operation of this

y law is seen very clearly in the anthracite coal

region. F. J. Warnef in his study^j^f the Slav

'
invasipn^ says :

"
Primarily and essentially this struggle wa?

a conflict between two widely different standards

of living. The English-speaking mine-worker

wanted a home, v/ife, and children. A picture

J K, - of that home represented, usually, a neat, two-

i^ . story frame house, with a porch and yard

^^ vr » attached. He wanted a carpet on the best room,

f^\ pictures on the wall, and the house to be other-

wise attractive. In that home he wanted none

but his own immediate family, or very near

relatives. His wife he liked to see comfortably

and fairly well dressed. For his children he had

ambitions which required their attendance at the

little red schoolhouse on the hill. He was a

type of man whose wants were always just
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beyond his wages, with the tendency for these

wants to increase.
"

It cannot be said that all English-speaking
mine-workers had exactly the same standard,

but the tendency with all of them was toward

one nearly uniform standard, and that a com-

paratively high one. This standard cannot be

measured in money, because of the varying ele-

ments entering into its composition among dif-

ferent mine-workers, even of the same nation-

ality. It is true that lower standards of living

were continually coming into the region; but

these were brought in, for the most part, by
men of the same English-speaking races, the

later arrivals being quickly absorbed and soon

made to conform to the higher standard through

family ties, intermarriage, and imitation.
"
But in marked contrast to all this was the , „ ^

mode of life of the Slav mine-worker. Escap-
^'

ing, as he was, from an agricultural environ-

ment which had barely supplied food, clothing,

and shelter, the Slav came single-handed, alone-

Wife and children he had none, nor wished foc--|*

them. Placed in the anthracitF fe'g1'on~by~'fKe
j*

force of circumstances, without either the time f

or the means or the knowledge, even if he had

the mental quality, to look elsewhere for work, :

the Slav could only supply his pressing physical

demands by selling his labor. Under such con- |

ditions he was satisfied to live in almost any 1

kind of a place, to wear almost anything that «
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would clothe his nakedness, and to eat any kind

of food that would keep body and soul together.
" The Slav was content to live in a one-room

hut, built by his own hands, on a hillside near

the mine, of driftwood gathered at spare mo-
ments from along the highway, and roofed with

tin from discarded powder-cans; or he crowded

into the poorer and cheaper living sections of

the large mining towns. He was not particular

with whom or with how many he lived, except
that he wanted them to be of his own nation-

ality^

What^a^Jhe effect on the_English-speaking
ininer?

" Not only did many voluntarily leave

the industry; not only were workers being
«* forced out of the mines, but many were com-
a pelled to lower their standard of living; others

were prevented from raising their standard,

while to many the struggle to exist became a

most severe battle for the necessaries of life.

The pressure on some miners was so great as to

force their boys of tender years into the breaker

and their girl children into the silk mill, in order

that their pittance might ^dd to the family

income. This competition affected the lives of

hundreds of thousands of people; it even deter-

'' mined the number of births in a community, as

well as influenced powerfully the physical and

mental qualities of those born into the world

under such stress of conditions. Like all great

fires, it had its beginning in small things
—in the
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/
desire of the managers of capital to secure a

lower cost of production; in the abihty of one

group of men to live on less than another

group."

J^Small wonder if trades and labor unions The
economicxp*

cannot view with equanimity the introduction of
im^ffration ^^

tens of thousands of Jewish and Italian workers T
in the Eastern cities, or of Chinese and Japanese
or Hindus on the West coast. Hall sums up^^.
"
In conclusion, it may be said that the chief

economic effects of immigration have been the

settling of the new portions of the country, the

exploiting its industries more speedily than

would otherwise have been possible, the develop-

ment of the factory system, and stimulating the

invention and use of machinery requiring no

great skill for its operation. Immigration has

also resulted in the greater organization of in-

dustry and the stratification of society. All

these things doubtless would have come to pass

sooner or later without immigration, but the

influx of such large numbers of producers has

probably hastened their advent."

There is no doubt that our construction work True pros- *

could not have been pushed forward so rapidly ^^JJalTnd^

without the great numbers of unskilled laborers social welfare

who have come to us. There is no doubt
that^

*

A^oL'ti
a large immigration means general prosperity—>

"»

v\*\^^

he

las 1

at least for a time. The immigrant must have

food and' clothing and houses and implements

This makes trade good. vF'ortunatelv for us in
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^
Canada^ we have had vast areas of land to be

^settled, and so far a large percentage of the

> immigrants have gone to the country. But as

I ^more and more remain in the cities, we shall

U find competition keener. Now there is room'

for all. Within a few y^^^s thf people with

|\
lower standards of living will drive out other

•"^
C(5mpeHtors7 The economic question becomes

I

*

aTsocial question. Our resources must be de^

velbped, but why such haste ?0.";Can we afford,

for the sake of immediate gain, to sacrifice those

r
standards and ideals which we have most care-

fully cherished? True prosperity cannot be

measured by the volume of trade or bank clear-

consists in the social and moral welfare

people.

Th^ competi-., ^
" The competition of races is the competition

of standards of living. ... As rapidly as a

AK Tace rises in the scale of living and, through or-

'^
ganization, begins to demand higher wages and

resist the pressure of long hours and over-exer-

tion, the employers substitute another race, and

the process is repeated. Each race comes from

a country lower in the scale than that of the

7precedmg, until hnally the en^s of the earth

have been ransacked in the search for low stan-

dards of living, combined with patient indus-

triousness. Europe has been exhausted, Asia

has been drawn upon, and there remain but

* \three regions of the temperate zones from which

-f^^ still lower standard can be expected.
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are China, Japan, and India. The Chinese have k

been excluded by law, the Japanese are coming V
in increasing numbers, and the Indian coolies

remain to be experimented npnn "—Jny^p
"R ^

Commons, in March (1904) Chautauquan.
III. . Social B ifects of Immigration.— i. immigration

p-Ouperism.^lt
is almost impossible to obtain deiTon charity

statistics concerning" the number of immigrants organizations

who are dependent on our various charities. Our *?

large immigration, too, is so recent that such

figures would be almost valueless. vTo anyone,

however, who knows the conditions it is evident/ /

that immigration means a very heavy burden!

upon all our charitable institutions. ^
The situation in the United States is clearly

indicated in the following excerpt from the

Report of the Associated Charities of Boston,

1824:

©^As we face the fact that nearly all those

applying to us were of foreign birth or parent- ^jf**^ ^>

age, that they included representatives of some ^"^ Ay

fifteen different nations, and that inefficiency iT (y

and lack of capacity were really the prevalent

difficulties, we feel the importance of having ^g
< .changes made in our laws as to immigrants.

This is a primal necessity., The recent immi- '

grants have been, generally speaking, much in-

ferior to those who came in earlier times. They
ire lowering the average standard of citizenship

n our country, and such immigration must be

:hecked before we can adequately deal with the

problems of pauperism and crime in our cities."!
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Hall calls attention to another important
h aspect of the question:

''

Muchj^f the pauperism

\ due to recent immigration is, therefore, not to be
'

/ ^
J

found*!!! the ranks ot the immigrants themselves,

J
but among those^^ho are displaced by their

/ presence."
—^ ^

\^ The conditions in Montreal are set forth at

^^ /^ length in the Report of the Secretary of the

^- ^^ Charity Organization Society of Montreal, 1905 :

As Montreal <c^^^ question of immigration in Montreal
views tne ^ °

problem has become much more acute during the past

year, and we can see nothing ahead of ^s but

that the difficulty will yearly increase with the

national growth of the Dominion. You will

remember last spring how we, as a city, were

k confronted with the serious problem of about one

v^ ,
thousand Italians, without funds, without

^v.)^ friends, unemployed, on our streets, and that a
^''

public subscription for bread had to be opened
for them. A much more serious problem would

have been upon us during the past winter in the

arrival of not far from two thousand Hebrews

f from Russia, had it not been for the generosity

of a gentleman of that faith, we understand, in

London, who kindly sent a cheque for a large

amount for the care of these unfortunate men.

. . . During the last six months we have
<-' experienced great difficulty with immigrants

*yjir
from the British Isles, who came out in mid-

winter with only two or three pounds on their

person upon arrival at the winter ports, either
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of Halifax or St. John, and, of necessity, a

major part of this money had to be spent in

transportation to Montreal, with the result of

their coming to us penniless, or nearly so. . . .

"They (the United States Bureau of Immi-

gration in Canada) report that from the years

1901 to 1905 they rejected more than ten thou-

sand applicants for certificates to enter the

United States. If this is true, it would be inter-

esting to know what became of these ten thou-

sand people whom the Government across the

line did not consider fit persons to become citi-

zens of the United States. . . . Surely the™^
Dominion of Canada, with all its needs for

large pnpiilatinn tn ^^ve]op resources, cannot

affor(rtoTe]populated with outcasts from-all

countrieO-U Europe, thrown to be a burden on

us by the United States officials in our midst."

In Toronto, during the past winter (1907-8)^ .

there was much distress. The greater number / ^*

of those in need were recent arrivals from Eng-
|

land.

A memorial presented by the Toronto and

Montreal Boards of Trade states that of 243
1 patients treated in Muskoka Sanitarium 83 were
'

foreign-born.

The following statements, made by the Hon.

Mr. Hanna in the Ontario Legislature, show the

conditions even in Ontario—one of the provinces

least affected by foreign immigration:

During 1907 there were 1,163 admitted to
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The

percentage
.
of foreigners
in asylums

(V^

20 per cent,

of Ontario's

population
is foreign

I

^^
Toronto

"^ Asylum

asylums of the province, of whom 346 were for-

eign-born. During the past five years the per-

centage of foreigners admitted to these institu-

tions had increased from twenty to thirty per
cent., while Canadian-born patients had decreased
from eighty to seventy per cent. In the same
period-^from 1903 to^igo/—the cost of main-

^ tenance oT^fomgn-bonT^p^tienfT^had increased
'^

froffr$24A[pQ_iQ feiT744l;o . While the for-

eign-born of the entire adult population were

only twenty per cent., the total admissions to

asylums' from that class was . thirty per cent.

Xhe figures showed the necessity of effective

ymethodsJo_prevent jhe dumjpmg oF'undesirabie^

byTriends and others, aided by charitable ^sso^

ciations,.with no other object than to get rid of

the^j:£spnn.sibi1it;^o f their maintenance. Taking
into consideration the probable length of life of

these patients, the cost of maintaining those

admitted in 1907 alone would amount to

$1,487,038.80, without including any proportion
for capital expenditure.

Of the estimated total population of the

province over sixteen years of age, 1,209,308
were Canadians and 291,675 fjDreigners^ or

twenty per cent, of the whole. At the same

time, of the^ commitments to j ail thirty-eight per

cent«.,:^£rp nf joreign birth, and the cost of pro-
^ Viding for t^ ^^m pimnnnff^rl fn ^^T ^^/[^A^

^Toronto Asylum gave a practical illustration,

of the position. Of 262 persons admitted, less
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1. Galician women picking potatoes on a Western prairie.

2. Milkwoman. The International Dairy, Winnipeg, Man.
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than half were Canadians. Of course, many of ^^^ v *C:

the foreign-born had been resident in Canada for ^
^
c^

some years ; but no less than seventy-seven were ^^^
recent arrivals, who should have been deported ^J

'

if a satisfactory law had been in force. The

majority of those people should not have been/
allowed to enter Canada. Owing to technicali-

ties, only twenty-four came within the require-

ments of the Deportation Act, and therefore

Ontario had to assume the cost of maintaining

forty-three. V That meant that the province would

have to expend $224,000 for the support of

people who had not the slightest claim for their

consideration. No matter how it was regarded,

the picture was one that could not be contem-

plated with equanimity. The figures, he claimed,

showed that a proportion of insane among ;'

arrivals wa-s twenty-six times greater than it

should be, and there was a strong;_suspicion that
../^ ,

many were deliberately sent out from Great v V/ \t^'

Britain to be g^ot rid of. An analysis showed'fAX.J

that whole families of degenerates were included

among arrivals, and weaklings of all objection-

able types were represented, as well as many
,vith criminal records. By deportation it was

estimated that $450,000 had been saved to the

province. The total deportations amounted to

108 since 1896. ..—-i^ ,^'^(

In Winnipeg reUef^js given largely to those Winnipeg's

who have come to this country within the past poor and sick ^
few years. The most numerous class is that
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shorn Great Britain. There are many needy

Jews, but the Jewish charitable organizations

are largely responsible for their welfare.

The last report of the Winnipeg General

Hospital shows the nationality of the patients as

follows :

Canada 2,086

England 960
Scotland 281

United States ...... 201

Galician 128

Sweden 118

Germany 113
Poland 49
Denmark 21

Norway 49
Italy 14

Ireland 151
Iceland 107
Austria 107
Russia 231
Wales 18

France 5

Switzerland 2

Belgium 4
Roumania 20

Others and unknown 76

Total 4,741

x/lIt will be seen that non-Canadians are out

of all proportion to their number in the country,
and it should be understood that a very much

larger percentage of these are charity patients.

The following table shows the nationality of

chiMren^ cared f£r by the Children's Aid Society

of Winnipeg:

Irish 24
Canadian 147
French half-breed . . 17

English 97
Galician 36
United States 9
Polish 9
Swedish 4

Austrian i

French 7

German 21

Icelandic 5

Welsh 6

Negro I

Russian 3
Scotch 12
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We do not attempt to base any definite con-

clusions upon these figures. .Many considera-

tions enter into the problem. But we must not

forget that, while it has its benefits, immigration

also brings very heavy burdens. Many of our
^

immigrants arcbdow the average in their own.Ar
countries. -j^

2. Physical Condition:^— Statistics in the Effects of
-^

_
'•—

immigration
United States show that the foreign-born

'*

fur- upon the
. , , , , . ,

.
, . ,

public health .
:.

nished two and one-third times their normal -^1%^

proportion of insane. Thev have be n̂the^cause,^A^ ^
'

of epidemics and of the spread of much infec- *yy
^

tion^"". . . Favus and trachoma were prac-
^

.

-

tically unknown in the United States before the

immigration from Southern and Eastern Europe. /

. . . Probably the worst effect of immigra- ^
tion upon the public health is not the introduc-

tion or spread of acute diseases, but of krge
numbers of person s of poor physique who tend 'y
to lower the general vig^or of the community." • (i?)^
—HnlL CP-'^^ I

How far this is true of Canada we cannot Canadian
ATM 1

• X medical
yet say. The same classes are coming to us as inspection

to the United States. The Canadian medical

inspection is becoming more strict, and yet, as ''^^"^
the chief medicaT^officeF'saysiirhis last report:

^^
"
Remembering that the immigrants are ex- 7^S A

amined in groups often of i,ooo and over, and X \(f^^\A.
that as many as 7,000 have arrived in a single UJl-

day, it will be understood that no attempt is
^
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made to make a clinical examination of persons

who are not obviously in poor health."

The following tables from the departmental

reports are of interest. They show the effort

that is being made to admit only
''
the fit."

But, with such a superficial examination, many
diseased persons must pass unnoticed; and it

may well be doubted if all who are released are

permanently cured—e.g., out of 991 detained

because of trachoma, 766 were released. But

let each read these tables for himself, and draw

his own conclusions.
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TABLE I.

Statement by Nationalities of Number of Immigrants debarred admission Not allowed
to Canada during the Fiscal Year, 1906-07 (9; months).

*0
^^}^^Canada

Nationality.

Austrian
Gdlician

Magyar
Ruthenian
Slovak
Chinese
French
German
English
Scotch
Irish

West Indian ,

Greek
Hebrew
Hebrew, Russian
Italian

Japanese
Poles
Poles, Austrian .

Poles, Russian ..

Roumanian
Russian
Finns
Icelandic
Swedes
Turks,
Armenians ..'

Syrians
From U.S.A
India

Total
Arrivals.

562

1,652
347
303
146
92

1,314
1,889

41,156
10 729

3,404
64
545
544

5,802
5,114
2,042
144
375
492
431

1,927
1,049

46

1,077
232
208
277

34,659
2 124

Totals 118,746 164
j

34 241

Atlantic
Ports. Totals.

15

99

2
1

17
119

405

15

35

3
2
3
1

5
2

46
6
5
1

1

1

27
30
100

3
]

10
1

31

3
4
4
3
2
1

17
119

440
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Kicfiln?
"

'I'his table, always interesting to the casual

reader, is important, not only in indicating

^ results compared with previous years, but also

V the degree to which the various peoples are im-

pressed with the restrictions placed upon unde-

sirable immigrants. As remarked in previous i

years, of the total number, those destined to thej

United States show the proportionately largest

number, there being 34 in a total of 198 at

Atlantic ports, as compared with 164 destined]

for Canada, while the total immigrants destined

to the United States were 17,887, as compared!
with 101,715 to Canada. The number of Bptish'

debarred at Atlantic ports was 54, or i in 1,033,

as compared with i in 1,669 ^^ 1905-6. This

NT increase, as compared with last year, of 3 to 2 in

British rejections, is very worthy of note, since

it has been the rule that the larger the
totalj

immigration of any class the proportion detained'

is fewer, and British immigration has been

greater than for the same period of the previous

year. The English rejections were as i in 935 ;

the Scotch as i in 1,788, and the Irish as i in

851.
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TABLE II.

Statement giving the Diseases and other Causes for which Immigrants
were detained at the ports of entry—Quebec, Montreal, Halifax.

St. John, Victoria, Vancouver and New York, during

the Fiscal Year. 1906-07 (9 months).

Class of Disease. Cause of Detention. •^ s
G <u

;z;«i:2;p

:- o

1 Contagious diseases Chicken pox . .

Typhoid fever

2, General diseases

3. The eye

4. Nervous system

Mumps
Measles

Totals

Lupus
Tuberculosis
Alcoholism
Delirium tremens ,

Rheumatism
Malarial fever . . .

Fever

Totals

Trachoma
Conjunctivitis
Ulc-r of eye
Cataract
Ophthalmia neonatorum
Blind
Partially blind

Spinal disease .

Paralysis
Convulsions . . .

Apoplexy
Feeble-minded .

Melancholia ...

Hysteria
Insane
Epilepsy
Pott's disease .

Paralysis of leg.

Totals

25

991
1793

Totals 2802

766*

1756
1

"i

2

2526

13

12

200 76

*
1 died.
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TABLE II,— Continued,

Statement giving the Diseases and other Q,2i\x%^?..—Continued.

Class if Disease.
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STABLE W.— Continued.

StatemcDt giving the Diseases and other Causes.—Continued,

Class of Disease. Cause of Detention.
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Those who
were "turned
back "

"
Table III. shows the fate, so to speak, of

the unfortunates in the great stream of favored

people who have found their way to a new home
in Canada. In all 201 have been sent out of Can-
ada for some cause, of whom 157 were English,
8 Irish, 12 Scotch, and of the others, Galicians 4,

French 2, Swedish 4, Italian i, from the United
States 5, Hebrew 3, Hungarian i, Finnish I,

Danish i, and Welsh 2.

TABLE IV.

Statement showing the Number and Nationality of Immigrants
deported after admission to Canada during the three

Fiscal Years 1904-05, '05-06, '06-07.

Nationality.
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" While it is apparent that the number in An analysis

some instances is too small to draw conclusions aJ^
from^ yet several nationalities show continued /
freedom from deported cases. For instance,

Only one Italian was deported this year as a

criminal, and none in either previous year,

although there were 16,546 Italian immigrants
in the three years. Evidently they~are remark-

ably free from insanity and tuberculosis, and in ^
the latter cases this may be due to their outdoor

life in sunny Italy. . While the people of the

United States stand first in the list as regards
freedom from deportation, it will be understood

that, their being mostly agriculturists in the

North-West and having resources will prevent

their defectives from becoming, to a large

extent, a burden upon the public. It is probable,

too, that the remarkable interest and care taken
•

by the Russian Hebrews for their own people

I
is an explanation, in part, of the few deported;

but it is probable that the fear of a forced

j

return to Russia is an impelling force prevent-
'

ing their sick from becoming dependent inmates

of pubH^^instifeit^^'^^-"

3. IlEUxa£^^^A—lt is no light thing to intro- ^

;
duce into our country tens of thousands of non-

I English-speaking immigrants.-^ Ignorance of our-

language is a barrier that largely isolates these

i peoples from us and our institutions ;
and behind

I

the language is the foreign mind and training

which still further separates them from us. But
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more serious still is the fact that manyofthe
ir|imi'g-rant<^ ^vf- illiterates, uiieducated even in

their own language.

Illiteracy for According^ to the Report of the United
European -, . ^
nations States Commissioner of Education, the follow-

illiteracy for European

#-

ing is the

nations :

general

Countries. Per cent. Category of Population

German Empire o. 1 1 Male.

Sweden and Norway .... o, 1 1 Male.

Denmark o. 54 Male.

Finland 1.60 Male and female over

Switzerland 0.30 Male. [10 years.
Scotland 3. 57 Male and female.

Netherlands 4-oo Male.

England 5.80 Male and female.

France 4.90 Male.

Belgium 12.80 Not given.
Austria 23,.8o Not given.
Ireland 17.00 Male and female.

Hungary 28. 10 Male.

Greece 30.00 Male and female.

Italy 38.30 Male.

Portugal 79.00 Male and female.

Spain 68. 10 Male.

Russia 61.70 Male.

Servia 86.00 Male.

Roumania 89.00 Male.

The following table, showing the illiteracy

of the different races contributing more than

2,000 immigrants each to the United States in

1904, will be largely true for Canada:
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alician children with some of our W. M. S. workers at Edmonton, Alta.

2. A kitcheugarden class of foreign children at All Peoples' Mission,

Winnipeg, Man.
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Northern and Western Europe.

{chiefly Teutonic and Celtic.)

Scotch 0.6 Irish 3.4
Scandinavian 0.7 Dutch and Flemish. . 4.1

English 1.3 German 4.8
Bohemian and Mora- Italian (North) 12.6

vian 1.8

Finnish 2.7 Average of above. . 4.0
French 3,2

Southern and Eastern Europe.

{Chiefly Slavic and lberic.)

Spanish 9.8 Croatian & Slovenian 36.1

Magyar 14.1 Bulgarian, Servian and
Greek 23.6 Montenegrin 45.4
Russian 26.0 Lithuanian 54.1
Slovak 27.9 Itah'an (South) 54.2
Roumanian 31.7 Ruthenian 58.8

Dalmatian, Bosnian Portuguese 67.5
and Herzegovinian 35.6 ^

Polish 35.8 Average of above . . 42.6

Other Races.

Chinese 8.2 Hebrew 23.3
Cuban 8.7 African (black) 23.7

Japanese 21.6 Syrian 54.7

We add another rather curious table, which imteracF
and poverty

shows the general connection between illiteracy *

and poverty:
" '

United States Immigrants Arriving at Port of New York
1899.

Per cent. Money brought
Race. Illiterates. per capita.

Southern Italians 46.56 $8.79
Ruthenians 45-83 9.53

Syrians 41.22 13-95
Poles 28.39 IO-37
Germans 4.43 29.18
British 2.43 29.5 1
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I Y The more illiterate the less money. It should

be remembered that the foreigners coming to

us in the largest numbers are the Southern

Italians and Ruthenians, or, as the latter are

commonly called, Galicians.

The result of the incoming of immigrants
will be that the average educational stanHmg of

he people will be lowered] and if school
^

>/ attendance is not made^obligatory, it will be

greatly and^ermanently lowered.

^4. Crime.^^he situation in the United States

may be presented in the following statements

from Hall:
<ipy

ndu/K ''Roughly spfaling^ the foreigners furnish

among'^Jr nlore tlian fynVp a<^ jTtany criminals, two and
foreigners 'I ./

, . , f^

^^'/t

Crime and!
insanity

\;^

®

' /bne-third times as many insane, ana three times

^ as many paupers as the native element.
' "

In addition to the cost of supporting per-

sons actually in institutions, there is a far larger

;ost for increased police and sanitary inspectors,

for law Courts -and machinery "oT justice, for

private charity, for public education, and for the

effects of physical and moral contagion upon the

rest of the population.
" We might endure the criminality of the

adult immigrants with more composure if we

N had any assurance that their children would be

as orderly as the native-born. But we find just

the opposite to be the fact. The children of

immigrants are, therefore, twice as dangerous

as the immigrants themselves."
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4

The immigration to Canada has been so
"^^

recent that here, again, we have no statistics on

which to base conclusions of any value. The

annual police returns for Winnipeg for 1907
show that immigrants are fairly prominent in

the police court, more so than their numbers

would warrant.

The following were the nationalities of the Foreigners in

offenders: §fS?
Canadian 1,541 Welsh 17

English 992 Italians 15
Scotch 693 Assyrians 14
Irish 452 Austrians 19
Galician 379 Chinese 10

American 304 Indians 6
German 140 Bohemians 7
Swedes 128 Ruthenians 8

Icelanders 72 Australians 6

French 58 Roumanians 4
Hebrews 95 Bukowinians 5 .

Negroes 107 Finlanders 5

Poles 76 Hollanders 5

Halfbreeds 86 Mexicans 4
Russians 37 Swiss 2

Norwegians 31 Greeks 6

Hungarians 25 Belgians 13
Danes 21

the foreigners
TV. Political Effects.—Already our immi- The'vote of

grants are making themselves felt in our political

life. They soon obtain the franchise, and their

votes are too numerous to be disregarded. ^^

Among nearly all the races there are political .

clubs. The political parties find it to their ^
nterest to^ maintain newspapers in the various
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leading languages. The non-English are fre-

quently settled in
"
colonies," so that they have

Virtually the balance of power.^Canada's future

f^Sy J/yl
ies with her immigrants . Anothex word of

^7^\ W'arning from the United States: ''The hetero-

,, / geneity of these races tends to promote passion,

/ localism and despotism, and to make impossible

: free co-operation for the public welfare."—Hall.
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THE CITY.
^^^^'•"^^^T^

y f a

i So important is the city, and so g^reat its The challenge
1 . , , .

^
. ,^ of the city

problems, that it demands a section to itself.

One book dealing with this subject should be in

the hands of all our readers,
" The Challenge of

the City," by Josiah Strong.

We cannot do better in this necessarily brief

treatment than quote certain passages which may
at once state the situation and stimulate further

study :

" The social problem is the problem of man's

relation to his fellows, which relations have \

been wonderfully multiplied and complicated by
the industrial revolution. )Aln the city, which is

the most characteristic product of the new

civilization, these relationships are more numer-

ous and more intimate than elsewhere; and it is ,

here that the evil effects of mal-adjustment are \J

most pronounced.
"

''If now it is true of modern civilization that The modern..... ., . - city
materialism is its suprerne peril, pre-eminently

true is it Sf American civilization; and if

material growth finds its comparative in the New
World, the modern city furnishes its superlative.

The
,

modern city is at the same time the most

characteristic product and the best exponent of
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modern civilization, and beyond a doubt it will

determine the civilization of the future."

From the '*At the beginning: of the nineteenth century
country to

o o j

the city the United States had only six cities of 8,000 or

more; in 1880, 286; in 1890, 443; and in 1900,

545, among which are some of the greatest cities

of the earth. In 1800 less than 4 per cent, of our

population was urban; in 1900, 33 per cent. In

1800 Montreal had a population of 7,000; in

1850, of 60,000, and in 1907, of 400,000.

Toronto had 9,000 inhabitants in 1834, 25,000 in

1850, and 250,000 in 1907, an increase in less

than sixty years of 1,000 per cent. Some have

supposed that this remarkable movement of

population from country to city was due to the

exceptional conditions of a new civilization

which would pass with time.

o?th?city^
" ^^^ ^^^^ growth is not peculiar to new

civilizations. London is probably two thousand

years old, and yet four-fifths of its growth was

added during the past century. From 1850 to

1890 Berlin grew more rapidly than New York.

Paris is now five times as large as it was in

1800. Rome has increased 50 per cent, since

1890. St. Petersburg has increased five-fold in

a hundred years. Odessa is a thousand years

old, but nineteen-twentieths of its population

were added during the nineteenth century. Bom-

bay grew from 150,000 to 821,000 from 1800 to

1890. Tokio increased nearly 800,000 during the

last twenty years of the century, while Osaka
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was nearly four times as large in 1903 as in 1872,

and Cairo has more than doubled since 1850.

Thus, in Europe, Asia and Africa we find that

a redistribution of population is taking place, a

movement from country to city. It is a world

phenomenon.
" Some have imagined that it would prove

temporary; that this flowing tide would soon

ebb. But its causes are permanent, and indicate

that this movement will be permanent. The sud-

den expansion of the city marks a profound

change in civilization, the results of which will

grow more and more obvious."

The accompanying chart shows the growth
of urban population in the United States and

Canada :

" Our population will continue to swell bv Foreigners
, . - . 7, , - , . . 'in the cities
this foreign flood, and whatever strain it puts on

American institutions, that strain is more than

three times as great in our large cities as in the

whole country. In 1890, of the male population

in our eighteen largest cities, 1,028,122 were

native-born of native parentage, 1,386,776 were

foreign-born, and 1,450,733 were native-born of

foreign parentage; that is, those who were

foreign by birth or parentage numbered ^^837,- \

509, orjnore Aan twoand a half tim£S-.as many
as the native American stock. This proportion

has been largely increased by the immigration of

the last sixteen years. 9
" These elements as they come to us are clay in
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the hands of the poHtical potter. If they remain

uninstructed as to good citizenship and incapable /
of forming individual judgments, the *boss

'

will
'

1

certainly rule the city when the city rules the

nation/'

/^ When immigrants segregate, themselves iny
various quarters of our great cities, our languageA /
ceases to be a necessity to therrtj" Ideas and cus- ^

toms remain foreign. The most essential ele- V
ments of their foreign environment they have

brought with them./ Here are bits of Bohemia,

Russia, Italy, transferred to this side of the

Atlantic and set down in the city."

Hall shows clearly the relation of the immi- yj

grant to the slum :

"The proportion of those of foreign birth or
"^^^^P^j'+i^

parentage to the total population of the slums in
unjft^ed"s?^t s

Baltimore was ( 1900) , yy per cent.
;
in Chicago,

90 per cent.
;
in New York, 95 per cent., and in

Philadelphia, 91 per cent. . . . Southeast-

ern Europe furnishes three times as many in-

habitants as Northwestern Europe to the slums

of Baltimore, 19 times as many to the slums

of New York, 20 times as many to the slums of

Chicago, and 71 times as many to the slums of

Philadelphia."

I
In Canada, the city and its problems are only

I beginning to require serious consideration. But ^

1 already we hear much about municipal owner- v

I ship of the great franchises, already city govern-
ment is being remodelled. Within the last few
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Canadian years charity organization societies, city mis-

their sions and institutional churches are being

organized to meet hitherto unknown needs.

Already we have our Foreign-quarters,
"
wards,"

'

. \/ shacktowns,"
"
China towns,"

"
ghettos,"

\j "east-end," and "slum districts." Silently, al-

most unnoticed, a change is taking place. Can-

'v^da is leaving the country for the city. In 1891,

2,2 per cent, of our population was urban; in

190 1, 38 per cent.—a relative gain of 6 per cent.

for the cities in ten years.

The population of Ontario more than doubled

from 185 1 to 190 1, but the population of Toronto

increased over six times during the same period.
^ The population of the Province of Quebec

was almost twice as large in 1901 as in 185 1, but

that of Montreal was over four and one-half

times as large.

. Manitoba is an agricultural province, and yet

'^.^-jr one-quarter of the entire population is resident

/^ in the city of Winnipeg alone.

The following diagrams show the growth of

our cities:

The present decade will bring us right into

line with developments on the American side.

Montreal, with a mixed English and French

population, has now added very large Jewish and

Italian elements.

?°J^i^^«rsin
In Toronto, St. John's Ward alone contains

about 10,000 foreigners divided as follows : .

5,000 Jews, 2,500 Italians, 2,500 of various
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nationalities. Rev. A. B. Winchester (Decem-
ber, 1907) estimated Toronto's foreign popula-
tion as follows: Jews, 13^00;* Italians, 6,000;

from the Balkan Peninsula, including Mace-

donians, Bulgarians, Roumelians, Servians, Al-

banians, Roumanians, Slovaks, Wallachians,

Croatians, 2,000; Finns, 600; Syrians, 350;

Greeks, 250; Hungarians, 400; Russians, 200;

Poles, 300; South American Republics, 400;

^- French, German, Swiss, Scandinavians, 2,000;

.iV Chinese, 1,000; total, 26,500. This is probably
''i a very conservative estimate. Then to the

''

foreigners
" we must add the very large num-

ber of English immigrants who, on account of

their poverty, made the winter of 1907-1908 one
^

long to be remembered in Ontario.

In Winnipeg, it is estimated that from one-

quarter to one-third of the population are
"
for-

eigners." There are few Italians
; proportion-

ately as many Jews as in Eastern cities; large

numbers of Ruthenians, Poles, Germans and

Scandinavians—after that representatives of all

nationalities.

Montreal
^ A careful estimate of the foreign population

of Montreal gives us the following: Jews,

25,000 to 30,000; Italians, 8,000 to 10,000;

Chinese, 1,000; Syrians, 800 to 1,000; with a

considerable number of Greeks and Roumanians,

and a sprinkling of almost all other nationalities.

January, 1909, estimated number of Jews in Toronto, ] 5,000
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I. Twelve nationalities represented.

2. A prosperous merchant of "The Ward." 3. Playtime.

In "The Ward "—Toronto's Foreign Quarter.
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We append the special census of 1906 for

Winnipeg :

Canadian born 44,620
British Islands 22,760
British Possessions 254

Total British born 67,634
Austria-Hungary 4,9o5
Belgium 135
China 362
Denmark 155
East Indies 26
France 197
Germany 2,547
Greece 16
Holland 156
Iceland 1,882

Italy 327
Japan 6

Norway and Sweden 1,689
Roumania 613
Russia 4, 594
Spain and Portugal 24
Switzerland 42
Syria 80

Turkey 51
United States 3,875
West Indies 53
Other countries 697

Foreigners in
Winnipeg

Total foreign born 22,432
At sea 4
Not given 83

Grand total 90,1 53 \J

/Ignorance of the language, high rents, low J
standards of living, incompetency, drunkenness! Vj \j£
and other evils are already producing conditions

as bad as are to be found in the slums of the

great cities. /Unless certain tendencies are
/
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vl

Lodging
houses for
foreigners

^'

e

9
Foreigners'
homes seen
by a mission
worker

checked at once, it is appalling to think what will

result with the growth of the oiV^.f We give an

ordinary police court item from a Winnipeg

daily paper:
" M. Simok and M. Selenk endeavored to

ascertain how many adults they could crowd into

a given space. Selenk managed to accommodate

forty-three occupants in five rooms where only

fourteen could hope to find sufficient atmosphere
for healthy respiration. Simok ran his neighbor

close, having twenty-four in one room where

only seven should have been. His rooms were

too low, and lacked ventilation, v In considera-

tion of the immense profits made by such

economic means, Magistrate Daly, at this morn-

ing's police court, charged Selenk $15 and costs,

and Simok $10 and costs."

Fancy such conditions with "illimitable

prairies
"

stretching to the north and west !

A worker in a city mission gives the follow-

ing typical cases of the poorer foreign homes:

"Jacob Lalucki is employed in the Canadian

Pacific Railway shops. He is a Ruthenian, his

wife Polish. They are both Roman Catholics,

but occasionally attend a Protestant mission.

They have two young children. They live in one

room, and have nine boarders, and the wife goes

out washing.
"
Michael Yakoif and his wife are Russians.

They have four children. He has only one leg,

and acts as caretaker in a hall for which he
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receives $12.00 a month. They live in three

rented rooms for which they pay $8.00 a month.

They keep some roomers. Pieter, the oldest boy,

eight years old, has to go out along the streets

and lanes where he can find sticks of wood,

empty barrels, etc., for which he gets a few

cents to help to keep the family. Of course, he

does not go to school. This family is Orthodox

Greek.
''
Pieter Dagchook and wife are Ruthenians.

He is a laborer—works '

steady
'

but drinks

heavily. They have eight children. The eldest

daughter is married and doing well. One boy
ran away from home. Another boy is in jail. A
thirteen-year-old girl is at present in the hos-

pital, and the four younger children are at home.
"
Stanislau Yablonovich is a teamster. He

owns his own team, and his wife g6es"but clean-

ing. They own their house and several lots.

They live in two rooms, and have five roomers.

The furniture consists of three beds, a table, two

cliairs, a stove and some boxes. The attic is full

of pigeons.
"
Ignace Lagkowski is a Little Russian. He

is in the employ of the Street Railway Company.

jThe family is very industrious. The mother

I goes out to work. Two of the boys sell papers.

One boy works in a factory. They are Orthodox

j

Greek, but the children attend the mission Sun-

iday School, and their mother the Mothers' meet-

ings.
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"John Doerchuchs' little boy, Lader, who
attends the Kindergarten, had a sad accident last

J^ year. He was crossing the railroad track and

an engine crushed his leg, so that it had to be

amputated. The parents could get no compensa-
tion—they were only

*

foreigners.'

ou?foreign

" ^^^^^ ^^^ Nastaoma Ladowska are two
citizens Qf our Kindergarten girls. Their mother is a

Ruthenian woman. She does not live with her

»^^
husband, who was cruel to her. She has tried

"^ her best to get rid of him, as she can do better

alone. She works by the day, and keeps two or

three roomers. She needs help and advice to

lead a clean life.

"
Mrs. Machterlincks is a widow

; she has a

K rented house in which there are five rooms. She
^ has two families as tenants, and between fifteen

and twenty men boarders. She has several lots

nearly paid for.

"John Luelbachyl and his wife Mary came

out from Galicia list spring. When he reached

Winnipeg it was discovered that he had '

sore

eyes/ and he was deported. His wife remained

in the Immigration Hall for several months.

Then she had a bad ankle, and had to be taken

to the hospital. The three children were sent

to the Children's Aid.
"
Pieter Yabroof is employed in a slaughter-

house. He and his wife and two children live in

two rented rooms, and keep from fifteen to

tv/enty men roomers. The place is nearly all
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A tenement built on the rear of a lot so that several similar buildings

may be built in front,

in this building, owned by a Syrian, there are many homes, and gener-
ally in each home some boarders.
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beds. There are also a table, a stove and some

boxes.
"
Michael Franchicinski is a laborer, but has

at present no work. He and wife and five

children live in two small rooms for which they

pay $4.50 a month; this must come out of the

summer earnings. They have had great trouble

and expense with one of the children. Little

Pieter took sick when they were coming out

here, and was sent back to Austria. The father

hopes to save enough money to go for his little

boy.
"
John Klenbyel and wife and six children,

and from fifteen to twenty boarders live in four

rented rooms. The place is 'beastly' dirty.

The boarders bring home kegs of beer nearly

every day. Two of the older girls are
'

work-

ing out.' One of them told our visitor the

other day that she cannot stay at home; she is

happier away."

Comment is hardly necessary. These are

some of our immigrants
—our coming citizens.

How about standards of living
—decency

—
morality? What about education and religion?

Is it too high a flight to ask, what about our

Canadian ideals?

A> *^.
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RESTRICTION OF IMMIGRATION.

y^/ I'
All countries are concerned with keeping their own

(i!!^
useful citizens at home.\ All countries are concerned in

^
^'

, preventing ihe ingress of foreign criminals, deficients or

d) diseased."— Whelpley.
" The situation is grave and threatening, for, no matter

how favorable. .m3,y be the laws of Europe as applied to

emigrationy'-until each nation is compelled by sentiment

^ fr from withiif or"without to bear its own social burdens,
they will be unloaded as freely as possible along the

/O
^

line of least resistance.
|
Our immigration tide unless

C^^ \l« thoroughly policed carries with it the germs of anarchy,

-y^^^T" crime,
disease and degeneracy."

—
Whelpley\

• "While each of the colonies enforces more or less

restrictive laws governing those who seek to enter, it is

4 only necessary to note the experience of the United
V States to reach the conclusion that, should the popular

tide of emigration turn toward these British Colonies,
attracted by prosperous conditions or deftly directed that

way by transportation interests, it would be equally

impossible for South Africa, Australia or Canada to

wholly exclude the undesirables."— Whelpley.
"The atmosphere of the Old World is permeated with

. I the spirit of emigration, /in all cases of hardship, of lack

^y of employment, of misery and want, of misfortune and

/\rime, the sufferer is urged to emigrate, wlf an industry
is languishing, the workmen are told to emigrate. If the

poorhouses are crowded, the authorities try to empty
them on the colonies. If the country is deserted for the

city, the city is to be depleted for the colonies
;
and the

persons who have once deserted the soil are to be placed
on it again. If population is constantly increasing by an
excess of births over deaths, the remedy lies in cutting
down at the other end by sending away the adults."—
R. Mayo Smith.

V When it has become necessary in the United

tates to form an Immigration Restriction
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League, it is surely high time that we examined

closely the character of our immigration, and *

shut out those whose presence will not make for'*^

the welfare of our national life.

President McKinley thus expressed the situa- The class

u A -1 1 T^ i .. . ^ ,
^® should

tion : A grave peril to the Republic would be a exclude

citizenship too ignorant to understand, or too
)

vicious to appreciate the great value
ancy ^ .^

-

beneficence of our institutions and laws, ana

against all who come here to make war upon\

them, our gates must be promptly and tightly
j

closed." In his message of 1^03, President^

Roosevelt said :

" We cannot have too much
im-"^

migration of the right kind, and we should have /

none at all of the wrong kind. The need is to
\

devise some system by which undesirable immi-
;

grants shall be kept out entirely while desirable t

immigrants are properly distributed throughout j

the country."

Canada, eager to secure immigrants, has Canada's \

adopted the system of giving bonuses. The
bonuses^j^jj^

Ignited States, on the other hand, levies a head ^ ^

tax that more than defrays the cost of inspec-

tion. The following figures, quoted by Mr.

Monk, a member of the Canadian Parliament,

contrasts the American and Canadian systems:
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Restriction of Immigration

The following clauses give the law which

prohibits certain persons from landing, and pro-

vides for deportation:

"
26. No immigrant shall be permitted to

land in Canada, who is feeble«jiiinded. an idiot,

or an epileptic, or whoosjnsane, or who has had
an attack.ilf insanity within five years ;

nor shall

any immigrant be so landed who is deaf and

dumh,.,Jblmd~-<\r infirm, unless he belongs to a

family accompanying him or already in Canada,
and which gives security, satisfactory to the

Minister, and in conformity with the regulations
in that behalf, if any, for his permanent support
if admitted into Canada.

"
2y. No immigrant shall be permitted to

land in Canada who is afflicted with a loathsome
di<;paQf^^ pr witVi a rli<;f^c;p which is rnntf^ginn<; or

infectious-,-~and which may become dangerous to

the public health or widely disseminated, whether

sucH^immigrarit intends to settle in Canada or

only to pass through Canada to settle in some
other country; provided that if such disease is

one which is curable within a reasonably short

time, the immigrant suffering therefrom may,

subject to the regulations in that behalf, if any,
be permitted to remain on board where hospital
facilities do not exist on shore, or to leave the

vessel for medical treatment, under such regu-
lations as may be made by the Minister.

"
28. No person shall be permitted to land in

Canada who is a pauper, or destitute, a pXD-
fessional beggar, or vagrant, or who is likely to

become a public charge; and any person landed

in Canada who, within two years thereafter, has

become a charge upon the public funds, whether

municipal, provincial, or federal, or an inmate
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«- of, or a charge upon, any charitable institution,

may be deported and returned to the port or

place whence he came or sailed for Canada.
"
29. No iimmigrant shall be permitted to

^ land in Canada who has been coY^^J£Xai—oi* a

\^y^ o crime involving moral turpitude, or who is a

r*^ prostitute, or who procures, or brings or at-

^V tempts to bring into Canada prostitutes or
^^"^ women for purposes of prostitution.

5 "30. The Governor-in-Council may, by pro-
clamation or order, whenever he considers it

necessary or expedient, prohibit the landing in

Canada of any special class of immigrants, of

which due notice shall be given to the trans-

portation companies.

"(2) The Governor-in-Council may make
such regulations as are necessary to prohibit the

entry into Canada of any greater number of per-
sons from any foreign country than the laws of

such country permit to emigrate to Canada.

"31. Acting under the authority of the Minis-

ter, the immigration agent, the medical officer,

and any other officer or officers named by the

Minister for such purpose, may act as a board

of inquiry at any port of entry to consider and

decide upon the case of any immigrant seeking
admission into Canada.

"(2) The decision of such board touching the

right of any such immigrant to land in Canada
shall be subject to appeal to the Minister.

''(3) The Governor-in-Council may make

regulations governing the procedure in connec-

tion with inquiries by such boards of inquiry and

appeals from their decisions.

'\S2. All railway or transportation companies
or other persons bringing immigrants from any

country into Canada shall, on the demand of the
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superintendent of immig^ration, deport to the

country whence he was brought any immigrant
prohibited by this Act, or by any order in coun-
cil or regulation made thereunder, from being
landed in Canada who was brought by such rail-

way, transportation company or other person
into Canada within a period of two years prior
to the date of such demand.

"
33- Whenever in Canada an immigrant has,

'

within two years of his landing in Canada, be-»
come a public charge^

or an inmate of a peni-?

tentiary, gaol,j)rison, or hospital or other charit- «

able institution, it shall be the diity of the clerk

or secretary of the municipality to ^forthwith
notify the Minister, giving full particulars.

''(2) On receipt of such information the Min- ^%t»
ister may, in his discretion, after investigating
the facts, order the deportation of such immi-

grant at the costand cfiarges of such immigrant
if he is able to pay^ and if not,~tHeri'at the cost

of the municipality wherein he has last "been

regularly resident, if so ordered by the Minister,
and if he is a vagrant or tramp, or there is no
such municipality, then at the cost of the Depart-
ment of the Interior.

''(3) When the immigrant is an ipmate of-ar-*

peniteniiafy, gaol, or prison, the Minister of

Justice may, upon the request of the Minister of

the Interior, issue an order to the warden or

governor of such penitentiary, gaol or prison,

commanding him to deliver the said immigrant
to the person named in the warrant issued by the

Superintendent of Immigration as hereinafter

provided, with a view to the d^2ortation_i)f-Such

immigrant ;
and tEe'Supermtendent of Immigra-

tion shall issue his warrant to such person as he

may authorize to receive such immigrant from
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the warden or governor of the penitentiary,
"

gaol
or prison, as the case may be, and such order

and warrant may be in the form given in

Schedule 2 to this Act.

"(4) Such order of the Minister of Justice
shall be sufficient authority to the warden or

governor of the penitentiary, gaol or prison, as

the case may be, to deliver such immigrant to

the person named in the warrant of the Super-
intendent of Immigration as aforesaid, and such

warden or governor shall obey such order; and
such warrant of the Superintendent of Immigra-
tion shall be sufficient authority to the person
named therein to detain such immigrant in his

custody in any part of Canada until such immi-

grant is delivered to the authorized agent of the

transportation company or companies which

brought him into Canada with a view to his

deportation as herein provided.

"(5) Every immigrant deported under this

section shall be carried by the same transporta-
tion company or companies which brought him
into Canada to the port from which he came to

Canada without receiving the usual payment for

such carriage.

"(6) In case he was brought into Canada by
a railway company, such company shall similarly

convey him or secure his conveyance from the

municipality or locality whence he is to be de-

ported to the country whence he was brought.

"(7) Any immigrant deported under this sec-

tion as having become an inmate of a peniten-

tiary, gaol or prison, who returns to Canada

after such deportation may be brought befoi

any justice of the peace in Canada; and suci

justice of the peace shall thereupon make 01

his warrant under his hand and seal for the ti
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committal of such immigrant to the penitentiary,
gaol or prison from which he was deported, or
to any other penitentiary, gaol or prison in Can-
ada; and such immigrant shall be so re-commit-
ted accordingly and shall undergo a term of im-

prisonment equal to the residue of his sentence
which remained unexpired at the time of his

deportation."

No one will quarrel .with the provisions of
,

\\
this Act, but itjhould^go furthei^, and^prcmsion
shoul4 he-mad^-for-more strict enforcement. __

The following additional classes of persons Restricted

are denied admission to the United States : into the

Polygamists; anarchists, or persons who believe
j

in, or advocate the overthrow by force or

violence of the Government of the United States,

or of all forms of law, or the assassination of

public officials
;
those who have been within one

year from the date of application of admission]

to the United States deported as being undejf

offers, solicitations, promises or agreements to

perform labor or service of some kind therein;

persons whose ticket or passage is paid for with

the money of another, or who is assisted by
others to come unless it is affirmatively and satis-

factorily shown that such person does not be-

long to one of the excluded classes. But any

person in the United States may send for a

relative or friend without thereby putting the

burden of proof upon the immigrant.

The prohibition or careful selection^ of V^
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Anewregu- asMsted immigrants is of the greatest import-
assisted i/ance. Tens of thousanjdsJiajiie.,.been iLSsisted to
immigrants

^

emigrate from_Great Britain. Manx^of them

are not criminaLor_paupers^.jor...diseased, but

v/^ utterly incapable, and unfittedJpr^ life here.
' A recent regulation seeks to mitigate this evil by
<»

insisting that assisted immigrants should, before
*

soling, pass an inspection of the Canadian

*.• officials. This certainly is a move in the right

direction. If the inspection is at all thorough
this arrangement will probably prove very s'atis-

V factory. The object is not to shut out all who
* arp unable to pay their passage, but all who will

^ ^ unable to earn a living in this country.

A Canadian But while the law looks well on the statute
medical
inspection book, what provision is made for enforciiig it?

/

" No immigrant shall be permitted to land in

Canada who is afflicted with a loathsome dis-

ease, or with a disease which is contagious or

infectious," etc.
|
When "

immigrants are ex-

amined in groups often of i,ooo and oyer, and

as many as 7,000 have arrived in a single day,"

how can we have any guarantee that there are

no loathsome or contagious or infectious

diseases
r]|

A Broughton Brandenburg, President of the

National Institute of Immigration for the

United States, testifies to the weakness^of our

system :

"
If there are members of the family who

are physically unfit to be sent to Ellis Island, the
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I. Interior of a Polish home. 2. A home in which six persons live.

vSoME Conditions which producb; "A Foreign Probi^em."
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sub-agents persuade the family to separate at

the point of embarkation, and the diseased and /

deformed are sent across the channel into Eng^
land, and dumped in the charitable institutions.

Sometimes they are sent from England, perhaps
even from the port of embarkation, into

Canada."
" No person shall be sgermitted/to land in

Canada who is a pauper, or destitute, or a

vagrant." But who is there to . deteet- the
\/ y^ t^

_pau£ej:2. It is true a man is asked to show how ' • - '^

much money he has, but many an assisted immi-

grant has a little money, and many who have

practically no money are allowed to pass.

What means are taken to detect criminals and /

prostitutes? What, indeed, can be taken?

Then, as to deportation
—a few of the worst 'A

cases are dep6rfed7 but thousands of incapables
'

V\|/
are filling our cities and being

"
carried

"
by the V^ "^^

! community. The winter of 1907-08 has shown -• I

the real conditions and how difficult it is to en-

force the Act.

The trouble is that we are zvorking at the where the

I

zvrong end. The examination in every case a?ouid^b?^

1
should be not at the ports of entry, but at the

®''^^'''®*

'

I ports from which the immigrants sail—or better fZ\
still at the homes from which they come. Such /

^—-^

la course would be at once kinder to the immi-' •>

I

grants and much safer for our country. The

.present mode of deportation is necessarily cruel. •

!Poqr^^eo2le_^re_.^nJL_back, and forward across
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the Atlantic, often suffering great hardship;

children are torn from their parents and sent

back among strangers. A scant living in the

old land is sacrificed in the hopes of the fortune

in the new land. After failure here comes de-

portation, but not always the old position at

home.

y^ Again, the examination where the people are

known is the only effective method. Diseased,

paupers, criminals, prostitutes and undesirables

generally are known in their home neighborhood.
•*r The Canadian Government should insist on

r^A the immigrant presenting a satisfactory certifi-

< cate from the Government officials of his own

! country. If the foreign governments would not

co-operate, if any are too despotic or corrupt to

'make such an arrangement practicable, then we

should appoint our own agents in Europe who
would make most thorough investigation.

We again quote Mr. Brandenburg, who says :

" No matter what our standard of requirements

^^ may be, the immigrant will evade it if he is per-

/ \ mitted to state his own qualifications uncontra-

dicted. The only place to ascertain thie trnthjs

Kvhere he has lived. After he has reached New

York, can he be held till his record is looked up

in Europe? Can he be detained at Bremen or

Naples while his career in Russia or Greece is

r investigated? Both are absurd. The important

\ I. examination must take place in the locality where

*^Altrhe evidence exists. Any other plan is folly and
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a waste of time, nothing more than a costly and

dangerous makeshift.

"There are several countries that would /

lend their aid to the establishment of an inspec- /

tion service within their borders. There are
y

others that would not. Place a head tax of /«

$50.00 on every immigrant from any country
that will not permit such inspection, and in three ^

>^
months there will be a reversal of that Govern-

ment's policy. The foreign steamship companies
will attend to that."

But if we had provision for thorough ex- How can we

amination, what standard should we require ? standard ?

In addition to those already in the list of the pro-

hibited, persons of poor physique, persons men-

tally deficient, the hopelessly incapable, the

morally depraved—these surely should be ex-

cluded. In this matter our sympathies are

divided. We pity the poor man or woman or ^*-^» n>i'

child who cannot come up to the standard, i
-

There may be exceptional cases in which such\ j^^ .<

people would
"
do well

"
in Canada. But we

cannot but think that we must protect the highest

linterests of our own land./ Each country should \Y
be forced to^care for its own criminals, paupers//^ _^

land diseased./ To relieve any country of the
\

* ^'^

burden is only to delay the application of meas- *y/^

ires that will abolish the conditions which pro-

liice these classes.

But there is here a larger question
—the

^^^?Jf®^*g*i^^

(Ivisability or the justifiability of excluding not
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merely certain individuals, but certain classes.

.A There is the live question of the Orientals on the

Pacific coast. Xlie_jChin£S£^-^ Japanese and

J • Hindus are—or the majority of them are—
^

physically and mentally
*'

fit." They are in no

',(

''\'' sense paupers or incapables. Indeed, one of the

most frequent and serious charges against them

vis, that they _are able to drive ^ut_ other labor.

Should they be excluded—if so, on what

grounds? Much has been said on both sides.

' There is, no doubt, a national prejudice that

•^ • should be overcome. On the other hand, the ex-

y pr'ession,
"
This is a white man's country," has

vQeeper significance than we sometimes imagine.

The advocates for admission argue that we

ought not to legislate against a particular class

or nation, and that the Orientals are needed to

develop the resources of the country. Their

opponents believe that white laborers cannot

compete with Orientals, that the standard of- liv-

ing will be lowered, and white men driven out,

and they claim that a nation has the right to

protect itself.

The labor Needless to say, the economic aspects are
question and ,,,..- - -'. ":.- r—
the Orientals those that really divide men^on this subject, for,

generally speaking, capitalists and employers are

ranged against the labor party. Perhaps in the

early stages of development, Chinese labor was

^
'

necessary. Perhaps, for some time^ the presence

of a limited number of Orientals may be advan-

rj''
^

^ tageous. But it does seem that the exclusionistsi
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are right in their contention that laborers work- » X
ing and living as the Orientals do, will displace iT

European laborers. It is generally agreed- that
'^/«

the two races are not likely to "mix."/ Ulti-

mately, then, the question resolves itself into the

desirability of a white caste and a yellow, or

black caste, existing side by side, or above and

below, in the same country. We confess that

the idea of a homogeneous people seems in
,

.

accord with our democratic institutions and con-
-jj|f
—

ducive to the general welfare. This need not
j

exclude small communities of black or red or

yellow peoples. It is well to remember that we
are not the only people on earffi. The idealist

may still dream of a final state of development,

when white and black and red and yellow shall
,

have ceased to exist, or have become merged
into some neutral gray. We may love all men
and yet prefer to maintain our own family life.

^
Phillips Brooks has stated the ethics of a^huiips

policy of restriction.
" No nation, as no man/ opinion re

has a right to take possession of a choice bit
of^ of foreigners

God's earth, to exclude the /foreigner from its
" ^^

territory, that it may live mclre comfortably and

be a little more at peace. But if to this particu- yA
lar nation there has been given the development
of a certain part of God's earth for universal

purposes ;
if the world, in the great march of

"^ centuries, is going to be richer for the develop-

ment of a certain national character, built up by
aZ!arger_tvpe ot rfmiihuud liei

'ClTien for the
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y

world's sake, for the sake of every nation that

would pour in upon it that which would disturb

that development, we have a right to stand

guard over it. We are to develop here in

America a type of national character, we believe,

5* for which the world is to be richer always. It

m^ be the last great experiment for God's wan-

Veering humanity upon earth. We have a right

to stand guard over the conditions of that ex-

periment, letting nothing interfere with it, draw-

I ing into it the richness that is to come by the

j

entrance of many men from many nations, and

they in sympathy with our constitution and

. laws."

J^ We, in Canada, have certain more or less

phv. clearly
defined ideals of national well-being.

^ M These ideals must never be lost sight of. Non-

^ ^
ideal elements there must be, but they should be

capable of assimilation, j Essentially
non-assim-

\ liable elements are clearly detrimental to our

highest national development, and hence should

be vigorously excluded.)
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ASSIMILATION.

''We may well ask whether this insweeping imrriigra-
tion is to foreignize us, or we are to Americanize it. | Our
safety demands the assimilation of these strange popula- -y*

tions, and the process of assimilation becomes slower
and mons difficult as the proportion of foreigners \n-

crea.ses.'i—/osiaA Strong.
" Until very recent years the power of assimilation has

apparently been sufficient to carry on this process with-

out any serious breakdown of the political machinery. .
/y

Of late, however, there are signs that the task is becom- •'

ing more difficult, and that we are suffering under serious

evils due to this constant addition to our voting popula-
tion of persons not altogether fitted to exercise the right
of suffi-age."

—Mayo Smi/k.
" The suffrage means literally self-government. Self-

government means intelligence, self-control and capacity
ior co-operation. If these are lacking, the ballot only jA

makes way for the 'boss,' the corruptionist and oligarchy
under the control of democracy. The suffrage must be
earned and not merely conferred if it is to be an instru-

ment of self-protection."—/^/^« R. Commons.

Foreisfners in lar^e numbers are in our "Solid blocks"
. ,

°
. ^^ ,

of foreigners
midst. More are commg. How are we to make detrimental

them into good Canadian citizens? ^j>^ .

First of all, they must in some way be
uni-j

. i ^ , cO
fied^-Xanguage, nationality, r^ rp,

\exx^x^er^xx^er\\l)Af/L^
trairting:^._are all, dividing walls that musL_l)d \^^^
broken down. Proper distribution may do

much. There" is a very natural tendency for

people of the same nationality to settle in large
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colonies. We have Monnonite. Doukhobar.
Galician atid.JVrormnn colonies. Some contain

10,000 people in almost a solid block.i Isolated

from Canadian people, thev are much slower ta

nter^upQILXaiindian li/e.| Such colonies are

V really bits of Russia or Austria or Germany
transplanted to Canada. Not only are they less

open to Canadian ideas, but, closely united, they,

can control the entire community. iThe social!

i|
the educational^ the religjoufi^ the p'^nti^alTrFela

-nFjdjaminated by alkn_ideas..|
It would seem a wisJ

jjpolicy
to scatter the foreign communities among|

}J the Canadian, in this way facilitating the procesl
"oi assimilation. J

/in the cities even worse conditions prevail!

Already . we have the Chinese__guarter and^_thil

Tewish or Italian settlements. In the Unitecl

States this tendency toward segregation is morJ

manifest; within the foreign section everything!

Y^ is foreign. Hunter writes: 'iTo
live^jn_gri£^jj

-JJl these f
<'>^e%tl . rP"''^""^'^^'^'^ is ^

rtiia.ny...t/:iJi vf> nj
'v. foreign soilJ TJie ..thoiaghts, ..fee4-i«gs--and.-tradi-"

^^ tions-..which belong to the , mental lif^- of—
the|

colony are often entirely ^ien-te-aa. AmericaJ
The newspapers, the literature, the ideals, thJ

passions, the things which agitate the coma

\ munity, are unknown to us except in fragments.J
The social settlements in some of the larg^

cities have done something toward coming is

sympathetic touch with the foreign communities

but their best work so far has been in bringinjB
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I. A Public School in Western Canada.

2. Public School children in Winnipeg's foreign section. Many natipnalities

represented.

Kn Indispensabi^e Factor in Solving the Foreign Problem.
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to light the actual and almost desperate condi-

tions.

-^ ^ asgimilator

43^'

<;pparaiua,^tii.a^.4fvpf4g^er^f
i n 1 1 1 1 1 ^

v|
First of all

J^J
Public

comes the^ublic^^S-ChQoiP--Too great emphasis jK

cannot be placed upon the work that has been
':

accomplished and may—yes, must—^be accom-
|

A

plished by our National Schools. It is most
|

V
unfortunate that in Canada we have Separate

'

School_sy^stems, and, in some provinces, what- Is ^
worse than a p^noH ppparate .Srh^inl <;Y^tPTn ^

In the recent number of the Labor Gazette compulsory
attendance

the provisions in the various provincial statute a* school
^

;

books dealing with the compulsory attendance of ^
•

' *
^

pupils at school are thus summarized:

" Nova Scotia.—Children between the ages of

6 and i6 years, if physically and mentally cap-

able, must attend school for at least 120 days in

the school year, but 2^ child ov€r-JL2-..y£aisjif_age
who pa,sses . .a sati&faGt-or-y e-xa«iiiiati0n-4»-.grade
seven oi~€Qiamon ochool-work, and-aay—other
child over i3_year5...oi--age, who has attended

school 6Q'-days- duiiiig 14 consecutive weeks in

the preceding year, if necessity requires him to

work, may be exempted from the above provision
on permission of the local school board.

" New Brunswick.—A comprehensive Act

providing for the compulsory attendance of chil-

I

dren at school between the ages of 7 and 12

' years was passed in the year 1903. Provision

was made in a special way under the Act with

reference to the employment of children below

the school age.
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"
Quebec.—The payment of the fees of school

children is compulsory, but there is no provision
^^ under the law compelling the attendance.-^

children at school.

'^OntdnoT^^ndtr the terms of a special Act

respecting truancy and compulsory school attend-

ance, every child between the ag;es_Qi_SL_anxLj:4
years musjatt^^^ for the full term each

yearuinless he has j)assed the entrance^examjna-

tioii-i€«p~h%h._SGhaols, or "under certam other speci-
fied conditions. The employment of school

children during school hours is prohibited under
a penalty of $20, unless the child is required in

husbandry or in urgent or necessary household

duties, or for the necessary maintenance of him-
self or some person dependent on him. The Act
also provides for the appointment of truancy

officers, and defines their duties. The onus of

proof as to the age of the child lies with the

defendant in any action.
" Manitoba.—Under the Manitoba Public

\ p School Act it is declared that' every person in

^\ rural municipalities between the ages of 5 and
' 16 years, and in ahy cities, towns and villages

between the ages of 6 to 16 years, shall have the

right trrrtttrnd inmr nphnnl, /\x\ertc{:iii£:A^n\nT-

ever, is not compulsory."
Saskatchewan and Alberta.—The attendance

at school of children between the ages of 7 and
12 years, inclusive, is compulsory for a ^^^ried
of at 1pa<;i- Tfj^weeks each yeaj-, eigliL-Wjaeke-ef
which time must be consecutive. Provision is

made for the investigation of cases of non-

attendance and the appointment and proceedings
of truancy officers.

"
British Columbia.—Every cliijd from the

age of 7 to 14 inclusive, must attend some school,
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or be otherwise educated for six months in every
year. Exemption is granfeH^'^Ttrcase the child

has reached a standard of education of the same
or greater than that to be obtained in the public
schools of British Columbia."

—
1

In Montreal, out of a total of 10,000 children Jewish ^
under the Protestant School Commission, 3,500 school ^^
are Jews, and this proportion is rapidly in- 1

'^^
j,^

creasing.
^ a«r ^^r

In Toronto there are about 700 Jewish chil- (^\y
dren in the schools. Many of the Italian children ^

attend the Separate Schools. Compulsory attend- ^-) 7/) ^ ^
ance in Ontario is almost regretted by some, as *

many of the foreigners are forced to decide for / V

the Separate School. But better a Separate /

School thaanone, J

Ch
Manitoba there is no compulsory educa- Manitoba ^\\V

—a crying shame ! Thousands of children compulsory-m\
are growing up without any education. In the\ ^r

^

city of Winnipeg itself hundreds of children run I .
, ^^

the streets, and there is no law to deal with 'T" / ;^/.

them^True, there is a law by which an habituai^
j^

truant may be handed over to the probation '-'

"^^^'^j^y.

officer, but a child who never has gone to school

is not a truant ;
he can do as he pleases. And he

does. Nearly a hundred boys and girls are out

on suspended sentence—convicted of crime, but

released because the magistrate hesitates to send

them to jail with hardened criminals. Hundreds

of others are as guilty, but have never been

"caught."
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It is ^
„disgrac

e
j^i

at such conditions exist in

our country—a worse state of affairs than

obtains in most of the countries from which the

immigrants come./ XVe know that there are

political difficulties and religious prejudices

behind these conditions, but surely there are a

sufficient number of men who love their country

well enough to insist thai pvery hov and p-Jrl in

QdnR d ri h ave a .^ancf? to obtain at least an ele-

N/mentary~-educatkui,

A move in the right direction has been made

by the Manitoba^ J^ixodiicial Government in the

appointment of agents to organize school dis-

^^tricts in foreign communities. Under ordinary

circumstances the
iiiitiiartT\^F~iTes--witfe-~th€H^e§i^

--"^nts of any district
;
but if-txsidc ntc arc ignorant

or ^qndi&erejity—the}r .-ought to be—advised or

comadled to organize .

In the other Western provinces the,-5chool

system, though not ideal, seeriis--to"'I)e working
out fairly ""^satisfactorily^ ^Public Schools are^

^i'' rapidly multiplying, an additional Separate

School being a rare exception. There are still,

however, many communities where schools have

not been established.

Night schools In addition to the work among the children,

the school boards in several cities have been ex-

perimenting in wnrk__^rr]png;^ adult foreigners.

Last winter, in Winnipeg, about four hundred

p^ were instructed in English and other branches

three nights in the week. The results were very
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gratifying, and the night school will be perman-

ently established. We have often thought that

our Public Schools, with their splendid equip-

ment, might extend their operations by estab-

lishing indi^strial xlass£S„arid_Iiterarv clubs, thus
i^/

becoming the centre of the life of the com-

munity.>- /,>^i .-

It is not in the school, however, but on the Labor unions'-x
break down —4

street and m the shop that the foreigners acquire national i ^j
their knowledge of Canada.

|
One of the most

f^

- * / ^^
effective agencies .for bpeakm^ down national

differences is the ^gtbgr., union, f Men of all Ian- \

'*^

guages and creeds band themselves together to L>^ '

maintain their "rights" against employers, f X/i'O^^^
Every strike reveals the strength of trades and

labor unions. Few think of the education that

has been going on for jnonthj Kpfore united

actioffiTpossible. Whatever its faults, the jjni^
is doing an_immense amount in ^breakin^ dowtL,

at least rertainnational prejudices and
edticatin£_

the,
ioxs^'^fi'GX^^^J)^^^.
'hen tbe|^^s|^i£ia&-ar

rTTightv powerl

.firk English the foreigner reads is the headline

in the evening paper. Even before he reads

English the questions of the day are discussed in

the papers published in his own language.

Already in <^^Hdn ^^^^^ ^^^ r^^wspapers ijLiQQ&t

'bf^ the EuropeanJanguages, and even
in^

and rffrrtjfe—
Then we have the political clubs and organ-

izations. The political parties are not^slowto
^

28s
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recognize the importance of the foreign vote
;
we

have our Hungarian, Jewish, Syrian and Polish

societies, and a dozen more. There are discus-

sions and organization and canvassing; how

-intelligent the discussion, how disinterested the

organization, and how clean the canvass is a

matter of question.

What are the first lessons the foreigner re-

ceives in the government of our country? A
thoroughly disreputable fellow, who is useful

{i because he can speak several languages, is

'

engaged to secure voters. He "
rounds up

"

as many as he can, and enters their names on the

voters' lists. Here is a description of a common

scene on registration day :

A Gaiician
"
In a certain booth, when we entered, was a

voter
group of Galicians in tow of an interpreter of

the same nationality. We listened to the

methods of registration in one case where every

question was asked in Ruthenian by the inter-

preter, and answered in the same tongue by the

said Canadian citizen. When the declaration

was read, the citizen-voter stood, by with stolid

face and unresponsive eyes. The clerk enquired,
' He understands this ?' And the interpreter

replied,
'

Oh, yaas ;
I explaan to heem bee-fore.'

' Can he write ?' asked the clerk. The inter-

preter repeated the question, and received a

shake of the head in reply. Therefore, did this

voter make his mark? Well—what of it? That

is the same mark required on the ballot. Be-

sides, he will probably be allowed an interpreter

in the voting booth."—North-West Baptist.
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This is the way voters are made. Their

qualifications? They are supposed to have been

resident in the country for three years.* And the

vote of one of these foreigners
"

kills
"

the vote

of the most intelligent Canadian!

/'When the election comes, the services of the . ,

aforesaid disreputable fellow are again required/M
With his knowledge of English and the foreign

tongues he commands the situation. The party

must have him and must depend upon him. Big /

promises and a little money will go a long way.
He "

fixes
"

a few of the leaders in the settle-

ment. Then, on election day, the beer and

whiskey flow freely. The election is won! This

is no fancy picture and no isolated case. HowT
can the foreigner have any high regard for our \

institutions? How can our free institutions

maintained ?

Peoples emerging from serfdom, accustomed '

to despotism, untrained in the principles of repre-

sentative government, without patriotism
—such

peoples are utterly unfit ...to be-tr-usted with the

balk^.

Prof. Shaler says of the European peasant :
Th© European
X)63(9 Bill u"

Centuries of experience have bred in him the

understanding that he is by nature a peasant, and

that, save in rare instances, he can acquire no

other station in the land of his birth. It is char- /

acteristic of peasants that they have accepted this
^l"^-^

inferior lot. For generations they have regarded \

'^'^"
themselves as separated from their fellow-citizens l^

See Appendix No. 6.
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of higher caste. They have no large sense ofj

citizenly motives ; they feel no sense of responsi-

bility for any part of the public life, save thad

which lies within their own narrow round oi

action."—Atlantic Mjdfrthi^u^ _

P—Otrr-ctemocratic institutions are the outcome

of centuries of conflict by which to some extent]

we have been fitted for self-government. It is

as absurd as it is dangerous to grant to every]

newly arrived immigrant the full privilege of
citi-j

jenship. Just what qualifications should be
rej

1 quired cannot be discussed here. The next rS

\ form should look to the restriction rather than

\the extension of the franchise. ^^^^^
The problem

^—-Ift--lte~making~~of Canadian 'TitizensTthe

lurches fcould take a greater part than they
of the Churc:

nave hitherto done. The language is a difficulty,

but business men and politicians readily over-

come this difficulty, and why not the church?

Thfin,Jthe strangers bring their ownreligions
wkh them, and religious prejudice^js_ the most

V^fficult to overcome. But overcome it must be.

The churches to whom has been granted a

vision of the Kingdom of God cannot ignore

the presence of such large numbers of foreign-

ers.
"
Difficult to reach them ?" Of course it

is, but this is the problem of the church in

Canada.

Some lessons ^^'''"'S^veral considerations are essential if we are

iS'hSping
J

to assist our immigrants to become Canadians,
immigrants j

^^ ^-^^ ^^^^ pj^^^ w^rmust divf^fnt nurg?Vy^g-^»^^

*Va V>^'^^J/certain arrog:a^^ gn^ftrinritjr
nnd n-!rr'bir,ivfxr>

f^sSj
*

perhaps characteristic of the English race. Our
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u^^v-WocM C/v^^-^

untravelled Canadian despises all foreigners
alike. We must remember that many of the

\

world's greatest and best men were from the^—
very countries which our immigrants call home.J
We must learn that the world is wide, and that

there are a great many other types than our

own, and some just as good, though different.

Other languages, customs and religions have

their value. Again, we must not expect they^-^

foreigners at orice
^
to abandon the old in. favor /

of thernewr Such, a_course would show only

weakness of character. Loyalty to the old is
^

the besr"^mranteF ofJoyaTtyj^ the new. As
sornebne has put it, "the light abandonment of

ties, whether inherited or voluntary, because

they had ceased to be pleasant, would be the

uprooting of social and personal virtue." J. C.

Monaghan says {Catholic World, U.S.): "The

people who come to us and have no love for the

land left behind will be wanting in one of a

strong man's best characteristics. I would not

be understood as advocating a continuance of

the separate schools, papers, churches, etc. If

the assimilation is to go on rapidly, every school,

paper and church in which a foreign tongue

figures is in some measure a hindrance." ^
I We must in many ways meet these people

half way—seek to sym£athize with^Jheir diffi-

culties, and to encourage them m every forward

movement. —
"z

Only those who in time can take their place

as worthy fellow citizens should be admitted to

our Canadian heritage.
19
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A CHALLENGE TO THE CHURCH.

"The great problem raised by immigration is not
embodied in the question, Will these diverse races blend ?

but in that which enquires,
Of- wV.q{^ quality will the

p|-prlnrt hp ? For as the rivers always set toward the

sea, so do these streams of immigration all set toward
the rnmjnnn r<>ntrp nf a new national life and all must
reach it soon or late. But as the waters ot the ocean are
flavored by the salts of alkali plains and the sulphur of
mountain springs, by the leaves that drift down from the
hillsides and the reeds and grasses of the fertile fields, so
shall the Ij

fe of th j'i
^-^^^'-n^ l -i^ n i- irm^ rr^ hyjil tVjg yarjcd

rViaTTn«4;<krigtirg tVict H^ffl^^pptjate the nationalities of the

WQtld. In this truth there are elements lor our coniiort

and for our agitation. On the one hand, we may con-

sider that Pvatu^^-na^innality ic; a ^tn]-phoUSe of Strong and
]

enduring qnalitips which have been the guarantee of its!

survival
;
and considering this we well may dream of thai

nation yet to be, when into the generous texture of this

New World life there have been woven the impulse of

the Celt and the endurance of the German, the patience
of the Slav and the daring of the Northman, the romance
of Italy, the suavity of France, the buoyancy of Ireland,
the shrewdness of Scotland, the enterprise of England.
But on the other hand, therryi^n nnnnp for iomg r>ilarm

when Ave consider that as th ese ji£pple_s come, to us we
take-them for belter for worse, for richer for poorer, m
sickness-ftttd in li^akbr And, as we viewTheir UflCoTTfh

ways, their laxity of morals, their alien ideals, the ignor-
ance and superstition of many of them, we sometimes
have reason j

n .fo « i- f.Vinf fr. nc ic
^r^m;r.g

g
t|-em(^nfini]S

rnntrihiitinn
(;s{ the worse—:a contribution against which

wp> will l^pvp rangfijjjjneasure our highest ideajs or man-
hnod^nnr nnhlpst conceptions ot womanhood sanctified

by faith in the God of the nations and a knowledge^of
the Gospel of His Son:'—Norfh-Wesi Baptist, March
1st, 1907.

" Go ye into all the world and preach the
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gospel to the whole creation." Now, when all The world is

^, 1
, . .

, . coming to us
the world is coming to us, what an opportunity ^

a

is pr£sented to the Ghriotian church! The old

distinction of home and foreign missions is

being broken down. We have now forced upon
us a new department—''¥oxagn work at home."'-"

Until recent years there have been only two

great religious bodies in Canada, Protestants

and Roman Catholics. The French population
was almost entirely Roman Catholic and the

English largely Protestant. Both Roman
Catholics and Protestants have established mis-

sions among the native tribes. Among the

Protestant churches the Church of England and

the Methodist Chivrch have been most active in

this kind of work. Much has been done, and

yet there are whole tribes who are still living in /
the densest, grossest heathenism.

Several of the Protestant churches have Missions to

est^ljshed
missions among, the Erenrh. The

Presbyterian and Methodist churches have been

working along evangelistic and educational lines.

Much difference of opinion exists as to the value

of this work. One of our correspondents gives

the following spirited defence:
" With us French missionaries the question

is not, Can Roman Catholics be saved in their

own church? For we believe that souls are

saved in all religionSj^everr among the heathen

(Acts iv. ~34). But tfie^Tjuestion is, Is our

church justified in maintaining missions among

I

the French Catholics of Quebec? It goes with-
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out saying that the answer of every French

Protestant is strongly in the affirmative, and

the following reasons are given:
"

(a) The Word of God is a closed book to

the vast majority of the inhabitants of the Pro-

vince of Quebec. Here, as in other Roman
Catholic countries, the Church of Rome has

confiscated the Sacred Book. This is an incon-

trovertible fact. A short visit in the homes 'of

any village in Quebec will show, not only that

the Bible is not in the possession of the people,

but that they are afraid of it, having been told it

was a dangerous book. I was called upon last

fall to take the oath before the Mayor in one of

my appointments ;
the book presented to me to

swear upon was the Roman Catholic Prayer-
book or Mass-book, as it is called. Hence, in

harmony with the Great Commission,
* Go and

preach the gospel to every creature,' we French

Protestants say that as long as there is a man
in our country who is deprived of the oppor-

tunity to read the Scriptures, it is the duty of

the church to give him that opportunity.

''(b) Again, our work is justified on the

ground that large numbers of the French-Cana-

dians are falling into the abyss of free-thought.

Even here in a small town I meet people, nomi-

nally Catholics, who have rejected all religious

tenets. ( Some of these can neither read nor

write.) Unless the pure and undefiled religion

of our Lord and Master, Jesus Christ, is pre-

sented to the people of Quebec, we shall see
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them follow the example of the people of

France.

"(c) Again, we claim that Rome is a national

peril. The Church of Rome is the sworn enemy
of our liberties and our principles. Her atti-

tude is in perfect accord with the principles laid

down by her theologians and the decrees of the

Councils and Popes. Here is what St. Thomas
said: 'Though heretics must not be tolerated

because they deserve it, we must bear with them

till, by second admonition, they may be brought
back to the faith of the church; but those who,
after a second admonition, remain obstinate 'in

their errors, must not only be excommunicated,
but must be delivered to the secular power to be

exterminated.' This is a standard theological

work of the Church of Rome. The Vatican

Council of 187 1 anathematized the idea that
'

it

is no longer expedient that the Catholic religion

be held as the only religion of the State,

to the exclusion of all other modes of worship.'

Pope Pius VI., 1786, in the Bull Super

Solidate, declared
'

that the Pope can de-

prive kings of their authority to rule, and

absolve subjects from their allegiance.* Pope
Pius IX. declared in 185 1 that 'the Roman
Catholic religion must be exclusively dominant,

and every other worship must be banished and

interdicted.' Such are her decrees, and if she

does not enforce them to-day, it is due to her lack

of power to the
'

malheur des temps' as one

French writer puts it. You know the position
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she takes in educational matters, and you know,

also, for you are just now coming in contact

•with Galicians, etc., how ignorant and super-

stitious are her devotees.
"
In your letter you say that

'

apparently our

French missions have not been a great success.'

It is only
'

apparently
'

so, sir, for since this work

has begun some 40,000 French Catholics in

Quebec have accepted the Gospel and become

Protestants, and our church has contributed its

share in bringing about this result. . . . But

why is our present membership so small? This

can easily be explained. In the past, and to some

extent in the present, most of our converts had

to emigrate to the United States, on account of

persecutions in our own country. It is a well-

known fact that over a hundred French churches

have been organized across the line, these being

largely composed of our converts. But these are

not lost to Protestantism. Again, there are

results which cannot be tabulated. A great
—a

marked—change is slowly, but surely, taking

place among my people. My people have become

broader, more tolerant, and more independent.

I'hey are beginning to think for themselves, and

our work to-day is largely one of education.

The fruit is not yet ripe, but is ripening. It is

not possible to change in a year, or even in fifty

years, the 'mentalite' of a people, especially

when it is under the control of a church who

does her best to prevent assimilation or any
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close union^jwith other peoples. We must be

patient, work and pray, and believe in the power
of the truth and of holy lives to overthrow error

and dispel darkness."

For some years the Methodists and Presby-
terians have carried on small missions among
the Chinp.sf in British rolnmbia. The problem
is thus stated in the Report of the .Methodist

Missionary Society for JQ07-08 :

"The presence of large numbers of M^iatic^Tiie Asiatics—
in some of the provinces of the Dominion haslj^^^^®^^

< become, from the political and economic points \ ^
I
of view, a sedous problem. The forces of

lorganized labor see in these Oriental strangers
/what looks like a dangerous competing element,
/ and if they are permitted to come in large num-

/
bers many workmen believe the result will be

that wages for both skilled and unskilled labor

will rule at much lower figures than if white

men only were in control of the situation. This

sentiment is very strong, especially in British

Columbia, and during recent years steady pres-
sure has been brought to bear—not without suc-

cess—to inrlin-p \\]e nnminion OoyprnmPntj if

not tn bnninh thr Oripntnln nmv in thf rountn^
at least-to- prpvent the entrance of any mpre. To
those who can look at the question from an un-

prejudiced and non-partisan point of view, this

seems to be a sljort-sighted policy. The trend

of events points surely to the fact that in the not

distant future, perhaps within a generation,

japan, and China, will be the great markets for

our surplus. jgrodi^ts, especially foodstuffs, and

anything which might induce these countries to
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adoBt a retaHatory policy—which they are qu ite

wouM. he-juost^unfortunate.

^dog-in-the-

"
But these are selfish considerations which

poucywiu ought not to weigh much one way or the other,
not answer ^^^ question is one to be settled on broad

grounds of justice and international comity, and
in the long run a dog-in-the-manger policy will

not answer. It is a fundamental mistake to sup-

pose that problems arising from great migra-
tions of the world's populations can be solved

Acts of Parliament or labor combinations

V that take no account of God and His ^lans for

the world. Still less can they be solved by angry
outbursts and mob violence. Let us face the

question fairly. The Orientals are here, and a

time will come when they will be here in larger
numbers. Hew-~shall we deal with them? Shall

we regard and treat tHem as Barbarians, a

menace to society, to be mobbed, boycotted,
driven out of the country? That were only to

proclaim that we are barbarians ourselves,

utterly unworthy of the freedom of which we
boast so mj^h. Surely there is

'

a more excel-

K-ient way.' [The&e-^trangprs from the Far East

/ arfOiiirn^n beings like ourselves, of_the_J^gne
/* / bloQiltLg^^^st as capable^^under proper leader-

fl^ll^ -'^^^pT^^^^'^^^g in""TKp ^ralZIZ^T^ivjjJTgtjnri and

/I \f V\ bprntning p U^^fnl flfm^Ut in -'^U^- r^nrmnpTvniqn

p^pillRti^n ^S ?^e the imtniVrnntr -frnm nt-ker

\ couiiUieb.M
A plea for If as stated in the Annual Report of the
the Asiatics

'

^ . ^ ^ i

in Canada Methodist Missionary Society for iQOO-07, tlje

protection of oui luliuLi}^
—from tbe—^'

3r
p11ow

p^rH
''

r|fpPnHg iipnn—''

cciAn'rig- if/> ^^^^ the
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efforts ni \he rVinrrhes appear rather insignifi-

cant^ A few Chinese and Japanese evangelists,

several
"
Homes," and a few churches and Sun-

day Schools are all that the church has con-

tributed toward the solution of this problem
which means so much to at least one of our

provinces. We plead for foreign missions in

China and Japan; we have here at home abun-

dant opportunities of reaching these peoples.

The work is her-^wmimisjjie^rhantmpnt lent

by distaUCg-

But during: the last few years the larg-e influx The churches
, , 1, , . r andtheEnff-

of immie^rants has brou2:ht the church face to ush-speaking
r .1 111 .,.,.. communities
face with new problems and responsibihties of in the West

tremendous magnitude. To supply the English-

speaking communities which are so rapidly mul-

tiplying throughout the great West has taxed the

resources of the churches. Hnndrf^d.S <^f minis-

ters lrav€ beeajmported^fxQm the Old T„Rnd^nd
^

yet 4t is HiffirtiU tnj£PPp pare with the develop-

rojent. This summer (1908) one hundred new

prairie towns are being located on the Grand

Trunk Pacific Railway and on a branch of the

Canadian Pacific Railway. Accustomed only to

work among English-speaking peoples, and in-

tent on meeting their needs, we have hardly yet

realized the claims of
"
our people of foreign

speech."

The Scan4i!L^vians and Gennaiis have gener- The scandi-

allv brought their mm i sters and church organiza- German
• .'T"'^ "7 T77^

'
'- 77? T Churches

tiQpg wijJ2_jiia'n In Winnipeg, in addition to
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L

y:
.^

0^

^"^

large "Ro]Ti?^n CatVinJif^ rVnirrVip<;, there are fif-

teen Protestant Oerman churches and mission s.

including Luthfii^s, Refonnfid Eitangdicab,
Adventists and Baptists. There are almost as

many Scandinavian, including__jthe__IvUth(^^

mission church, Baptists and Icelandic Uni-

tarian._ These various churcHes liave missions

throughout the country. The Evangelical Asso-

ciation^ or German Methodist Church, is

extending its work in the West. The Mora-

vian Church, or Unitas Fratrum, has a strong

cause in Alberta. Man^L-Germans and Scaa-

dinavians, fsperirilly those—frr>m thf United

f^fuff-si^
nnitP witVt flip -irariniiQ Engljsh-Speaking

congregations. Th^ jytethodist—-and— Presby-

terian churphes have had one or two Scan-J

dinavian missionaries. Of the Canadiai

churches, the Baptists have been the moj

aggressive in working among these peoples.

the prairie provinces they report twenty-onj

German churches with a membership of abot

1,500, and sixteen Scandinavian churches witl

a total of over 360 members. Many of thes

werCj of course. Baptists in the Old Country.

A (On the whole, it may be said that these immi-'

^ grants from Northern Europe are able to care

for__tll£niaehtes; TT^our "Canadiari churches

J rdesire to work among them, probably this could

L
(^j'J/ybest

be done by co-operating with some existing

vy .rf organizationJ For instance, the Methodist

'^ Church ought to be able to come to a working
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agreement with the EvangeHcal Association. In

the poorer districts in the cities, all missionary

organizations require German-speaking work-

ers, as the German language is used by a great

Variety of peoples.

When we come to the immigrants from

Southeastern Europe, w^ace,.an entirely differ-

ent^EIobl^"^- Most of these are Roman or Greek

Catheii€r--<i£jews. They, too, bring their re-

ligions, but often these are not of a very high

Qrd€^_
The majority of the Jews come from Russia/ work

Austria and Roumania, and constitute an entirely/v
®

diiferent class
^
from those who come from Eng- \

land or Germany. Up to the present the Chris-
J

tian church has done littlelo reach the Jews in /

Canada^JI^elXoiidoiuJSocietx^^^f^^ ^
Christiaaity amongst the Jews, has a small mis- y^^^^^

sion in IVkantrpal and another in Ottawa. The

Presbyterian Church has a missinn in Tnrnnto. /^\
where there is also a non-denominational_J[ewish ^

f^
rnission. Tn Winnipeg, for a short time, there

<5^*7^
was a mission under the auspices of the Anglican t*"""^

Church, but this has been discontinued. Has the
fL'i L*-*-^

Christian church no duty toward the Hebrew

people, or do we despair of leading them into

fuller light ? Poor people, it is
a^ strange jcind /

of Christianity ^at~they have known ! The qx^

perience^Fone^little J ewTsH girl may be regarded

as typical. Sarah is only nine years old, but her

young life has been crowded with experiences.
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The family lived in Russia. She remembers well

one dreadful day when a mob began killing the

Jews. Her father took her mother and her to

a stable and hid them. She lay for hours under

some hay in a manger while her
"
Christian

"

persecutors searched everywhere for the hated

Jews. She hardly dared to breathe. The terror

of that day is branded deep into her very being.

Then came the perilous flight across the border
—months of hardship

—the long sea voyage
—

and then the new land. Little Sarah says : "In

Russia I hated the Christians. I would spit when

the name of Christ was spoken. But here my
teachers are so good and kind. I know now that

Christians are not all bad. I know Jesus must

be good."

^.^^ ^? ,
Or let me quote from a letter written by a

All Peoples' ^ -^

Mission night young Jew in our night school :

"
I was born in

N-
, eight miles from Berlin. When I was

three years of age my father moved to a little

village not far from the town of W in Rus-

sia. At the age of four, I was sent to a Hebrew

school, which I attended for two years. After

that my father engaged a private teacher who

lived at our house
;
he taught me reading, writ-

ing and arithmetic, and religious knowledge. I

was instructed in the five Books of Moses, and

in the Prophets according to the Jewish beliefs.

This teacher stayed with us for four years, and

by the end of that time I was being taught in the

Jewish tabernacle. I worked on the farm for
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one year, helping my father. When I was eleven

years, I started again to school in the town of

W to learn the Russian language. I

attended school for one year and three months,
after which I went home for the summer holi-

days. During my holidays an incident tran-

spired in my life which I shall always remember.

On Sunday I was at a Catholic church, and

listened to the priest who, to my mind and way
of thinking, did not preach the unvarnished

truth to the poor uneducated people. At the

close of the service he came through the pews

carrying a gold cross in his hand, and requesting

all the people to kiss it. This I refused to do.

Then he began to preach directly to me, telling

me if I refused to obey I would invoke the anger
of God. He finished by telling how cruelly the

Jews treated Christ, and urged his people to be

cruel to the Jews when they had the chance. At

this I got up on a chair, and began to talk to the

people. I cannot remember now exactly

what I said, but the tenor of my speech

was that the people should think for them-

selves and not be led astray by those who

preached for material gain. Space will not

permit me to go into details, but suffice it

to say that my act was a grave offence against

the Russian law, and a few hours after I got

home two police officials came to my father*s to

take me to the jail. My father took me out on

bail, and as I was under age I did not receive
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any punishment, but was warned if a like occur-

rence happened I would pay for the whole busi-

ness. When I was about thirteen years of age
I went back to school and got mixed up with

Socialists. I was greatly influenced, and a few

months found me a Socialist organizer and

preacher. While I was thus engaged I learned

that the law officers were hunting for me. I had

to leave home and flee into Germany with

friends, where I remained for three years, when

I left and came here to Canada. I was sixteen

years of age, I could not speak a word of Eng-

lish, and did not know any people here. I do

not go to any place of worship. I spend my
time reading."

This young man is now nineteen. In two

years after coming to Canada he had made

$1,500, and now has a responsible position with

a city firm.

We are Let these stories plead the cause of Jewish

the Jews missions. The old faith is being lost. Have we

a better to offer? Then, can we refuse to make

the Jews sharers of our Gospel liberty? Surely

rwe are debtors both to Jews and Gentiles.

\
I

We now approach the most difficult problem

of all—the i>Hifai(^f nf fhf^ Prnt^pfant rh^T^^hp^;

toward—tho Catholic peoples of Southern and

Eastern Europe . This is not the Erench Catho-

lic question over again. So different are the

two, that if we declined absolutely to establish

missions among the Erench, we might still con-
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sider the advisability of missions among these \

peoples.

Let us consider first the needs of the Itali? c Tbe religion
'

ofthe Italians^
The Roman Catholic Church attempted to gr^aft

ChrMiamty'im'To'Tjieathe^ . The \^
column of Marcus Aurelius was crowned with a

statue of St. Paul. In the Pantheon the statue of

Venus was replaced by an image of the Virgin.

Jupiter was worshipped as St. Peter. Chris-

tianity became a baptized paganism. Now this

hybrid religion is losing its hold upon the people..

Most of th£ Italians who come to us arej^norantl \
and ^superstitious ; they have _been_£Oorandl
oppressed. Though nominally Roman Catho- J ^^
lies, many are bitterly opposed to the church.

' "

^./

The women attend church, at least at the times; r''

of the great festivals. The majority of the men
1

are indifferent to religious affairs ;
the younger 1

men are rapidly becommg sceptics. _^
It is not a

case of fighting the Catholics, it is the need to

save the people ! These Italians "aFe" pouring

into our country. Have we nothing to offer

them? The Methodist and Presbyterian

churches have small missions in Toronto and

Montreal, but these are, to use the words of one

of the workers, "entirely inadequate." An
Altierican authority says :

"
Among no class of

foreigners has American mission work seemed to

yield quicker, larger or more abiding returns.'

If we are to be successful in this work we must

do two things at the start, ^j^, take it up in real
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earnest—pift-iiioney and brains and heart into

jt. Second, we must among Romans—_be

Romans^ ^
Sometimes we emphasize Canadian

customs as Christian dntiea. and""'Iancv that

mpthoHs adapted to work

The Italians-
an opportun-
ity for the
Canadian
Church

5A*

H

The cry from
Macedonia

Austrlans and
Doukhobors
need help

among EngHsh
Pratp^tant^ ghnnld he pffprtivp among Ttr^lJ^^P

Catholics.

An Italian missionary says that several

agpnrip<^ shnnlH wnrW rntTrirrrpntly
—

(i) JThe

Mission, (2) Th£ Press. (3) SociaULnstitiiticais.
" The people should be surrounded by genuine
Christian—sympath}?-, and—lo^e^—and they are

lovable, if -Lin r1prQfr>r>rj ;
thcv are to be won by

prejudices that often exist against them, and ^y

helping thptn JiL__every way possible." This

Italian work still lies ahead of the Canadian

churches. Are there not some who will devote

their lives to this people, who will become one

with them and champion their cause?

In our cities we have numbers of Syrians,

Armenians and Bulgarians. Little has as yet

been done for them. In Toronto the Presby-

terians have taken an interest in the Bulgarians

from Macedonia, and a few are found in the

various missions. "^The Macedonian cry ought to

have a new significance for us in these days.

Last of all, we come to the immigrants from

Austria and Russia—a score of peoples, each

with peculiar needs. Take one example alone,

the Doukhobors. They are Christians.-—of a
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kind. But surely Canadian Christians may help
them in many ways. The Society of Friends

established a school among them. This is all

that has been done. Is there not here, too, a call

to some of our young men? Ten thousand

people, deeply religious and, according to their

convictions, faithful

churches.

death. Will our

But the great majority of the people from Roman

Austria and Russia are Roman nr Oreel^
; Cgthn- Cathoiica

lics> ^hey are peasants^^he 'majority illiterate
j

^--
-

and superstitious ; some of them bigoted fanatics,
^

some of them poor, dumb, driven cattle, some in-

tensely patriotic, some embittered by years of

wrong and oppression, some anarchists—the

sworn enemies alike of Church and State. The

Slav is essentially religious, but his religious in-

stincts have never yet found true expression.

The move to the new land means a shaking of

the very foundations of belief. The old associa-

tions are 4«^t- b^^ind, t^*^ mind i.^ prepared f^r

np^A^imprpt;c;inn^^jjiiP indiyldu^l i^ thf^Wf^ infn an

entirely diilerent social life^ and is onvclopod by

a different religious atmosph£re. Sometimes he

may cling tenaciously, desperately, to the old

beliefs; often he renounces them entirely.

Modifications must take place. The desire for

light and liberty lies behind even the excesses

into which some plunge. Light and liberty
—

these are what are needed.

The Greek Church of Russia has established
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lie foreign
Churches

Strong churches in the United States, and these

have established missions in Western Canada.

But as yet the work is not well organized or sup-

ported, and schisms are of frequent occurrence.

Romancatho-^-
The Rgpiaa-^aLhuliL CliUidi lub, su far,

^^^jdoij£.-comparatively little for th ese peoples. In

Winnipeg there is a large Polish church with

missions in outlying points, and a Ruthenian

(Greek Catholic) church with several missions.

There are also a number of scattered missions

among Poles and Hungarians. But a study of

the Catholic Directory reveals a surprisingly

small number of distinrtively foreign churches.

The Redemptorist Fathers at Brandon and York-

ton, and the Benedictine Sisters at Winnipeg
devote themselves largely to work among Poles.

The Basilian Fathers of the Greek United Rite

at Winnipeg and the Sisters, LitjtJe Servants nf

Mary, are working among the Ruthenians.

Of the Protestant churches, the Church of

England and the Congregational . Church have

done nothing. ,
The Baptists have done consid-

erable colportagie work, and report a Hungarian
Mission and several small missions among the

Galicians and Russians. In this field the Pres-

byterian Church has done by far the greatest

work, and to Ihem belongs the honor of initiat-

ing one of the most remarkable movements in

church history. They have four medical men

working among the Ruthenians and four mission-

aries among the Hungarians, many of whom be-
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long to the Reformed Church. But their most ^v>\\/^J
important work has been in connection with the

' "" \ .

Independent Greek Church_QLCanada. ^'{'^i)/^
The Ruthenians had originally been Greek TheEutiien-

Catholic, but under Polish dominion, Roman Greek

Catholicism was forced upon them about three

hundred years ago. The Jesuits were the ^ ^^'^
^.^ .

instruments of this enforced conformity and ^ "^ ^

accompanying persecution. Concessions were

made, the Greek rite was maintained, and the

priests allowed to marry. But only the higher

clergy 'really accepted the papal supremacy, the

lower clergy and the people remaining Greek

Catholics. After the division of Poland, Rus-

sian Poland returned to the Greek Church.

Austrian Poland (Galicia, etc.), remained under

the control of the Roman Catholic Church. Of

our Ruthenian immigrants about one-quarter

are Orthodox Greek Catholics, the other three-

quarters being Uniats (that is, those Greek^

Catholics upon whom Roman Catholicism was

forced). Only step-children of- Rome, they

needed but the opportunity to break from Rome.

Owing to quarrels between the Russian

Greek Church and the Patriarchate of Jerusalem,

an Independent Greek Church was established

in the United States. Free alike from Rome and

St. Petersburg, this church won many adherents

among the Ruthenian Uniats. The Independent

iBishop came to Winnipeg and established a

Ichurch. But there was dissatisfaction and
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jealousy, and finally the young priests refused to

recognize the authority of the Bishop.

?ertan^churcil
^^^ ^'^ ^^^^ ^° ^^^ P^^^ played by the

?rganiz°ethe 'P^^sby^^"^^_i:hurch. Some of the Greek

Seek^ChurchlP^^^^*^ ^PP^°^^^^^^ ^^^ Home Mission Commit-

tee, asking for their co-operation; some wished

to come directly under the authority of the

Presbyterian Church. What was the best way
to help these people, Catholics, yet in some ways
Protestant? This was the problem before the

leaders of the Presbyterian Church.

They decided to allow the Greek Church to

work out its own salvation as an independent in-

stitution. So there was formed the Independent
Greek Church of Canada. The Presbyterians

assisted in preparing a catechism. They estab-

lished scholarships in Manitoba College and

arranged courses of lectures for the priests.

They assisted in building churches and main-

taining the missions. The last Home Mission

Report shows that twenty-four Independent

Greek niinisters are employed—thirteen in Mani-

Itoba, seven in Saskatchewan and four in Alberta,,

The growth During the last five years the Independen|

Independent Greek Church has built over fifty churches, an
Greek Church

(,]^jj^g ^q j^^^yg ^ following of about 6o,

What is this independent church like? Some

times the priests call themselves Catholics, some

times Protestants. In some ways the church

may be said to be Catholic in form and Protest

ant in spirit.
" On the paper," as one of thei^
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priests put it,

" we are under the Patriarch of

Jerusalem. We pray for the Patriarch in

church." The Government is Presbyterian in

form, and yet the priests lay great emphasis on

the fact that they are regularly ordained, even

though they despise the erratic bishop who
ordained them. Their catechism is pretty much
that of the Free Churches of England, though

they retain the seven sacraments. They use the

Greek rite, but they read and expound the

Scriptures.

How far is there evangelical teaching and

personal reHgious experience among them?

Perhaps that depends, on the particular priest.

Sometimes within the robes is a man who really

feels and knows
;
sometimes the robes are every-

thing. But the spirit of enquiry is at work. The

people feel their liberty, and are eagerly seekin

for more light. Gradually many of the outwar

forms are being sloughed off; the people ar

studying their Bibles. They^are mingling with

Protestant people and catchinglhF]Trotestant
f

spirit. Can they be expected at once to become

Protestants? If it were possible, would it be

wise to attempt this change? Medigevalismjj|^

transplanted to the twentieth century—who can

tell what the result will be?

The Methodist Church has a hospital at what the

T^ , til 1 ^t,
Methodist

Fakan, and has done some work among tne church is

Slavs in connection with All Peoples' Mission, European
J foreigners

[^ijtmipeg. Recently work has been commenced
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among the Polish people. The Poles are and

have been for generations Roman Catholic, but

they are great lovers of liberty, and bitterly

resent the domination and, it is claimed, the

oppression of the Irish Bishops in the United

States and the French Bishops in Canada. This

has led to the establishment of strong Inde-

pendent Polish Catholic churches in the United

States. This Independent movement is extend-

ing to Canada, and is being greatly accelerated

by the success of the Independent Greek Church.

It would seem as if the Methodist Church

might work among the Poles in some such way
as the Presbyterian Church has been working

among the Ruthenians. During the past winter

two young Independent priests have been attend-

ing Wesley College, and now has come the pur-

chase of the Independent Polish Church in Win-

nipeg.*

/ ^^^S^""^'^^^"^^ are to help these Catholic peoples, two

forreforma^ courses seem open. Either we must try to make
^^^^

; Methodists of them, or we must help them to

i work out their own salvation. The first is

easiest to attempt, but seems to us doomed to

failure. The second is most difficult, but seems

to be in accord with the laws of true spiritual

development. Reformation must come from

within. 'Utndependence means that the people are

\ /taught to think for themselves ;
it' means that the

See Appendix No. 3.
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Bible is placed in their hands
; it means that their

children attend the Public Schools instead of the

parochial schools; it means that the people ally

themselves with Protestants rather than with

Catholics. Independence affords the opportunity

for reformation.

What relation should the Methodist Church

bear to such an Independent Church ? That must

be worked out. These experiments are unique
in the history of the Protestant Church. There

might be an independent Catholic Church siiB-

sidized by Protestant money, or there might be

a Protestant organization granted special con-

cessions. But who can forecast the form which

any religious movement may take? Thousands"

of people are groping after the light. Can we
not help to throw open the doors? ^

Special attention should be drawn to the

necessity of mission work in our cities.* Here

we have all sorts and conditions of men—^the

most needy isolated from those who might help

them. The church must work out some new

organization, and adopt special methods to

accomplish this work. It would seem that insti-

tutional work is most ef^fective. ^The effort musF

be not merely to preach to the people, but to

social

* See Appendix No. 4.
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In view of the great work before us the

familiar words of Punshon come to us with new

force :

Listen! the Master beseecheth,

Calling each one by his name;
His voice to each loving heart reacheth,

Its cheerfullest service to claim.

Go where the vineyard demandeth
Vinedressers' nurture and care;

Or go where the white harvest standeth,
The joy of the reaper to share.

Then work, brothers, work, let us slumber no longer,
For God's call to labor grows stronger and stronger;
The light of this life shall be darkened full soon.
But the light of the better life resteth at noon.

Seek those of evil behavior,
Bid them their lives to amend;

Go, point the lost world to the Saviour,
And be to the friendless a friend.

Still be the lone heart of anguish
Soothed by the pity of thine;

By waysides, if wounded ones languish.

Go, pour in the oil and the wine.

Then work, etc.

Work for the good that is nighest,
Dream not of greatness afar;

That glory is ever the highest
Which shines upon men as they are.

"

yVork . though the world may defeat you,
Heed not its slander and scorn;

Nor weary till angels shall greet you
With smiles through the gates of the morn.

Then work, etc.

Offer thy life on the altar.

In the high purpose be strong;
And if the tired spirit should falter,

Then sweeten thy labor with song.
What if the poor heart complaineth,
Soon shall its wailing be o'er;

For there, in the rest that remaineth,
It shall grieve and be weary no more.

Thet^ work, etc.
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APPENDIX No. 1.

The following condensed table, issued by the Department of
the Interior, gives the latest immigration statistics :

IMMIGRATION TO CANADA.



APPENDIX No. 2.

On the nth of September last, the following Order-in-
Council was passed referring to the money qualification of

immigrants arriving in Canada on and after the ist of January,
1909:

"
His Excellency the Governor-General-in-Council, in virtue

of the provisions of Section 20 of the Immigration Att, Chap-
ter 93, Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906, is pleased in view
of the labor conditions and of the probable supply and
demand for laborers in Canada during the coming winter,
to Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that in the case of immi-

grants arriving at Canadian Ports between the ist day of

January and the 15th day of February, 1909, the Immigration
Agent at any port shall require every immigrant, male or

female, 18 years of age or over, to have in his or her posses-
sion money to the minimum amount of $50.00, in addition to

a ticket to his or her destination in Canada, unless satisfactory
evidence is furnished that the immigrant is going to some
definite employment, or to relatives or friends already settled

in Canada who would take care of such immigrant, and that

on the last mentioned date the money qualification above pre-
scribed be reduced to the minimum amount of $25.00 for each

immigrant, and so remain until further ordered."
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At a missionary convention held in Winnipeg in the autumn
of 1904 the author of this text-Book presented a paper on
"The Stranger Within Our Gates." This was subsequently
published in the Methodist Magazine (July, 1905). In this

paper the following suggestions were offered:
" Would it not be a mistake to interfere directly with this

work? (The Independent Greek Church, which was just
then being organized.) Should we not instead allow them
to work out their own salvation? We must choose one of
three courses. We can oppose these reformers on the ground
that they are not evangelical; we can act independently, to a
certain extent and for a short time; or we can co-operate
with them, supplying their confessed deficiencies.

"
Assuming that our work should be of a supplementary

character, we find that they need sympathy, advice and prac-
tical assistance. Several avenues are already open. We have
one medical missionary. The Presbyterians have a hospital
at Teulon. Extend this work, which the immigration officials

say is much appreciated.
" But it is along educational lines that at present they need

our help the most. Encourage some of our Methodist young
men and women to accept positions in Government schools in

these foreign colonies. The Inspector informs me that it is

difficult to secure Canadian teachers for these schools, that

special permits would be granted to competent teachers, that

there is splendid work to be done. One of the immigration
officials informs me that the Galicians would welcome the

establishment of the Sunday School. This work would involve

no extra expense to the Missionary Society. It does involve

some self-denial on the part of the teacher. Who will go
for us?
"Let the Missionary Society establish scholarships at

Wesley College or at Alberta College, which would assist

bright foreign boys to fit themselves as school teachers. With
the help of a Canadian Christian environment, our professors
could leave their stamp upon these teachers, and thus help to

mould the entire community.
" From among our probationers at Wesley College, ask for

volunteers for foreign work at home. Allow these to substi-
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tute German or Russian or Polish for Greek (or the candidate
for Indian work substitute Indian). During their course, let

them do practical work in connection with All Peoples' Mis-

sion, if possible living in a foreign home. (The Roman
Catholics have missionaries who know the language, and
have even sent priests to Galicia to study the language and
the conditions of the people.) Our workers thus trained
would be able to do effective service in the way that would
open out, or that experience might prove best. At present,
with no accurate knowledge and no trained workers and no
definite policy, we cannot but blunder.

"This brings us to the necessity for the establishment of
an Advisory Mission Council in the West. ^Let there be

representation from the Methodist, Presbyterian and Congre-
gational Churches, and, if possible, from the Church of Eng-
land, the Baptist and Lutheran Churches. For some years
the Foreign Mission Boards in the United States and Canada
have held conferences concerning the work in the foreign
field. An Advisory Council is not impracticable. It is a

necessity if we are to have anything like a mutual understand-

ing—if we are to adopt any far-reaching policy—if we are to

make any effort at all commensurate with the greatness of
the work."
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ALL PEOPLES' MISSION, WINNIPEG.

REPORT, 1907-1908.

Winnipeg City Mission Board.
Chairman—Rev. J. Woodsworth, D.D.
Secretary—Geo. N. Jackson, Esq.
Treasurer—Rev. A. Stewart, D.D.

Mission Centres.

Maple Street—AX\ Peoples', near C.P.R. station.
Stella Avenue—B^ihlohtm, corner Powers and Stella.
Burrows Avenue—Polish Church.
Euclid Street—New building, corner Sutherland.

Staff.

J. S. Woodsworth, Superintendent.
S. East, Pastor, Bethlehem.
Miss Marion Adair '\

Miss Agnes Allen, > Deaconesses.
Miss Grace Tonkin, J

Miss L. S. Mason, \-ir- a *. t^- ^

Miss C. V. Wigle, /^^"^^^^^^^^^ Directresses.

Miss James, \t/-- a ^ a •
^ i.

Miss Blanchard, /Kindergarten
Assistants.

Miss A. Kochallea, Bible Woman (Resigned).
Chinese teacher. (Work suspended for lack of funds.)

A, iosSowskl!' }P°"=h ^'"dents at Wesley College.

E. Chambers, \ Probationers training for foreign work at

Wm. Wyman, / home.
Volunteer workers from Wesley College.
Volunteer workers from city churches.

During the past year the Superintendent has considered that

his first duty was the organization and supervision of the Mis-
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sion. Various changes have been made, which, it is beHeved,
will make possible the unification and extension of the work.
The emphasis has been placed upon the work among non-

English-speaking peoples from Europe. A beginning has
been made in the training of workers for this field. A Polish
church has been purchased, and a new building is being erected
to serve the needs of the foreign population in Point Douglas
North. We have endeavored to use every means in our
power to spread information and stimulate interest in this

work. Outside of his own immediate duties, the Superin-
tendent has taken an active interest in the Children's Aid
and the Associated Charities of the city of Winnipeg.
We desire to testify to the earnestness and efficiency of our

staff, and to thank the many friends who have assisted us in

such a variety of ways.
We submit the following brief report of the various depart-

ments. Interesting details are given from time to time in

The Christian Guardian.

Kindergarten Departrjaeat.

We maintain two Kindergarten Schools for at least ten
months in the year. In each is employed a trained directress

and a competent assistant. For the past eight months the

average attendance in the two schools was eighty-five. The
children come and go a good deal, but one month's enrolment

gives a fair idea of the nationalities reached: 57 Polish, 22

English, 17 German, 14 Russian, 10 Ruthenians, 5 Hungarians,
5 Jews, 3 Bohemians, 2 Roumanians, 2 Swedes, i Norwegian.
Total, 138.

This means that our teachers have a friendly entree to two
hundred homes. They help the people in many ways. Most
of the kindergarten children are in our Sunday Schools.

Wnrk Among Girls.

Two deacpfiesses
devote all their time to work among the

older girls. CThey conduct sewing classes, cooking classes,

kitchen garden classes, and various kinds of clubs. In these

there is a weekly average of about two hundred and thirty

girl^/) The lives of over three hundred girls are being
directly influenced by these workers, and their bands of helpers
from the various city churches. In these classes and clubs,

Hebrews, British and Germans are most numerous, but there

are also representatives of the following other nationalities :

Poles, Ruthenians, Hungarians, Bohemians, Russians, Rou-
manians, Icelanders, Norwegians, Swedes, Danes and Syrians.

Many of the older girls are from shops and factories. The
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elevating influences of these girls' organizations can hardly
be over-estimated.

During the summer our deaconesses assist in the work of
the Fresh Air Camp.

.Work Amonjg; Boys.
This is the weakest department of our work. We have

several small SoxgL Brigades and Clubs, but they, have not
received sufficient attention and'^'SUpyoiL

—Wfe are hoping to
do better work in our new building.

Sunday Schools.

Our Sunday Schools have been growing steadily till we
have now an attendance in the two schools of about three
hundred and seventy-five. Many of the children are "for-
eign," but the majority can understand English. There are
adult classes for Germans, Poles and Ruthenians. A number
of Russian-Jewish chiJ4ren are taking an active interest in

the Sunday School. A«adliary to the Sunday School are the
Bands of Hope, at which-^here is a weekly attendance of
about one hundred and fiftyT^

Night Schoolfiu.

Night schools have been carried on throughout the winter.

Before the city schools were opened we had an attendance
of nearly one hundred three nights in the week. Afterwards
the numbers decreased, and it was possible to do better work.

Through these schools we have come into sympathetic touch
with large numbers of young people, chiefly Russian Jews
and Roman and Greek Catholics from Southeastern Europe.

Mothers* Meetings.
Mothers' meetings have been held regularly throughout the

year with an average weekly attendance of about forty-five.

The mothers sew for an hour or two, then have devotional

exercises in English, German or Polish, and before separat-

ing have a social cup of tea together. The deaconess in

charge is able to come into very close relations with the

lives of the sixty or seventy women who attend these meet-

ings.

Friendly Visiting.

One deaconess and a Bible woman give most of their time

to visiting the homes of the people. They are often able to

give advice and assistance, and to do personal religious work.
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Needless to say, the workers in all departments are constantly
in and out of the homes of the people. The poor, the sick,
the stranger, these always claim our sympathy and help.

Hospital Visitation.

Every week, sometimes more frequently, our workers visit

the hospitals, where they are often able to speak a word of
cheer or comfort to the lonely and discouraged.

Welcome to Immigrants.
DUl '

llig
'

lliL iiuuiigiciLiuii ^tawn a student is placed at the

Immigration Hall. He meets the incoming .
Old Country

Methodists, helps to direct and advise them, and conducts

religious services in Maple Street, which we regard as our

Immigration Chapel. Throughout the year we have every
week a Strangers' At-Home.

Relief.

Through the winter we gave relief, generally in small

amounts, to the extent of two hundred dollars, distributed

about sixty bales of clothing and sent out Christmas baskets,

groceries, etc. In many cases we were able to secure work,
or direct those in need to the right source of help, hospitals
or Children's Aid. Then friends often made it possible to

give treats to those whose living at best is very scanty.

Religious Services.

Religious services are conducted regularly in English at

both Maple Street and Stella Avenue. At Stella Avenue there

has been built up quite a good little congregation, chiefly of

Old Country people. At Maple Street every Sunday evening
half the congregation is gathered in from the hotels and
boarding-houses and Immigration Hall. The students of

Wesley College rendered valuable assistance in this work
during the winter. Ser\^ices are also held in German, Polish

and Bohemian. The Chinese work has been suspended on
account of lack of funds.

The purchase of the Independent Catholic Church has

opened up a most interesting field for work. Here and at

Hirzel, Saskatchewan, ministers, formerly Catholic priests,

are endeavoring to lead their people into Gospel light and

liberty. This work is difficult, yet full of promise.

Finance.

All Peoples' Mission is maintained by grants from the

General Board of Missions and the Woman's Missionary
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Society; by contributions from the Methodist churches in

Winnipeg, and by collections taken in the missions. In addi-
tion to these regular sources of income, friends in the city
and in both Western and Eastern Canada sent in last year
special subscriptions amounting to ^66. Without these it

would have been impossible to do many things, much needed,
but for which there was no provision whatever. The Superin-
tendent would be glad at any time to receive financial help
toward carrying on the work of the various departments.

Workers Are Needed.

Above all, we need workers. Are there not among the

young people in our churches men and women who will con-
secrate their lives to social service?

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

Since the above report was written, our new Institute has
been completed and is already being worked almost to its full

capacity. Classes have been started in the Burrows Avenue
school-house. At Stella Avenue we are much cramped for

room, and should, in the near future, have a building at least

as large as the Institute. If we are to keep pace with the

needs, additional centres ought to be opened. The financial

problem is a serious one. This year, besides grants from all

sources, the Winnipeg City Mission Board has become respon-
sible for over $15,000. This must be raised by Winnipeg
Methodism, in addition to the General Mission Fund, the
Woman's Missionary Society and the Forward Movement
Fund. When it is considered that from one-quarter to one-
third of the entire population of Manitoba is resident in Win-
nipeg, and that from one-quarter to one-third of this city

population is composed of
"
foreigners," it will be seen that

we are
"
tackling

" not a small local affair, but rather a great
national problem. As such, it demands the consideration and
the united energies of the whole Canadian Church. We must

express our appreciation of the way in which scores of young
people from the various city churches and the students of

Wesley College have rallied to our assistance.

We subjoin the programme for the present year. In addi-

tion to our four "mission centres," with their various activi-

ties, we have other
"
stations." In the Immigration Hall we

have been assigned a desk, and during the immigration season

a college student devotes his time to this department. The
hospitals are visited regularly every week. A Bohemian ser-
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vice is conducted on Sunday evenings in the home of one of
our members. The homes of the workers and the Deaconess
Home are centres of activity, and perhaps the best work of
all is done by friendly visiting in the homes of the people.
Further, we endeavor to co-operate with the City Health

Department, the hospitals and Free Dispensary and Nursing
Mission, the Public Schools and the Children's Aid, the Asso-
ciated Charities, and other institutions that minister to the
needs of the people. We work:

"For the right that needs assistance.
For the wrong that needs resistance,
For the glory in the distance.
And the good that we can do."

PROGRAMME, 1908-1909.

Maple Street (the old All Peoples').

Sunday ii a.m. Morning service and class meeting.
3 p.m. Sunday School.

6.30 p.m. Street meeting or canvassing Immi-
gration Hall, station, hotels and boarding
houses.

7 p.m. Gospel service.

Monday 8 p.m. Service for Ruthenians and Poles.

Tuesday 8 p.m. German gospel meeting.

Wednesday. .2 p.m. Mothers' meeting, English and German.
8 p.m. Prayer meeting.

Thursday 7.30 p.m. Band of Hope.
8.30 p.m. Boys' Brigade Band practice.

Friday 8 p.m. Choir practice.

Stella Avenue (Bethlehem).

Sunday 11 a.m. Children's service.

3 p.m. Sunday School and Organized Adult
Bible Class in Mission House.

7 p.m. English service.

Monday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten.
Prayer meeting.

Tuesday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten.
7.30 p.m. Loyal Legion.
7.30 p.m. Girls' Club in Mission House.
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Wednesday.. 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten.
4 to 6 p.m. Sewing School.
8 p.m. Foreign Mothers* Meeting.

Thursday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten.
3 p.m. English Women's Club.

Friday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten.
4 to 6 p.m. Kitchen Garden A.
8 p.m. Choir practice.

Saturday 10 to 12 a.m. Kitchen Garden B.
8 p.m. Junior choir practice.

The Institute (New Building).

Sunday 11 a.m. Girls' Catechumen Class.

II a.m. Boys' Catechumen Class.

3 p.m. Sunday School.

7 p.m. English service.

7 p.m. Ruthenian service (in contemplation).

Monday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten Class A.
I to 3.30 p.m. Kindergarten Class B.

4 to 6 p.m. Kitchen Garden A.

7.45 to 9.45 p.m. Maple Street Boys' Brigade.

Tuesday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten Class A.
I to 3.30 p.m. Kindergarten Cliss B.

4 to 6 p.m. Sewing School A.

4 to 6 p.m. Stella Avenue Kitchen Garden B.

4 to 6 p.m. Stella Avenue Small Boys' Club.

Wednesday. .9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten Class A.
I to 3.30 p.m. Kindergarten Class B.

4 to 6 p.m. Kitchen Garden B.

7.45 p.m. Stella Working Boys* Club.

7.45 p.m. Orchestra practice.

Thursday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten A.
I to 3.30 p.m. Kindergarten B.

4 to 6 p.m. Cooking class.

7.30 p.m. Girls' Club.

8 p.m. Monthly Concert.

Friday 9.30 to 12 a.m. Kindergarten A.
1 to 3.30 p.m. Kindergarten B.

2 p.m. Foreign Mothers' Meeting.

7.45 p.m. Boys' Club, King Arthur's Knights.

7.45 p.m. New Boys' Club.

Saturday 10 a.m. Small Boys' Gymnasium Class.

2.30 p.m. Stella Girls' Club, No. 2.

3 to 4 p.m. Sewing School B.
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Burrows Avenue (Property recently purchased).

Use of church granted to former owners—the congregation
of the Polish Independent Catholic Church. In the school
house we conduct the following:

Sunday 3 p.m. Sunday School.
8 p.m. Evening meeting in English.

Monday 4 to 6 p.m. Sewing School.
8 p.m. Occasional meetings of Polish Commit-

tee.

Tuesday 2 p.m. Mothers' Meeting.
7.45 Night School.

Thursday 7.45 Night School.

Friday Stella Boys' Brigade.

Saturday 7.45 Night School and social evening.
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The following services are announced weekly in the Winni-
peg city papers :

Anglican.
St. John's Cathedral,
St. Martin's Mission.

Holy Trinity.
Christ Church.
St. Mark's Mission.
All Saints'.

St. Luke's.
St. Alban's.
St. George's.
St. Peter's.

St. Matthew's.
St. Margaret's.
St. Barnabas' Mission.
St. Michael and All Angels*.
St. Cuthbert's.
St. Philip's.
St. Jude's.
St. Thomas*.

Roman Catholic.

St. Boniface Cathedral.
St. Mary's.
Immaculate Conception.
Holy Ghost (PoHsh).
St. Nicholas (Greek Catholic)
St. Joseph's (German).
Sacred Heart (French).
St. Ignatius.
St. Edward's.

Presbyterian.
Knox.
St. Andrew's.
Westminster.
St. Giles*.

St. Stephen's.
Augustine.

Point Douglas.
St. Paul's.

Dufferin Avenue.
St. John's.
Home Street.

Riverview.
Elmwood.
Norwood.
Sherman Street.

Clifton Street.

Hungarian Mission.
Free Presbyterian Church of

Scotland.

Baptist.

First Baptist.

Logan Avenue.
Broadway.
Tabernacle.
Emmanuel.
Nassau Street.

Calvary.
Olivet.

Beulah.
East Elmwood Mission.
Swedish Baptist.
German Baptist.
North Side German.

Methodist.

Grace.
Zion.

Wesley.
McDougall.
Young.
Fort Rouge.
Maryland Street

Broadway.
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Norwood.
Sparling.
St. John's.
Gordon.

Epworth.
All Peoples', Maple Street.

Bethel.

All Peoples', Bethlehem.
St James's.

King Edward Street

Congregational.
Central.

St. James* Park.

Evangelical Lutheran.

First English Lutheran.

Evangelical Lutheran (Ger-
man).

Norwegian Lutheran, Mission
Church.

Christ Church (German^.
Emmanuel (German).
First Icelandic.

Trinity (German).
Zion (Swedish).
Tabernacle (Icelandic).

Reformed Church.

Zion (German).
Christian Reformed (Dutch).
Salem.

Christians.

Salvation Army.
Citadel.

Nena Street.

Holiness Movement.

Scandinavian.

First Scandinavian.
Elmwood Scandinavian.

Unitarian.

First Icelandic
All Souls'.

Christadelphians.

Jewish.

Shaarey Zadek.

Shaarey Shomayin (Ortho-
dox).

House of Jacob.

Apostolic Faith.

Latter Day Saints.

Reorganized Church of Lat-
ter Day Saints.

Welsh United Church.

Society of Friends.

Spiritualistic Church.

Gospel Meeting.

German Evangelic Sjrnod
of North America.

St John's.
First Evangelical

Church of Christ (Disciples). Men's Own.
Sherbrooke Street h^^j^ and Foreign Mission.

Church of Christ (Scientirt) y^^^g ^^^.^ Christian

Evangelical Association.
Association.

Ebenezer. Bijou Theatre Christian

English Mission. Endeavor Services.
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APPENDIX No. 6.

AN ACT RESPECTING NATURALIZATION

AND ALIENS.

13. Any alien, who, within sucl^ limited time before taking
the oaths or affirmations of residence and allegiance and
procuring the same to be filed of record as hereafter pre-
scribed, as may be allowed by order or regulation of the

Governor-in-Council, has resided in Canada for a term of
not less than three years, or has been in the service of the

Government of Canada, or of any of the provinces of Canada,
or of two or more of such governments, for a term of not
less than three years, and intends when naturalized either

to reside in Canada or to serve under the Government of

Canada or the Government of one of the provinces of Canada,
or two or more of such governments, may take and subscribe

the oaths of residence and allegiance or of service and

allegiance in form A and apply for a certificate in form B.

R. S., c. 113, s. 8.

24. An alien to whom a certificate of naturalization is

granted shall, within Canada, be entitled to all political and
other rights, powers and privileges, and be subject to all,

obligations, to which a natural-born British subject is entitled

or subject within Canada, with this qualification, that he shall

not, when within the limits of the foreign state of which he
was a subject previously to obtaining his certificate of nat-

uralization, be deemed to be a British subject, unless he has

ceased to be a subject of that state in pursuance of the laws

thereof, or in pursuance of a treaty or convention to that

effect. R. S., c. 113, s. 15.
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Appendix No. 6

OATH OF RESIDENCE.

I, A. B., do swear (or, being a person allowed by law to

affirm in judicial cases, do affirm) that in the period of

years preceding this date I have resided three (or
five, as the case may be) years in the Dominion of Canada,
with intent to settle therein, without having been, during
such three years (or five years, as the case may be) a stated

resident in any foreign country. So help me God.

Sworn before me at

on the A. B.

day of
R. S., c. 113, sch.

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE.

I, A. B., formerly of (former place of residence to be
stated here), in (country of origin to be stated here), and
known there by the name of (name and surname of alien in

his country of origin to be stated here), and now residing
at (place of residence in Canada and occupation to be stated

here), do sincerely promise and swear (or being a person
allowed by law to affirm in judicial cases, do affirm) that I

will be faithful and bear true allegiance to His Majesty King
Edward VII. (or reigning sovereign for the time being) as

lawful Sovereign of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland, and of the Dominion of Canada, dependent on
and belonging to said Kingdom, and that I will defend Him
to the utmost of my power against all traitorous conspiracies
or attempts whatsoever which shall be made against His

Person, Crown and Dignity, and that I will do my utmost
endeavor to disclose and make known to His Majesty, His
heirs or successors, all treasons or traitorous conspiracies
and attempts which I shall know to be against Him or any
of them; and all this I do swear (or affirm) without any
equivocation, mental evasion or secret reservation. So help
me God.

Sworn before me at

this A. B.

day of

4-5 E. VII., c. 25, s. 2.
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Appendix No. 6

CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION.

Dominion of Canada,
Province of
In the (name of court) Court of

Whereas formerly of (name of

country), now of in the province of

(occupation), has complied with the several

requirements of the Naturalization Act, and has duly resided
in Canada for the period of years;
And whereas the particulars of the certificate granted to

the said under the fifteenth section of the

said Act have been duly announced in court, and thereupon
by order of the said court, the said certificate has been filed

of record in the same pursuant to the said Act:
Thia is therefore to certify to all whom it may concern,

that under and by virtue of the said Act
has become naturalized as a British subject, and is, within

Canada, entitled to all political and other rights, "powers and

privileges, and subject to all obligations to which a natural-

born British subject is entitled or subject within Canada,
with this qualification, that he shall not, when within the

limits of the foreign state of which he was a subject (or

citizen) previous to the date hereof, be deemed to be a

British subject unless he has ceased to be a subject (or

citizen) of that state, in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in

pursuance of a treaty or convention to that effect.

Given under the seal of the said court this

day of one thousand nine hundred and

A. B.

Judge, Clerk (or other proper officer

of the court).

This form may be altered so as to apply to the provinces
of Saskatchewan and Alberta, and the Yukon Territory.

R. S., c. 113, sch. ; O. C/s, 21st Dec, 1903, and 3rd Nov.,
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